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PREFACE

“Everyone here eats tacos...”

T hose were the first words I heard Savoy say during the in-field portion of my Mystery Method bootcamp. Until then I had been... skeptically unconvinced. During the first day at seminar, I thought it sounded great, but wondered whether it was the real deal or not. Then I watched Savoy open a set with those ridiculous words, immediately get attraction...and then end up alone with an attractive woman. It was enough to let me know I had things to learn from this man.

I later became an intern while I was still in college and the “office” was Savoy’s living room. Back then it was just Misschievous, Savoy and I. We went for Indian food, worked out together and argued over why he so foolishly loved the Philadelphia Eagles. I also met Style and many of the other world’s greatest pickup artists. I was really happy to be there.

And I saw what Savoy was capable of firsthand. I saw a LOT of different women leaving his house in the morning when I showed up for work. Sometimes two. ;)

It started to crystallize in my mind that there were greater possibilities for me. I had been okay with girls after my program, but it still hadn’t really clicked that I could achieve THIS lifestyle. Savoy took me under his wing and showed me how to do it. The guy was an amazing resource and teacher. He was proof that even a boardgame playing dork from Newfoundland with horrible taste in football can have insanely good and consistent game... And it rubbed off. With his help, I began to live the life I'd been dreaming of and different girls started leaving MY house every morning as well.

Then the company grew from 3 of us to 4, to 5 and moved to LA. I watched firsthand as Savoy turned us into the leading in-field, cold-approach dating company in the world. I watched as reporters from all over the world started calling. I watched a company grow exactly as Savoy had planned it all along from day one. We taught thousands of students and changed tens of thousands of lives. All along, he has been one of the greatest mentors and friends I have ever had. I consider myself lucky to have him as a boss and as a friend who I still call for dating advice to this day.

The book you are about to read is not a magic bullet in the sense that reading it will completely change you overnight. The title is ironic, really. But what it will do is give you the map and the skills to get to the place where you want to be, through a combination of hard work, dedication and the application of the wisdom you are about to read. If you commit to putting what is in these pages into practice you WILL attain the relationships and lifestyle of your dreams.
I honestly can’t think of anyone better to learn from. For those of you who know my reputation, the knowledge in this book was the path that led me to where I am today. It should be read a couple of times to get the full benefit because there is just so much to learn...

If there is any “magical” way to get better with women, be it attracting, building or maintaining great relationships, it’s contained within these pages...so in that sense, it is the closest thing to a magic bullet around. Read it, internalize it and apply it with dedication and passion, and I hope that all of you reach the goals that you set out to achieve as you enrich and transform yourselves with the insights contained in this book...

SINNcerely,

SINN

SINN
MAGIC BULLETS

INTRODUCTION

Magic Bullets is an ironic title. A central theme of this book is that there is no magic bullet to get the women of your dreams. There is no one single thing, or even ten things, you can do that will all of a sudden allow you to reach your full potential.

I've spent years teaching men how to improve their success with women. For the past three years, I've run The Mystery Method, the gold standard in this field. I've worked closely with other masters, men who go by names like Sinn, Mystery, Tenmagnet, Badboy, Future, Ajax, Cortez, Captain Jack, and Brad P (most people in this field use pseudonyms). I've seen Tyler D teach, and been out with Style more than a few times.

These guys are all masters. They have developed working systems that allow them to have high-quality women in their life.

But these systems are not what make them good. None of these guys were an overnight success (and I wasn't either). Most of them have six things (“The Fundamentals”) in common:

The Fundamentals

1. Most of them spent months, or even years, in a conscious process of self-improvement.

2. All of them had to study and understand female psychology, usually first from books and then “in the field” (in live interactions with women).

3. All of them had to develop social intuition so they could recognize and predict patterns of social behavior.

4. All of them developed a lifestyle that women found attractive.

5. All of them had to develop skills that allowed them to make their systems work - skills like humor, storytelling, or kissing.

6. All of them have been on many dates, even if they call them something else, and know how to use dates to their advantage.

So here's the dirty little secret...

If you've taken care of the fundamentals, any reasonable system can work. Sinn could use Tyler D's system and get great results. Style has used Mystery's system, and done well. I've used a couple of different systems before making my own.
A system for attracting women is like a strategy for a basketball game. Some teams shoot a lot; others pass a lot and wait for a great shot. Some teams run back quickly on defense; others rebound aggressively. But if you have players who are good at the fundamentals (which in basketball means things like shooting, running, and dribbling) any reasonable strategy can work. Just like if you have good dating fundamentals, many different systems can work. Sure, one system might fit you slightly better than another, just like in basketball a team with big players might use a more physical strategy than a smaller but faster team. Bad-boy does his thing and not Sinn’s because it’s slightly better for him. But if he had to, and he had time and motivation to practice it, he could attract beautiful women with Sinn’s, or anyone else’s.

Of course, it’s possible to have a basketball strategy that won’t work, even with the best players in the world. The national team for the United States in the 2004 Olympics is a perfect example of this. Same goes for dating. I recently read a book in which the author guides men to approach women seated in restaurants with the line: “A beautiful woman like you should have a beautiful evening. Do you mind if I join your table?” That’s not going to work no matter how good your fundamentals. And if your fundamentals were truly good, your social intuition and your understanding of female psychology would have stopped you from making such a bonehead approach in the first place.

**DEVLIL’S ADVOCATE**

Let’s play devil’s advocate for a moment. If it’s true that it’s the fundamentals that are important, how can it be that someone can learn a dating system and immediately get better results?

Just like a basketball team with a decent strategy will beat a team with no strategy, a man who learns a workable dating system will do better than he did before he had one. Often, such a man will convince himself that he has learned “the secret” and has the magic bullet for succeeding with women. This belief will actually help him, by giving him confidence, until he hits the inevitable dead end that comes from not improving the fundamentals. In my years of experience in dating science, I have never - nor have my colleagues ever - seen a man become truly successful with women without being able to handle the fundamentals.

But a good devil’s advocate wouldn’t be satisfied yet. He would want to know why, if all of the above is true, so many people are still obsessed with dating systems?

Here we have stumbled onto the myth of the One True Path: the idea that you should pick a guru and follow his system, focus on his system, and ignore everything else. This book will destroy that myth.

The One True Path fallacy is seductive, because it fits in nicely with human psychological patterns, especially in males. Men naturally want to believe it. Say some guru tells you 10 things he says you need to do to get a woman to go out with you. Well that’s sure simpler than looking at the complicated female across from you and trying to figure out what’s going on in her mind. And it works for the guru, so it must be good, right? And it’s a secret that you know that most men don’t, so that makes you feel powerful as well. What makes the One True Path so dangerous is that it can explain away your failures in a way that doesn’t challenge your faith. For example:
You do the 10 things the guru says and you don’t get the girl? That just means you haven’t mastered them yet. You need to practice more.

You lost the girl when you did one of the 10 things, but the other three seemed to go okay. Great! You’re getting better at three of the 10. You just need to practice that one.

Your friend succeeds with a woman by doing something that your guru doesn’t teach or recommend? Ignore it. You’re learning the guru’s system so you can date even more attractive women than your friend meets - women like your guru gets.

The One True Path fallacy also exists because it’s easy to communicate. It’s easy to tell you to do these 10 things and you’ll get what you want. I can do that in a paragraph. It’s much harder to account for the what-ifs and exceptions, as I do in this book. Some of the most powerful, if misguided, ideas in the world do not tolerate ambiguity. Fascism, Fundamentalism, and Communism are all One True Path fallacies. However, dating science does not respect absolute laws like physical science does. No matter how tempting it is to think that it does.

SYSTEMS

So after all of this, why is there even a system in this book?

For one thing, it makes a convenient organizing principle. It’s a good way of keeping, for example, material on how to start a conversation (Chapter 5: Opening) in a separate chapter from material on what to do next (Chapter 6: Transitioning). This is even though the information presented in the chapters describing the Emotional Progression Model (our system) would appear no matter what system we happened to be using or what we titled each chapter.

Moreover, you do still need a system, whether it’s your own or someone else’s. And some systems clearly don’t work, so at least if you’re using this one, I’ll know that you’re not going up to women at restaurant tables and trying to sit with them with cheesy pickup lines. Even some famous dating guru’s systems have big pitfalls if your fundamentals aren’t strong enough, and suffer from being too specific. For example:

» They only work for certain types of men (age, looks, personality type, etc.)

» They only work with certain types of women

» They only work in certain situations

The system that my colleagues and I have been teaching - and that is explained here - is both more flexible and more specific. Flexible in that it works for a broad range of men, with a broad range of women, in a broad range of situations. Specific in that we also drill down to specific types of situations, types of women, and types of relationship outcomes. I want you to have a dating system that works for you, not just for some guru with a clever marketing strategy.
The system here is not one I invented out of my head - that would be irresponsible. If I invented something purely out of my own experiences, I could hardly claim to have seen it used by enough different men, with enough different women, in enough different situations, that I could be confident that it would work for anyone who bought this book. Of course, my own originality is stamped throughout this book, as are the unique ideas of the best dating coaches in the field. However, when you come across something that I do myself or have seen others do that hasn't been tested rigorously in this way, it is labeled and identified as such.

The system in Magic Bullets was developed by the masters in the field, especially by the top instructors of The Mystery Method Corporation. But it is not a Mystery Method book. It has evolved and been dramatically improved over the past two years based on insights that our instructors have made and taught, and based on the way we've seen most people actually use the science of dating successfully. I'm excited to present it to you, backed up by the fundamentals that will let you reach your full potential.

I also want to share with you a bit about my approach in writing this book. There is, or at least there shouldn't be, any self-referential flattery, beyond personal examples to help explain a point”. I'm not out to convince you that I know what I'm talking about by talking about myself. It's a waste of your time and it's irrelevant. The only thing that matters is how the material in the book works for you. If you're curious about my personal experiences and adventures or those of other instructors and our students, I invite you to check out our blogs and The Forum. They're free, they're public, and their web addresses are listed in Chapter 24.

While the book is (I hope) orderly and easy to understand, the subject matter is not. Dating and relationship behavior is complex and full of contingencies and exceptions. In every case in which there was a tradeoff between an elegant model and a lucid analysis of a topic, I have opted for the latter. Accordingly, this book is not where you will find a bunch of new words, new acronyms, or complexity for complexity's sake. Instead the book is designed with only one purpose: to help you succeed.

To that end, I'd like to invite you into a dialogue. If you have any comments, ideas, or experiences from reading the book that could help subsequent editions serve its purpose even better, I'd love to hear from you.

Savoymail@sbcglobal.net
M ore people contributed to this book than could possibly be named here. As I’ve said elsewhere, Dat-
ing Science is a cumulative science, and we all build on the ideas of those who came before us.

In particular, I’ve learned a great deal from dating coaches I’ve worked with in the past few years, men who go by the names of Sinn, Badboy, Brad P, Tenmagnet, Cortez, Badboy, Future, The Don, and others. I learned from Tyler D, who years ago gave me my first glance as to at what was possible (“you mean you can go up to a woman like that and just start talking to her?”). I learned from Mystery, who contributed the idea of a sequential model and many techniques that stem from it. Most of all, I’ve learned from women - those I’ve approached, those I’ve dated, and those who indulged me through endless hours of conversation about their dating and relationship experiences. In particular, I learned from Misschievous. I’ve known her since before this adventure began, and she has inspired me to build something that women can contribute to and be a part of.

I also want to thank everyone who reviewed drafts of this book and provided their feedback. Sinn and The Don contributed important ideas and perspectives throughout the book and I owe them a debt of gratitude for their patience and insight. The book would not be the same without their contribution. DJ provided generous and insightful suggestions that improved the chapter on Storytelling. Frank Denbow, Christina Levy, Suzanne Weiss, and many other volunteers helped edit individual chapters; if you’re one of them and have not yet been appropriately thanked, get in touch.

Finally, I want to thank mondayMEDIA Graphics (www.mondaymedia.org) for the design of the book, proof-reading each chapter and invaluable suggestions throughout.
PART I

FOUNDATIONS
CHAPTER 1: HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This is a long book. And it's going to be read by a lot of different people who have different skill levels with women (what we call “game”) and different needs and goals. For this reason, I've designed the book so that it doesn't have to be read all at once. You don't even have to read the chapters in order. Each chapter is designed to stand on its own, as a useful reference, and most chapters make specific references to other chapters for related material.

Of course, I'd still recommend you read the book in order. But if you're impatient, here are some other places you can start:

» If you're on your way out tonight and want quick tips, go to Chapter 2: A Simple System you can use tonight.

» If you want a step-by-step guide to meeting desirable women you don't know and developing a romantic or sexual relationship with them, start with Chapter 4: The Emotional Progression Model, and the subsequent explanation of each of its seven stages in Chapters 5 to 11.

» If you've got your overall approach down and want to apply it to different social contexts - female friends, women you work with, “day game”, strip clubs, etc., then Part III of this book (Chapters 12 to 14) is for you.

» If your concern is around tweaking specific aspects of your game - anything from your body language to what to do on the first phone call - then you want Part IV (Chapters 15 to 22).

» If you've read the published book The Mystery Method in bookstores, or bought the Venusian Arts Handbook online and want to know what’s new, flip back a few pages to introductory Chapter IV.

IDating Science is a cumulative science. What you are reading now is the product of literally tens of thousands of individual interactions with women, by myself and other current and former instructors. We systematically generate, test, challenge, and refine our theories, and they are enriched by innumerable different men using our ideas and reporting on their results. But that doesn’t make anything in this book a physical law or scriptural commandment. All rules are meant to be broken, and you will get more in the long run from experimenting and building on this material rather than from applying it unthinkingly. It’s the spirit of experimentation and testing that brought us to this level, and it’s that spirit that will help you get the most out of reading it.
Chapter 2: A Simple System You Can Use Tonight

In This Chapter:

» When you first arrive
» The Emotional Progression Model
» Opening
» Transitioning
» Attraction
» Qualification
» Comfort
» Seduction
» Getting her phone number
» Before you go out
» General Rules to Remember

Magic Bullets is a long book. Really long. You're not going to get through it all in a day, or even a week. And it's designed to be something that you keep coming back to, over and over, as your experiences in the field allow you to learn more from it each time.

Still, it might be Friday night, you're going out, and you just bought this book. Maybe you have a couple of hours to skim through it. If you do, I recommend it.

But let's say you only have 20 minutes. You don't need to cover every possibility. You don't need to know why this material works. You don't need to know what to do on dates, what to do when you call her, or
what to do in a relationship with her. You don’t need to know how meeting women through friends or at work is different, or how to meet women during the day, or how to meet women at strip clubs. This stuff (and a lot more) is all in the book, but it’s not for you for tonight.

What you need is some quick information that will get you started with a couple of the more common types of social scenarios that you’re likely to run across at a typical bar or nightclub.

This will necessarily be very basic and in no way represents the full depth of what you will find in Magic Bullets. It’s not a summary and it’s certainly not a best-of. I picked this material because it’s the easiest to learn in 20 minutes and go out and use tonight.

WHEN YOU FIRST ARRIVE

» Act like you own the place. Walk in confidently. Keep your head high, walk slowly, don’t be afraid to take up space, and smile. How you enter a venue can set the tone for how people react to you the rest of the night.

» If you’re alone, approach a group right away (see below for how). If you’re with friends, look engaged with them. Do not wander around to “check out the bar” or scan the area with your eyes looking for attractive women.

» Be louder; almost every sober guy in a bar or club is too quiet.

» Stand up straight, make eye contact, and don’t lean in to hear her. In fact, never lean in.

» Body language and tonality are covered in detail in Chapter 18.

THE EMOTIONAL PROGRESSION MODEL

» Our model follows a woman’s emotional progression from first meeting you to being in some form of relationship with you (anything from boyfriend/girlfriend to Friends with Benefits). The next six sections are phases of that model. (The 7th is one you don’t have to worry about tonight).

» Key insight #1: You create mutual attraction before you build comfort. Put another way, you hold off on the “what’s your name?” and “what do you do?” questions as well as the really deep conversations until it’s obvious that you are both interested in each other.

» Key insight #2: She needs to be showing that she is interested in you before you can show her that you are interested in her.

» Don’t worry; we’re about to show you how to get a woman interested in you.

» Chapter 4 explains the model in detail.
OPENING

» Stay near the bar area. Don’t get drunk. When you see a group of two or three women together, pretend to spontaneously notice them and ask them a question like one of these:

้อย I’m planning my friend’s birthday party next Friday and I’m trying to decide between an 80s theme and a jungle theme. What do you think?

้อย My friend keeps getting anonymous emails from a secret admirer but he thinks he knows who it is. Should he say something?

» Ask the question like the situation is really going on, not like you’re taking a survey.

» Ideally you’ll see how these “opinion openers” work and are able to make up your own. In Chapter 5, we teach six different kinds of openers and how to make each of them work for you, but for tonight feel free to use these “sample” opinion openers.

» Always start talking to a woman within a few seconds of seeing her – important! Don’t lurk. Lurking is creepy. Creepy is bad. Nothing will turn a woman off more than creepy. Any time that you don’t want a woman to be interested in a man, imply that he is “creepy”.

» You can approach other groups (including women by themselves, larger groups, groups with men in them, groups sitting down, etc.) but these are the easiest to get started with.

» Opening is dealt with extensively in Chapter 5.

TRANSITIONING

» Once they’ve started talking about your friend’s birthday or secret admirer for a few seconds, cut them off by noticing something about them, like:

้อย Alright it seems that you [pick one woman at random] are the good one and you [the other woman] are the bad one. And that’s okay. One of you can be my angel and the other can be the devil. Like we’ll roll down the street, one of you on each arm, we’ll make all the other women jealous, and every time there’s a decision to be made, you guys can whisper in my ear and we’ll see who’s more tempting.”

» You can and should interrupt them after a few seconds and talk about something else that you notice about them.

» The point of the transition is to get from talking about your friend’s birthday or secret admirer to having a normal conversation about all sorts of things. There are a four major ways of doing this, and we cover them in Chapter 6.

» Don’t compliment anyone or ask anyone about themselves yet.
Making statements is a strategy. “You look like you’d be a schoolteacher,” will get her to elicit information without you having to ask.

The full Transitioning phase (which usually takes less than a minute) is covered in Chapter 6.

ATTRACTION

Now that you have a normal conversation going, your next goal is to get the girl you want attracted to you. This makes for one of the longest sections in the book (Chapter 7). For now, here are a couple of techniques:

- Tease her - give her a childlike nickname.
- Tell good stories. Funny is usually good. Tell your stories as if they are emotional journeys, not recitations of facts.
- Don’t do anything that would be interpreted as hitting on her.
- Be entertaining, without seeming to try too hard.

Up to and including this point you will be doing 90% of the talking. Don’t let silence happen. Keep talking.

Never leave a group because you “ran out of things to say”. Say anything. Even the lamest line in the world is better than awkward silence. And your brain will start to get used to improvising and dealing with social pressure.

Once she has shown some signs of attraction (touching you, laughing at your jokes, staying and talking to you for 20 minutes or so), then you can move to Qualification.

Chapter 7 explains the 5 ways of creating attraction and 8 qualities that are attractive to most women.

QUALIFICATION

When she is giving you signs that she is interested in you, switch gears. Now you can indulge your curiosity about her. You can ask her “screening questions” like, “So, what do you do for fun?” When she tells you things about herself that you are attracted to, compliment her on them.

Three compliments are usually enough. And make her earn them; she should have to talk about things that are genuinely interesting to you.

Once she’s done this, you can say something like “when I first met you I wasn’t sure about you. Now that I get to you know you, you’re pretty interesting”.

»
» Use the information she gave you by answering your screening questions to begin building rapport and commonalities.

» Chapter 8 covers this process in more detail; it’s a tricky one.

COMFORT

» This is where you can roll out all of the usual “What do you do?” and “Where are you from?” questions.

» Concentrate on getting to know each other across a wide variety of topics as opposed to talking about one subject in detail.

» Don’t make your conversation into an interview. Prompt her to tell you about herself by telling stories yourself.

» Begin touching her playfully and initiating more intimate physicality as the night goes on. Start out with playful pushing, tapping, thumb wrestling, etc., and then move into more intimate stuff like hand holding and kissing... It should be a smooth, upward transition that is comfortable for both of you.

» Comfort is where you decide what to do next: take her home (Seduction) or get her phone number. These are our next two topics.

» Chapter 9 covers Comfort in detail, including what to do if her friends are still around, how and when to get alone with her, and how to make her feel completely connected to you.

SEDUCTION

» Seduction is about being alone with her and progressing toward sex

» Your big obstacle in Seduction is “state breaks” - jarring interruptions when a woman has to logically confront the possibility that she is on the road to having sex with you. These include: going home with you, moving into your bedroom, undressing, etc.

» Chapter 10 goes over the three basic ways of dealing with state breaks (avoid/blur/distract); for tonight, focus on distraction. When something is about to happen that will engage her logically in this way, do something else that will take her attention away. For example, when you take her home, don’t stop talking. Keep her mind occupied with your words. Your monologue will distract her from the fact that she is coming home with you.

» As for sex itself, you’re on your own. This isn’t that kind of book.
**GETTING HER PHONE NUMBER**

» Make sure you get her number; don’t just give her yours.

» You can get a phone number anytime into or after the Attraction phase, but it’s best to wait until Comfort. We explain why in Chapter 22 (Phone Game).

» Make specific plans for what you two will do that is interesting and doesn’t involve dinner and a movie.

» Stay for 5 minutes after you get her number

» Chapter 22 covers how to get a woman’s phone number so she’ll answer when you call and what to do in the first phone conversation

**BEFORE YOU GO OUT**

You probably don’t have time to make major changes to your wardrobe right now, but here are a few things you can do with what you have:

» Untuck your shirt. Zap nose hairs and unibrows. Women notice.

» Junk any khakis or golf shirts you might be wearing.

» Put on one interesting item – a pendant, a ring, an unusual jacket, something that stands out and will get people talking to you

» Fashion and grooming is covered extensively in Chapter 20.

**GENERAL RULES TO REMEMBER**

» Don’t introduce yourself to women even if you’ve been talking for a few minutes. When a woman asks your name, it’s a sign she is interested in you.

» Don’t ask her about her personal information in the first fifteen minutes you are talking to her. (15 minutes is an approximation; the actual timing depends on what emotional signs she is giving up and is covered in Chapters 7 to 9).

» Don’t compliment her on anything about her looks, ever.

» Keep a very playful vibe; you can’t look like you are taking things too seriously.

» When you encounter resistance, change her mood, not her mind.
» Be non-reactive to things that aren’t the results you want. Being non-reactive is very attractive to women. Just enjoy yourself and don’t seek specific responses from her.

» Have fun! If you’re not having fun, she won’t have fun.
Chapter 3: Female Psychology

In This Chapter:

- Nature vs. Nurture
- Quick primer on evolutionary biology
- Evolutionary biology today
- Evolutionary biology for women
- Foundations
- Attributes
- Congruence

Nature vs. Nurture

Are men, in general, different from women? Or are individuals just different from each other?

If you were raised or went to school in a “politically correct” environment, you might have internalized the idea that men and women have essentially identical psychologies and that any differences in their behavior are attributable to societal influences. Under this theory, people are rewarded if they behave in ways consistent with society’s view of their gender and punished if they do not. Most people choose to conform.

Some of this is true. Societal influences do work in this way. For example, men who do not play a dominant role in their relationships with women are often snickered at for being “whipped”. Assertive women get thought of as “bitchy” while assertive men are considered to be self-confident. Men are expected to pursue wealth or other accomplishments. If you do not, you will not be valued as highly by many members of society, including many attractive women.

However, correlation does not imply causation. Some gender-based preferences are unquestionably innate. Even one-day-old infants – far too young to know or care what society wants them to do - adopt
traditional gender roles. When shown both a mechanical mobile and a human face, boys’ eyes tend to lock onto the mobile, while girls’ eyes focus on the face. And at one year of age, when shown silent videos of a car running and of two people talking, boys disproportionately focused on the car, while girls were attracted to the conversation.¹

Thus, Magic Bullets starts from the premise that many human behavior patterns are innate. This is especially true for sexual decision-making, which is as important to evolutionary biology (or cultural identity, see below) as you can get. If we can understand women’s fundamental impulses and motivations, then we can use these to our advantage in developing successful dating and relationship strategies. And if we can understand what women tend to have in common, then we will be more able to identify and interpret individual personality differences in areas where they do come into play.

One quick word about culture: Some cultural influences come from deep in the distant past, and have been inherited by most or all of the cultures that most readers of this book are likely to interact with. In the rest of this chapter, I refer primarily to evolutionary biology for simplicity’s sake, but we can treat universal or near-universal cultural traits as having the same effect. They both drive human behavior in fundamental ways, whether we are conscious of them or not.

QUICK PRIMER ON EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

Darwin taught us how humans and other animals evolve. Animals in every generation have random genetic variation, and those animals whose genes are best suited for their environment tend to do a little better, on average, than other members of their species. Over time, the advantage of doing “a little better” becomes compounded, and the nature of the species changes.

Seen in this way, each generation is a competition between different genetic makeups. The competition takes place extremely slowly, but evolutionary time is very long. Assuming 30 years per generation, each million years² allows for over 33,000 rounds of Darwin’s game.

Let’s make a hypothetical example, starting with a world of 1000 humans. Assume one of them was born with a mutation that the other 999 humans did not have: a dominant gene allowing him to eat trout. Most of the time, this ability would not be crucial, but on occasion trout-eating humans near freshwater lakes would be able to survive and reproduce while their non-trout-eating cousins would die of hunger.³ If we assume that the ability to digest trout provided a 0.1% advantage on average to a given human’s chances of surviving and raising healthy offspring, then, within one million years, 99.999999999.6% of the human population would be descended from this one person in one thousand who had this slightly superior gene. And the gene would now be part of normal human biology.

². This is not to imply that humanity is one million years old; humanity is actually younger than that, but evolution is a continuous process and affected proto-humans in the same way that it affects “modern” humans.
³. This may in fact be the first book written about meeting women that includes the phrase “non-trout-eating”
Much of our genetic makeup today is the result of random genetic mutations during previous generations. All other things being equal, a mutation that provides a genuine evolutionary advantage should win out over time.

What is an evolutionary advantage? Success, in evolutionary terms, can be seen as:

- Surviving until he or she is old enough to reproduce
- Having access to mate(s) with whom to reproduce
- Having access to mate(s) with whom reproduction has a better-than-average chance of producing offspring who will themselves have greater chances of evolutionary success
- Reproducing frequently (but not so frequently as to cause a burden)
- Being able to protect and raise their offspring to maximize their chances of success.

Looking at this list, it should become apparent why evolutionary biology is so important to the science of dating. Other than the basic need to survive, every component of evolutionary success relates directly to effectively choosing a mate and managing a relationship. Which is why you are reading this book. Let’s look the consequences of unsuccessful mating and relationship strategies:

- If you do not have access to mate(s), your genes will die out in one generation
- If you have access to mate(s) but are unable to conceive, your genes will die out in one generation
- If you are able to conceive, but your children are unable to mate or conceive, your genes will die out in two generations
- If you are able to conceive healthy and desirable offspring but you are unable to raise them and protect them, your genes will die out in two generations

It took us 33,330 generations to get our ancestors to eat trout in our hypothetical example. It takes one or two generations to wipe out genes that are not optimally designed for sexual behavior. A harsh reality, but one that highlights the cost of failure.

**EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY TODAY**

Our biological makeup was primarily developed in the previous hundreds of thousands of years of pre-history (what we arbitrarily call evolutionary time). However, our environment has changed extremely quickly over the past few thousand years, and evolution could not possibly have kept pace. Today many of our biological influences are designed for an environment that no longer exists. For example, food was relatively scarce for most of evolutionary time. As fat is an efficient way to store energy on the body,
humans who were predisposed to liking fat had an evolutionary advantage. Thus, most people today have a taste for fatty foods, despite food not being scarce in most of the developed world today. This is a major contributor to obesity in the developed world.

Many of our strongest sexual preferences can be attributed to evolutionary development. For example:

» People are generally not sexually attracted to close family members (increased chances of unhealthy offspring).4

» Men have extreme emotional responses to female infidelity (nothing is worse, in evolutionary biological terms, than apportioning resources to another man’s offspring).

» People prefer to conceive their own children than to adopt.

» Men tend to prefer women with wide, rather than narrow, hips.

Let’s use the last of these as an example. In the past, childbirth was risky and many mothers and children died. Women with wider hips had a better chance giving birth successfully, so men who were biologically predisposed to mate with such women tended to have more surviving children. They also had a greater chance of their wives surviving and contributing to the family. The evolutionary advantage was such that most men today tend to appreciate wider hips, even though today death in childbirth is rare, at least in the developed world.

**EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY FOR WOMEN**

Just as men generally prefer wider hips, women have near-universal preferences as well. We can divide them into three categories:

» **Foundations:**
   - Health
   - Social Intuition
   - Humor

» **Attributes:**
   - Status
   - Wealth

---

4. Incest has been practiced widely in some cultures. However, far more cultures reject incest than condone it, in part because of the relative lack of evolutionary success of the offspring of incestuous unions.
» Congruence:

- Pre-selected
- Challenging
- Confident

Note that these are not the only or even the necessary characteristics to win a woman’s interest. These are simply the most important qualities that are common to most women. Every woman will also have her unique interests when it comes to men, and most are also looking for elements which must be built together, like trust, connection, and shared values. Nevertheless, if you know very little about a specific woman - which will often be the case before you get to know her - you could do worse than to base your initial approach on what has attracted women for generations.

**FOUNDATIONS**

The characteristics we discuss as foundational are deeply linked to evolutionary biology. In fact, they predate the human race.

**Health**

All animals are biologically-driven to seek healthy mates. The human female is no exception. A healthy man can provide his family with food, shelter, and protection. His children are likelier to be healthy as well, allowing them to have healthy children of their own, and also to protect and provide for their parents in old age.

In general, appearing healthy is more about avoiding things that can hurt you than it is about things that will help you. It is often a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to attract desirable women.

**Implications**

» I’m not going to take the easy way out and tell you to go to the gym. Well, I will, but you probably already know that having a toned and fit body helps attract women, and if you haven’t started working out yet, I’m probably not going to change your mind.

» If you don’t work out, there is still hope. While having a fit and toned body contributes to being good-looking and to appearing healthy, it is not necessary. As long as you avoid the appearance of any major health problems, being good-looking for men in today’s society is actually more dependent on fashion and grooming (see Chapter 20) than it is on what you look like naked.
» If you can, tell stories that involve participating in physical activity.

» Never talk about being sick, about being tired, or bring to her attention anything unhealthy about you. Don't be weird and hide it if you have a headache, but realize it won't help you.

» Skin blemishes indicate ill health. It's actually fairly easy to cover up most obvious skin problems like acne. I recommend seeing a facialist if you can afford one. Failing that, go to a makeup store and ask a salesperson to help find some cover-up that works with your skin tone.

» A balding hairline also connotes ill health. If you're balding, go bald, which is at least a choice as opposed to a health issue, or regenerate your hair.

» If you have glasses, consider contacts. Some men look good in glasses; most don't.

» Most of these things are easy to do; there is no excuse for scuttling your chances over health issues.

SOCIAL INTUITION

The ability to thrive in a social group is extremely important for animals who live in groups, such as humans. When Aristotle wrote that “man is a political animal” he wasn't writing about elections or public policy; he was referring to the polis: ancient Greek for city. Humans are designed to live and to thrive in groups. In fact, one of the strongest punishments in Aristotle’s Athens (and other traditional societies) was ostracism - exile from the tribe.

In evolutionary time, a man who was not respected within his group hurt his family's chances of success. Other people in the group would be less likely to share information, resources, protection or opportunities with him.

Have you ever met a man who always seems to say or do the wrong thing? His manners are different, or he talks too much or about things with are of no interest or inappropriate. Possibly, his general demeanor just doesn't feel “right”. This guy probably doesn't have a girlfriend because he doesn't have Social Intuition.

There is no magic bullet (sorry) that will develop your social skills. Social skills are the underlying theme of this book, and improving them will take work. So my advice here will be fairly foundational - none of it will get you more dates right off the bat, but these are important things to keep in mind as you read the rest of this book. For tips that you can use tonight, you should be reading Chapter 2 anyway.
Implications

» Social Intuition comes from repeated practice and observation. Make a conscious effort to interact with more people, especially people with strong social skills themselves. Attend more social gatherings - anything from your college alumni’s get-togethers to cocktail parties and happy hours. Practice, practice, practice, and observe what other people do in response to what you do.

» Waiters interact with people all day. Computer programmers generally don’t. Which profession is better for developing social skills? No one is telling you to quit your job, but, if you are in a low-social skills profession, you’ll need to make a conscious effort to interact socially with people who do have social intuition.

» TV and movies are not real life. This sounds obvious, but it’s not. People learn about patterns of behavior from observation. You can’t help but internalize behavior patterns you see on the screen. Make a conscious effort to avoid this. Better still, spend more time interacting with people and less time interacting with your television.

» You can also take a workshop with us (See Chapter 24). Issues with your social intuition will be identified and explained.

HUMOR

You might be surprised to see humor in a list of foundational evolutionary characteristics. Humor is often considered to be based on language, which would make it culturally-specific and not universal. However, recent research has disproved this. Humor not only pre-dates language and exists in every culture on the planet, but it is also present in other animals, such as monkeys, dogs, and rats. No, rats don’t actually laugh, but they do make a specific high-pitched vocalization when tickled or at play.

Having a sense of humor means you can share laughter and induce it in others. This may seem frivolous, but it’s not. According to one expert, “most laughter is not about humor; it is about relationships between people.” Laughter is a communication tool. Chimps laugh when they play-fight, to communicate that they are playing, not attacking. More importantly for our purposes, laughter creates social bonds between people who share it. When you laugh with someone, you feel a closer tie to them. In addition, the very act of laughing releases chemicals in your body that trigger positive emotions. Thus, people are predisposed to enjoy laughter and people who can make them laugh.

As a communication and social tool, humor could be considered to be part of Social Intuition, but it gets a section of its own because it is so important. The importance we place on humor should come as no surprise. Whereas many women will deny or not even realize that factors such as wealth or pre-selection affect
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their preferences in men, most will say that a sense of humor is extremely important. And they’re right.

Implications

» Humor can be learned like any other social skill. If you don’t have a good sense of humor, develop one. We polled members of our Forum (Chapter 24) – specifically those men who had sought out to improve their sense of humor – and these are some of the resources they recommended:

  ◊ *Humor Theory: Formula of Laughter* by Igor Krichtafivitch

  ◊ *The Naked Jape* by Jimmy Carr

  ◊ *True and False: Heresy and Common Sense for the Actor* by David Mamet

  ◊ *Three Uses of the Knife* by David Mamet

  ◊ *Comedian* (movie) by Jerry Seinfeld

» Make a point of observing people who have a good sense of humor. Don’t just focus on what someone says; much more important is the associated timing, tonality, and delivery. Go to comedy clubs to observe professionals.

» Don’t fall into the trap of turning into a clown. You can get cheap laughs by doing weird or inappropriate things, but that makes people laugh at you instead of with you. It’s good to be able to laugh at yourself (see below), but don’t deliberately lower your social status.

» Don’t take yourself too seriously. A self-deprecating wit, used in moderation, can actually convey high status and high value. If someone makes a friendly joke at your expense that others are also laughing at, laugh with them.

» There are many types of humor: sarcastic humor, slapstick humor, satirical humor, etc. Make sure your sense of humor is wide-ranging. The same type of humor over and over can be grating.

» Laughter is contagious. Even if you’re not producing all the humor, being able to find and laugh at other funny things that are going on will encourage others to laugh as well. This catalyzes good emotions and social bonding.

Now that we’ve finished the foundations section, let’s review what we have. In evolutionary terms, a man who has health, social intuition, and humor will also have the following qualities:

» His chances of continued survival are good.

» He can likely produce healthy children.

» He can participate and thrive in different social groups.

» He can make her feel good and make people feel close to him.
Is that enough to capture and keep the attention of a desirable woman? Not usually. But without them do you have a chance? Almost certainly not.

ATTRIBUTES

If the foundational characteristics give you a “ticket to play” to win the interest of a desirable woman, your attributes give you a “ticket to win”. Your attributes can be thought of as something external to you (as opposed to something thought of as intrinsic, like health) and relate to something you have, as opposed to something you are.

From an evolutionary standpoint, pretty much everything external that consistently attracts women can be related either to status or to wealth. This doesn’t make women “goldiggers”, though it helps explain why goldiggers exist. As we’ll discuss below, women have good reasons to value these attributes in men when conveyed appropriately.

Status

Status is associated with power. Power implies the ability to cause things to happen, or not happen. The strongest manifestation of power is the ability to help or hurt others. In evolutionary times, the Chief had power and status. So did the medicine man. So did the religious authority. It is not difficult to see the evolutionary benefits of power. Today, politicians, CEOs, and movie producers are examples of people who have power and status. Indeed, it is not uncommon to see such men involved with sexually desirable women whom they would not have otherwise been likely to attract.

Power can also be applied indirectly. The Chief’s trusted advisors carry power through their ability to influence the Chief. The religious authority carries power through his ability to influence the supernatural – but if he is seen to fail at this too many times, he will lose this status. Today, being a friend of a powerful politician, CEO, or producer carries status through the indirect application of power.

Of course, status is attractive for non-evolutionary reasons as well. All other things being equal, being with a high-status man allows a woman to lead a more interesting and exciting life than if she were paired with a low-status man.

Status also exists in a relative context. A university professor won’t likely have much status at a fashion show because many models don’t know or care much about academia, and academic status is not particularly relevant to most of their lives. He would have much more status at most dinner parties or happy hours, where women would likely find higher education to be more relevant to their own experience. Similarly, a movie producer would have little relevant status (as opposed to wealth) to a woman who doesn’t care about the entertainment industry. However, to many or even most young women, being a movie producer is one of the most powerful identities one could possess.
This relative context can be very narrow. Women sleep with their bosses a lot. This is sometimes to advance or avoid negative consequences to their career, but is often genuinely consensual and based in part on a woman’s attraction to her boss’ relative power and status. Even if the manager of a small restaurant has little power and status outside his restaurant, he has a lot of it inside, and this can be attractive to the women who work for him.

Power has its greatest impact when its holder is willing to exercise it. If I own a nightclub, but it’s the doorman who decides who gets inside and who gets into the VIP room, then he has more power than I do until I exercise my power. On the other hand, many women tend to be cautious of men who exercise their power indiscriminately, or in a way that might cause them danger. Think James Caan (Sonny) in The Godfather. However, one place where women expect men to exercise power – in a judicious way - is in protecting those around them. She will want to know you can protect her too. Don’t hit on this theme over and over, but a reference or two can help you. This is what some of us used to call being the “Protector of Loved Ones”.

The more vulnerable a woman (e.g., exotic dancers) the more she will be attuned to the power and status. The higher-status a woman, the more she will desire an equal or higher-status man.

Implications

» Relative status is far easier to obtain than absolute status. If you go a restaurant frequently, get to know everyone who works there. Even if no one knows you outside the door, you can be a celebrity inside. Plan your social events to become well-known at a few venues rather than a stranger at many. Take advantage of this on dates (Chapter 16).

» Status is often demonstrated relative to other men. Recognize and seek opportunities to display status in a non-confrontational way over other men, such as teaching a man something or expressing dominant body language (see Chapter 18).

» Act like people expect high-status men to act. They do not tend to be envious. They do not tend to denigrate the success of others, particularly other high-status men. They do not tend to be needy, to convince others of their status, or to worry about what others think of them. And so on.

Wealth

Wealth means having access to resources. In evolutionary time, “wealth” might refer to a man’s hidden store of food and animal pelts. Today it’s money.

Financial security is crucial to evolutionary success. Men are predisposed to accumulate wealth, even when they already have plenty. Both men and women desire financial security and our emotions make us uncomfortable when we do not have it. Women especially need to know that they will have access to sufficient resources for themselves and their children to thrive.
While women are able to create their own wealth in today’s society, most women retain an evolutionary desire for a man who could provide for her and future children. This doesn't mean that most women necessarily expect a man to provide for her; they just want a man’s income to be at a level where he could, or could in the future. Being on the road to wealth is almost the same as having it; most women will consider a medical student’s prospects to be almost as good as a doctor’s. Even some of my most liberal and feminist female friends feel uncomfortable with men who make less money than they do, or worry that a man in this position would feel emasculated and resentful. Put simply, whether based on culture or biology, women are predisposed to be attracted to men with money who can provide a comfortable lifestyle.

Do not resent women for this. It’s entirely normal and natural that women’s choice of a mate will be affected by what he contributes to her and her offspring’s financial security. You’d probably do the same. Imagine two women, equal in every way, but one contributes to you and your family’s financial security while the other drains and threatens it. You’d pick the first woman, even though, as a man, you are not highly predisposed to seek wealth. For a woman, this predisposition is much stronger, and applies regardless of whether or not she plans to have children.

No one likes to move to a lower socio-economic level, so a woman accustomed to a certain lifestyle will be less interested in someone who cannot provide this. Don’t think of this as a moral issue. Valuing a man’s wallet is no more “shallow” than valuing a woman’s chest. If you’ve dated beauty queens your whole life, it would take a lot more for the “girl next door” to impress you than if you’d dated average-looking women.

Wealth has diminishing returns for most women once you reach their comfort threshold. Some women are strongly attracted to wealth above this level and can be interested in a man based primarily on his wealth. These women are sometimes called “golddiggers”. Golddiggers view their sexuality in part as a tool to “move up” in society. In evolutionary time, and in many societies today, marrying well is one of the few ways realistically open for women to improve their status and lifestyle. If this bothers you, then don’t date these women. They are easy to spot. Don’t get upset that they exist. It does you no good psychologically, and if you’re trying to act like a high-status man, you should act as though the existence of such women is nothing new to you.

**Implications**

» Men have been trying to tempt women with wealth since evolutionary time. Don’t be sleazy. Displays of wealth should be subtle and appear natural. If you take your wallet out to buy a drink and it happens to be full of $100 bills, that’s subtle and natural. If you reach into your pocket and pull out your tax return, it isn’t.

» Some displays of wealth - like some expensive cars, especially smaller sports cars - can be considered as “compensating” and can be a big turnoff for some women.

» Women look for consistency with wealth. A man at a VIP table who dresses badly and drives a cheap car is not usually seen as a man with wealth; he’s seen as a man with a spending problem.
» Don’t worry if you’re not rich. Just don’t look like you are struggling. Don’t talk about financial difficulties or borrowing money, and don’t make a big deal out of expenses. Make sure your car is clean and in good repair - not doing so is a very obvious indicator of wealth or lifestyle difficulties. Use your money wisely. If you have $110 in your wallet, wrap a $100 bill around ten $1s instead of having eleven $10 bills. Spending an extra $20 on a coat won’t make much of a difference, but spending an extra $20 on wine will.

» If you don’t have wealth, the next best thing is to show that you have the potential for it. Show that you are ambitious and have a plan.

» With these two key attributes, a man communicates to women that he:

1.) Lives an exciting lifestyle that she can share
2.) Can provide for himself, his wife, and his children in comfort.

In addition to this, if you’ve already covered the foundations - health, social intuition, and humor - you’ve covered most of the bases from an evolutionary standpoint. This does not mean that you’ll attract every woman. People are individuals with their own idiosyncrasies and frequently make choices that go against their evolutionary programming. This is a key factor that separates humans from other animals. And don’t forget that you still have competition from other men who also possess these qualities. But you’ll still have a leg up in the game.

Remember though that you not only have to have and display these qualities, you have to be congruent with them.

CONGRUENCE

In this context, congruence refers to having an internally consistent personality.

Women meet, literally, thousands of men who show at least some interest in them. Many will put their best foot forward and some will exaggerate or invent things about themselves to win their interest. Women learn very quickly not to take what a man says at face value if they think he is trying to win her interest.

Women look for congruence. If a man supposedly has wealth and status, she would expect him to act accordingly. He should be confident, pre-selected by other women, and a challenge to her. These qualities are important because women need to be able to make quick judgments about men and assess the credibility of his “story”. Many women place a lot of importance on the “congruence qualities” discussed in this section as a man is less likely to convincingly fake having these than he is to successfully lie about having wealth and status. Women have to. Otherwise they will waste their time dating supposed movie moguls who actually don’t have a job.
Consider a man who implied that he was an Olympic athlete, had friends who were move stars, used to work as a professional comedian, and owns a mansion in Beverly Hills. Most women would probably be impressed. But if he was also shifty-eyed, made nervous gestures, seemed terrified of women, and jumped at any opportunity for a date that crossed his path, most women would be turned off. He would simply not be congruent.

In fact, congruence is so important that women often undertake this process in reverse. They know that men who are confident, pre-selected, and challenging will usually have lots going for them, and men who are not, generally do not. So many women will start out by looking for men who display the congruent qualities of being confident, pre-selection, and challenging.

### Confidence

Remember when you were nervous the first time you drove a car? You didn’t really know what to do; you didn’t think your chances of success without someone helping you would be very good; and you drove slowly and tentatively. You hoped nothing unusual or threatening will happen because you know you might not be able to handle it.

Now think about driving a car now. You got good at it. You know you’re good at it. It’s no big deal. You can even have fun by talking on the phone, listen to the radio, eat a sandwich, or talk to passengers. Complete confidence. You can handle more or less anything that’s likely to happen on the road.

Now think about confidence about life. A man who is confident is essentially saying to himself “I’m good at this stuff. I can handle more or less anything that’s likely to happen to me here. And I can have fun doing it.” Unless he’s delusional, this confidence probably comes from having been successful. So a woman sees a confident man, and she feels good around him. She assumes he knows what he’s doing, that things are no big deal and he can have fun, and he can handle whatever life might throw at him.

Incidentally, this is one reason why things like body language (see Ch 18) are so important. Let’s take relaxed shoulders as an example. There’s nothing inherently attractive about relaxed shoulders. Look at yourself in the mirror. Relax your shoulders and let them fall back. Now tighten them and raise them. Do you think you look any sexier or less sexy? Probably not.

However, confident men have been disproportionately likely to spend more time with their shoulders relaxed. Because they are confident, they can do this. They don’t have to be on edge all the time, always vigilant for threats. They are secure in their position and their skills. (They’d better be, or their confidence will be their downfall...).

Over time, women who like men with relaxed shoulders tend to end up with a greater share of confident men. And if confidence is correlated with success, then this means that they end up with a greater share of successful men. That means their children will be more successful. Over time, their children will overwhelm the children of women who mate with men with tense shoulders. Even though there’s nothing sexy about relaxed shoulders, or eye contact, or standing with your feet a decent distance apart, or every one of
a million different body language indicators of confidence, these little things make all the difference in the world.

In any case, it’s probably not news to you that confidence is sexually attractive to women. So let’s move into some of the implications.

**Implications**

» Men tend to develop confidence best by increasing achievement with things that can be measured quantitatively. Working out not only helps your Health (see above), but as you improve from a 100lb bench press to a 110lb bench press and from a 10-minute mile to a 9-minute mile, it develops a real feeling of accomplishment that can influence other areas of your life.

» Keep a journal or a private blog - and make it simple so it doesn't become a burden. You'll be surprised at how much success you will enjoy using the techniques from *Magic Bullets*. Break your social life down into steps. Do you successfully Open (chapter 5) most women today? When you do, that's an accomplishment. How many dates did you have last month? Compare that to how many dates you'll have in this coming month. It's very easy to despair at the road ahead of you if you don’t keep an eye on the distance you've already covered.

» Consciously base your self-esteem on factors other than women’s approval.

» Don’t be arrogant. People who talk about how great they are all the time (even though they are genuinely very good at a specific thing) are generally thought by others to be deeply insecure. Insecurity reflects a lack of self-confidence. People will eventually clue into that, and you'll have difficulty actually keeping a girlfriend. If you're that person, and you don’t change, you’ll likely end up alone, surrounded by people who think they can get something out of you or who are just as insecure as you.

**Pre-selection**

Women know - and their biological impulses certainly know - that whether other women are attracted to a man is a useful guide for them. While individual tastes differ, most women know that they are looking for roughly the same qualities as the rest of their gender: health; confidence; status; and so on. When women are interested in you, you are pre-selected and more interesting to other women.

In contrast, the absence of pre-selection can put a man at a disadvantage. If a woman infers that other women are not interested in someone, she has only three likely explanations. Her tastes could be dramatically different from the rest of her gender. She possesses unusual insight and is better at determining a man’s true nature than other women. Or other women are not interested in him for a reason.

Usually men who are rejected by large numbers of women are evolutionarily disadvantaged in some way. Thus, women who buck the trend and mate with unpopular men do not tend to pass on their genes very well.
On the other hand, pre-selection is best displayed in moderation. Let’s assume a man is irresistible. Women then may question whether such a man would stay with her. Remember, a process like pre-selection which is driven by evolutionary biology exists because of its evolutionary result: the creation of successful offspring. Unless she has some reason to think, or deludes herself into thinking, that he will stay with her and help raise their children, she might not have sex with him. A pregnant woman with no one to protect her or provide for her and her child has significantly reduced evolutionary prospects.

Implications

» Try not talk about lack of success with women. “Opening up” by talking about how your ex-girlfriend dumped you or how lonely you are, is seldom a good strategy. This remains true even if a woman has just told you something similar about herself.

» If you are enjoying increased success with women compared to the past, it is natural to want to talk about this. Try to avoid doing so; pre-selection should be communicated subtly.

» Ambiguity is your friend. Being seen with or referring to attractive female “friends” is wonderful, because you don’t necessarily come across as a player, but a woman will realize that other women are intrigued by you.

» Pre-selection is contextual and relative. A woman will be most affected by pre-selection from other women who are at or above her level, however defined.

Challenging

A man who is successful in life will generally want to be with a desirable woman. He won’t rush at the first woman he sees, he’ll have standards, and he won’t be easy to win over. In short, he’s a challenge.

People value what they have to work for. If you go through a series of grueling interviews with a company before they give you a job, you’ll feel differently about it than if they offered it to you after a five minute interview. People like to be internally consistent. So if you believe that it was worth going through those interviews, you will want to believe that the job you got was worth it. Otherwise, you would have to wonder why you went through that experience.

Some initiation rituals in college fraternities in the United States have a similar purpose. These rituals can be purposefully unpleasant and intense. If you complete them, you will be psychologically pre-disposed to believing that the rituals were “worth it” because being part of the fraternity is such a positive experience. [I have no opinion on this one way or another; fraternities were not a big part of campus life at my college]
Implications

» Never give off the impression that you are desperate or lonely.

» Make her work to get you. Not too much, or she’ll get bored, but ensure that there is some doubt in her mind before you commit. This is one of the major processes that takes places in Qualification (see Chapter 8)

» Just because she is interested in you is NOT a reason for you to be interested in her. This is also part of Qualification.

» Don’t play too hard to get either. Especially before she’s had a chance to get really into you, playing aloof won’t interest her.

» Don’t be affected by little games women play.

With these three congruent qualities we now have a strong evolutionary profile. A man who was able to display all of the above characteristics would be:

» Healthy

» Socially Skilled (Social Intuition)

» Funny (Humor)

» High-status

» Wealthy

» Confident

» Pre-selected

» Challenging

I would wager that if you were to show this list to your single female friends, most of them would want to meet such a man. For you to be that man, we still have some work to do. First, you need to be able to present these qualities to a women who you don’t know in large social gatherings where there are lots of distractions and other pitfalls. This is primarily the goal of the first three phases of the Emotional Progression Model, from Opening to Attraction, and also plays a role in Qualification. Second, you need to build a connection with her based on more than biology - to recognize and engage her uniqueness and to advance your interaction toward a sexual relationship. This is primarily the goal of the last four phases of the Model, from Qualification to Relationship.
PART II

THE EMOTIONAL PROGRESSION MODEL
You see an attractive woman at a restaurant. Or maybe you’re introduced to her at a party. What do you do now?

If you’re like most men, you don’t have a plan beyond “get to know her” or “start talking to her and see what happens”. But as for what you actually do, the possibilities are endless. Do you:

» Say hi
» Ask her name
» Ask a question
» Tell her a story
» Etc.
There are literally billions upon billions of possible things you could be doing, especially when you take your body language and tonality into account. Your actions will combine with her personality and mood to create a particular emotional impression. She will then react and then it's your turn again, with another set of infinite choices based on the new situation. There are so many possibilities and variables involved that the world’s most powerful computers would not be able to model even the first half-second of your interaction.

This is part of the reason why meeting women can be stressful and frustrating for men. Our brains are configured to accomplish a series of logically-connected tasks to reach a goal. Say you’re setting up a campsite with some friends. Your overall goal is to survive the night in some comfort. You know that to survive in comfort, you need to build a tent, start a fire, and so on. And for each objective, you can learn the steps required to make it happen. Most men are intellectually comfortable in this sort of situation.

Succeeding with women is more complicated because meeting women is an interactive process, and people’s personalities are unique, complex, and variable. In contrast, your campsite doesn’t care how you build a fire. You don’t have to be subtle or worry about embarrassing it in front of its friends. Matches don’t go in and out of emotional states where they sometimes want to be lit and sometimes they want to go home.

Fortunately, we don’t have to throw up our hands in frustration. Human behavior will never be as predictable as the physics of building a fire, but through intelligent hypothesis-generation, an amazing amount of testing, and a good dose of humility about the limitations and applicability of any individual insight, we can identify successful paths to succeeding with women.

EMOTIONS AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Most women tend to make sexual decisions based on their emotional state. This does not mean that your looks are not important. They absolutely are, and if you are good-looking, some women will have sex with you based on your looks alone. However, while women vary greatly, most of the time, you will need to make an emotional impact on her. One thing we’ve found in our combined tens of thousands of approaches of desirable women is that there are four emotional triggers that - if you can activate them all - tend to make women say yes.

These are:

» Feeling that a man’s value is equal to or greater than hers.

» Feeling that she’s special to him or that she’s earned his attention.

» Feeling comfort and connection with him.

» Feeling aroused by his touch without awkwardness or embarrassment.

In general, your best chances of sleeping with a woman is to make her feel these four emotions.
EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS

Let's briefly look at these triggers to help develop a model for her sexual behavior.

» Feeling that a man’s value is equal to or greater than hers

The concept of value is explained in Chapter 7. Essentially, women like to sleep with men who are “better” than them. This is what creates attraction in a woman and explains why we call the time when we are trying to create this emotion in her the Attraction phase (or just “Attraction”).

» Feeling that she’s special to him or that she’s earned his attention

Most women like to feel that they have earned a man’s attention and that he is interested in her for more than her looks. They like to feel qualified, so we call this the Qualification phase. Qualification is where you make your interest in her explicit. You should not show signs of interest in her until she has shown signs of interest in you, which usually happens in Attraction.

» Feeling comfort and connection with him

We call this the Comfort phase. Comfort is the longest phase. It begins toward the end of the Qualification phase, when it’s clear that both of you are interested in each other. It ends when you have established enough comfort and connection with her that she is comfortable being in a sexual situation with you. A sexual situation is one in which a woman is engaging in sexual behavior (touching that goes beyond kissing) in a place where sex could realistically happen.

» Feeling aroused by his touch without awkwardness or embarrassment

We call this the Seduction phase. Seduction is the only phase that can really be measured physically. The closer you are (physically) to sex, the further along you are in the phase. Seduction is primarily based on intensifying her willingness to have sex with you and mitigating her reasons not to. Once you have sex, the Seduction phase is over.

Thus these four triggers form the backbone of the Emotional Progression Model. And they generally come in this order:

» Attraction (Chapter 7)
» Qualification (Chapter 8)
» Comfort (Chapter 9)
» Seduction (Chapter 10)
In fact, these are the only four phases you may need if you are introduced to someone through your Social Circle (Chapter 12) and all you’re looking for is a one-night-stand.

A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL

Of course, much of the time you are going to want to meet women who aren’t already in your social circle. Whether you see a woman at a nightclub or a bookstore, you need the tools to start, or “open”, a conversation with her. We call this the Opening phase:

» Starting a single-subject conversation with someone

Opening focuses on approaching a woman you don’t know (or more often her and whatever group of people is with her, since most women don’t tend to go to social events alone) and starting a conversation.

That still leaves a hole in the development of the conversation. It’s not natural to jump from approaching a group of strangers (Opening) to spending time with them and conveying value (the Attraction phase). This helped us identify the necessity for the Transitioning phase:

» Turning a single-subject approach into a normal, free-flowing conversation

Transitioning turns a simple interaction into a longer conversation by introducing at least one new topic and changing the dynamic of your interaction. This is an important phase – and one newly formalized for this book – that turns approaches into conversations.

With Opening and Transitioning and the four emotionally-based phases addressed previously, we have a path from meeting a stranger to beginning a sexual relationship with her. Another innovation of this book is that we take the process one step further:

» Managing the subsequent relationship

Your interaction with a woman usually doesn’t or shouldn’t end when you orgasm (hopefully when both of you orgasm). You’ve got the whole “what next?” question to deal with. Do you want her as your girlfriend? Someone to date? A Friend with Benefits? The Relationship phase takes you through this, and how to sustain and develop whatever type of relationship you get into.
Adding these three phases creates the full Emotional Progression Model:

The Emotional Progression Model

1. Opening (Chapter 5)
2. Transitioning (Chapter 6)
3. Attraction (Chapter 7)
4. Qualification (Chapter 8)
5. Comfort (Chapter 9)
6. Seduction (Chapter 10)
7. Relationship (Chapter 11)

INSIGHTS

The stages of the model are actual intermediate goals and measures of your progress. Thus, “how far along” you are with a woman isn’t as much about whether she kissed you or how many dates you’ve been on, but where you are in the model. It’s not a strictly linear process – Attraction overlaps a bit into Qualification, both Attraction and Qualification bleed into Comfort, and the Relationship phase done properly starts in Comfort as well – but the phases are essentially sequential.

The general overall linearity of the Emotional Progression Model yields five big insights:

1. **Attraction comes before Qualification.**
   - Make a woman attracted to you before showing significant interest in her.

2. **Attraction comes before Comfort.**
   - Make a woman attracted to you before looking for commonalities, deep conversations, etc.

3. **Qualification comes before Comfort**
   - Have a woman work to win your interest before opening up to each other.

4. **Comfort comes before Seduction**
   - Help a woman feel connected to you before progressing sexually.
5. **Seduction comes before Relationships**

   Whatever you want with a woman, your medium-term goal is to sleep with her.

The last of these might be surprising. A common insight into female sexual behavior is that women will often delay sex for some time with a man she sees as a potential boyfriend while satisfying physical needs with another man or other men in the meantime.

While this is true, it does not mean that the man who is “dating and waiting” has the best chance of becoming her boyfriend. Very little builds as much intimacy with a woman as repeated sexual encounters. Sleep with her first, and then concentrate on showing her you’d be a good boyfriend rather than showing her you’d be a good boyfriend and then trying to sleep with her.

**EMOTIONAL MOMENTUM**

A further insight concerns the principle of emotional momentum. Emotional momentum explains why most interactions need to move forward or die. You can’t stay in any particular phase forever. It will bore or frustrate most women. Even within a phase, you need to be moving forward. Even if you had a great three hours meeting a woman at a party and you made it all the way to the Comfort phase, if the next two weeks consisted of both of you unluckily leaving messages on each other’s voicemail, you will likely lose emotional momentum. Emotional momentum can work against you through no fault of your own.

Emotional momentum can also work for you. Each phase that you can smoothly pass through builds up your momentum for the next one. When a woman talks about sleeping with you and says “it just happened”, that’s emotional momentum at work (and good Seduction skills). The whole process should happen quickly, not over months.

So that’s the theory of the Emotional Progression Model. Now let’s get to the nuts and bolts of how it works.
CHAPTER 5: OPENING

In This Chapter:

- What is Opening?
- Types of Openers
  - Functional
  - Opinion
  - Situational
  - No Opener
  - Screening
  - Direct
- Non-verbal elements in Opening
- Approach anxiety
- Dealing with other men

WHAT IS OPENING?

It’s not normal to start conversations with strangers. It can even be intimidating. However, everything that follows in Magic Bullets is based on you being able to approach attractive women without awkwardness, and smoothly start a conversation with them. We call this process “Opening” and the ways we start conversations “Openers”.

You might be wondering why you need to have specific ways to start talking to someone. Can’t you just walk up to a woman and say “Hi, I'm Joe” and start a conversation? Yes, you can, and it might even work. We discuss this type of opener later in this chapter in the section entitled “No Opener”. In general, however, we find that most attractive women are hit on so often by so many different men that they are used to rejecting strangers as soon as they approach, with exceptions made only for men who seem unusually...
good-looking, successful, or socially desirable. Still, even though we are skilled at presenting ourselves in this way, we generally prefer to use other types of openers because our success with them is virtually automatic.

“Success”, in the context of opening, means getting to a normal conversation with a woman. A normal conversation is one that can range freely over a variety of topics, including personal ones. As you will see, some openers will get you all the way to a normal conversation, while others will require a Transition (Chapter 6). Neither approach is inherently better than the other and we routinely use both.

When you open, you are starting a single-topic conversation. Getting to your Transition or to a normal conversation should take anywhere from ten seconds to two minutes. If you take much longer, both the single topic and the interaction as a whole risks becoming stale and it can become awkward to transition to other topics and develop the conversation.

Throughout this chapter – indeed, throughout the Emotional Progression Model – we talk about meeting women. However, women do not tend to be alone in social situations. So when we talk about approaching a woman, we usually mean approaching her group. In the Opening phase, engage the entire group and don’t pay particular attention to the woman in whom you are interested.

By the way, if you are introduced to a woman through someone you already know, you can usually assume that you have the freedom to have a normal conversation. We call these sorts of introductions meeting through your Social Circle (see Chapter 12 for more details). In these situations, you don’t really need to use the opening techniques from this chapter (or the Transitioning techniques from the following chapter).

What follows are six broad types of openers and a discussion of non-verbal elements in opening. In general, it’s your non-verbal elements that will make your opener succeed or fail, so if you’re new to this sort of material, I’d pick an easy kind of opener to begin with (such as opinion openers) and then focus heavily on the non-verbal elements.

**TYPES OF OPENERS**

You can classify openers along a risk-reward continuum. A low risk-reward opener is more likely to get a woman to respond, but less likely to lead to a normal conversation. For example, if you ask a woman for the time, the social rules of modern society more or less require her to answer. However, it can be awkward to move from discussing the time (the opener) to discussing subjects that can engage her emotionally (a normal conversation). This makes asking for the time a generally poor choice of opener. Many low risk-reward openers tend to be about specific subjects that do not relate to you or her.

In contrast, high risk-reward openers tend to be unequivocally about the two of you. The risk is that you will not successfully open – that is to say, that she will not want to talk to you. The potential reward is that
you will move forward to a normal conversation. For example, you can open with: “Why don’t we sit over there and get to know each other?” Most desirable women would say no to such an approach from a stranger – but if the answer is yes, you will already be in a normal conversation. We will discuss better high risk-reward openers toward the end of this chapter.

There are six major types of openers. We will look at these in order of their risk-reward profiles, from the lowest to the highest:

- Functional
- Opinion
- Situational
- No opener
- Screening
- Direct

**FUNCTIONAL OPENERS**

Functional openers carry the lowest risk-reward profile. They relate to conversational subjects (usually questions) that most people feel socially bound to answer. For example: “Do you have a light?” or “Do you know how to get to X Street / X Restaurant / X Place?”

It is quite possible to use these and succeed, generally if you are approaching a woman who is alone and there is very little else to distract her attention (waiting in line, on an airplane, etc.). For this reason, functional openers are usually only used in Day Game (Chapter 13). See the “A successful functional opener” sidebar on the following page.

The trouble with functional openers is that they can make Transitioning difficult. Men who have success with Functional openers usually plan to move directly to another type of opener immediately afterward; they're difficult to succeed with on their own. However, if you are too shy to start conversations with women you don’t know, you can start building up your confidence (and enjoy the occasional success) with them.

**OPINION OPENERS**

An opinion opener is exactly what it sounds like. You ask someone’s opinion about something. For example:

- My friend Eddie over there in the green shirt just broke up with his girlfriend. How long do you think he has to wait before dating her friend?
I'm planning my friend's birthday party next Friday and I'm trying to decide between an 80s theme and a jungle theme. What do you think?

My friend keeps getting anonymous emails from a secret admirer but he thinks he knows who it is. Should he say something?

Do not use these! I literally made them up in the last five minutes. They came from my imagination, not your life. Why use an opener that others might be using and risk getting “caught” using a “pickup line”? Especially when there is no point - you will come across as a lot more genuine and in the moment if your opinion openers have genuine relevance to your life.

Start by thinking of a subject with broad interest that has happened to you or someone you know, and ask for an opinion on it. Good subjects for opinion openers are ones that generate emotional involvement, such as:

- Dating and relationships (but not about you)
- Gender differences or male-female issues
- Friendships
- Music and popular culture

Opinion openers should not have an obvious answer. If the opener can be answered with a simple “yes” or “no” (such as the “secret admirer” example above), ensure that the topic has sufficient depth that anyone answering the question would naturally want to explain their answer. [Their con-

A Successful Functional Opener

It is possible to succeed with a functional opener. The following is an edited version of a field report by Harlequin, a member of the Forum, in February 2006. I've given the woman the arbitrary name of Julia and inserted Harlequin’s commentary into square brackets [like this]. It's not necessarily an example of an ideal interaction, but it shows a functional opener that worked, and that's the point. The full post can be found at: www.TheMysteryMethod.com/forum/showthread.php?t=5334

Harlequin: “Excuse me, do you have the time?”
Julia: “2:20…”
Harlequin: “Damn, I'm late... do you know the way to the sports centre? I got a game starting in 10 minutes…”

[She either knows or she doesn’t…]

Harlequin: “It’s just over there, huh? Damn what a trek... can I get a piggy back?”

[I was on the way to Leeds Olympic Pool - which had to be renamed Leeds International Pool because the builders messed up and made it one inch short of 50 meters. I was full of energy and enthusiasm and saw this woman. I approached her less than 500 yards from the pool and asked her for directions and she didn’t know... so I teased her about this and then directed her to the pool. It was zany, but she loved it. Before I approached her, she was standing alone at the bus stop and then some nutter (me) approaches and makes her laugh. That made her happy that I was there; it’s better than being alone. She ended up ignoring her bus when it came by.]

Harlequin: “What? That was yours? You just missed your bus?”
Julia: “Yeah... I’m supposed to signal”
Harlequin: “Wow... not only do you not know where the world’s greatest non-Olympic pool is, but you suck with public transport…”
Julia: “Well I was kind of distracted…”
Harlequin: “Are you one of those women that stands on the street at night... waiting for taxis, or are you the sort that books one in advance?”

…and off Harlequin and Julia go into a normal conversation.
tent of the answer or the explanation is usually irrelevant; the point is to start a conversation that interests her.]

Opinion openers should also be neutral. This means that the opener does not imply that you like or dislike the people you are talking to, nor is your question obviously designed to get them to like or dislike you. Neutrality is important because you want to avoid her consciously having to decide whether she is attracted to you so early in your interaction.

Delaying a woman’s decision can be important. As soon as a man says or does anything that a woman associates with being hit on, she needs to make a yes/no decision about whether she is curious about him. She has to. Desirable women are approached so often that spending time getting to know every well-meaning man who starts talking to her means she would have no time for herself. This is why body language (Chapter 15) and fashion and grooming (Chapter 20) are so important, as they provide clues about you that can help women make these immediate decisions.

Still, if you are not uncommonly good-looking, wealthy, or displaying very high social status, you are often safer taking at least a couple of minutes to display attractive parts of your personality to intrigue her before provoking her into deciding whether or not she is curious about you. But you won’t have those minutes if she has already mentally written you off. Thus, a neutral opener that implies that you are not necessarily interested in her can buy you the time you need.

Opinion openers often turn into scripts as you get used to the likely range of responses and develop natural follow-on questions. You want to end the opener and get to the Transitioning phase as quickly as possible, but sometimes you need an extra moment or two of dialogue before the moment is right. In these situations, use follow-on statements or questions. See the “Breast Enlargement” sidebar on the following page as an example.

There are three other important elements that improve any opinion opener:

**False Time Constraints:** Somewhere in the first 30 seconds you should say something like “I can only stay a second; I have my friends here.” This will stop the group from feeling uncomfortable and wondering how long you’ll be staying. A false time constraint implies that you are not hitting on anyone and also sets yourself up as a bit of a challenge. But make sure you phrase your time constraint in positive terms. For example, consider the difference in what is communicated by “I can only stay a second; my friends are here” compared to “I will only stay a second, then I’ll stop bothering you.”

**Rooting:** If a woman does not believe that your opinion opener reflects a real situation that is relevant to you, then she may think you are hitting on her in an amateurish way. Adding specific details to the opener to make the situation feel more real to her is known as rooting. Consider the difference between “My friend Eddie over there in the green shirt just broke up with his girlfriend. How long do you think he has to wait before dating her friend?” and “How long should someone wait after breaking up with their girlfriend to date her friend?” The rooting of the former opener in specific details gives it credibility.
Attention..Pause: Opinion openers are usually longer than other types of openers, so make sure you have a group’s full attention before you start. We have found opening with “hey guys” in a loud tone of voice to be successful at getting a group’s attention. Pause after you say this. If the group does not stop their conversation to look at you, do it again. If you routinely need a second attempt to get their attention, you are not being loud and authoritative enough. By the way, we use “guys” instead of “girls” or “ladies” even when addressing an all-female group, because using a gender-neutral term [“guys” can be gender-neutral at least in North America] implies that it is irrelevant that they are women. This implies that you are not hitting on them.

We love opinion openers. Their ability to start a conversation without communicating interest is invaluable, especially when meeting very attractive women. They can also reduce approach anxiety (see the end of this chapter) because they are scripted and neutral. They are great for improving your non-verbal communication because the verbal component is scripted in advance.

On the other hand, opinion openers have some disadvantages. They tend to be longer, which makes them harder to use in loud nightclubs. You will also need a good transition to move from the specific subject of the opener to a normal conversation.

A bad transition reveals your intentions and may make her feel unattracted and that you are using “pickup lines” on her. Another disadvantage is that an opinion opener must appear to be spontaneous to be successful. If you walk across a room to ask a woman’s opinion, she’ll know that you picked her for a reason and she will start screening you. If you want to use an opinion opener on her, you will need to first maneuver yourself to an adjacent space before “spontaneously” turning to her and using it. This can be a somewhat advanced tactic; save this for when you already feel comfortable using opinion openers on people around you.

Opinion Opener Example: Breast Enlargement

Opener: My friend’s girlfriend is planning to have breast enlargement surgery as her birthday present to him. He doesn’t know about this and I don’t think he’ll be happy. Should I say something to her? Or to him?

Typical Responses: Don’t say anything / say something to her / say something to her [the content of her answer is irrelevant. Transition or continue with either or both follow-ons]

Follow-on 1: Here’s the thing, I think her real motivation might be that her sister just got her breasts done and they’ve always been really competitive. But would someone really change their body like that just out of jealousy?

Follow-on 2: I wonder if it’s even my place to say something because I used to hook up with her sometimes – she’s really beautiful but not my type, so I introduced her to my friend. I’ve tried to stay out of their relationship, but I don’t want either of them to be unhappy.
SITUATIONAL OPENERS

A situational opener relates to something relevant to the environment in which you and a woman find yourselves. For example:

» What drink is that?
» Is that [celebrity name] over there?
» I love this music

Most men who do not have access to the type of material you have in Magic Bullets use situational openers. Therefore, most attractive women have heard them literally hundreds, if not thousands, of times. Moreover, there are only a finite number of interesting conversational subjects that are likely to arise in standard places to meet women. Your odds of coming up with something that she has not heard before are pretty low.

For example, you may think that the situational opener, “where did you get that necklace/bracelet/purse/ring/etc.?” could be original or interesting. However, most women will have heard this before and will think that it’s far more likely that you are hitting on her than it is that you really care where she buys her jewelry. When was the last time you went up to a woman you didn’t know and weren’t attracted to and asked her about what she was wearing?

Guidelines for situational openers:

» If you think of a situational opener once you have already chosen who to approach, then it likely won’t come across as spontaneous. Save the opener for the next time the situation comes along.

» If it isn’t something that you would say to someone who you weren’t attracted to, then don’t say it to her. By definition, doing so would communicate interest.

» Hesitation is always bad when opening. It’s especially damaging for situational openers, which rely on spontaneity. If you see a woman and plan to open situationally, do so right away.

» Situational openers are like opinion openers in that you must appear spontaneous. You can’t walk across a room to open situationally; she will know that you did so to hit on her. If you’re going to communicate your interest right away, you are better off using a direct opener (see below).

The primary advantage of a situational opener over an opinion opener is that your Transition (see Chapter 6) to other subjects will be easier. If a situational opener feels spontaneous and appropriate to her, you are much closer to a normal conversation than if you had opened her with a pretext, like with functional or opinion openers.
If you are generally good at improvisation, you can use these regularly... If not, use the other, more prepared openers.

**NO OPENER**

You actually don't have to use an opener. You can simply start talking to people. For example:

» Oh my God. You look just like my little sister/cousin/niece/etc.

» Hi.

Or you can open in mid-conversation as if you already know them. Just start telling people a story as if they were your friends, without any explicit pretext for talking to them. Of course, this is risky because the group's natural reaction may be: “Why are you talking to us / telling us this?”

If you're going to try this type of “opener” - don’t get tempted to try to communicate good qualities about yourself within the story (this is called embedding and is a valuable tool in other situations; see Chapter 17 on Storytelling). When a woman is actively wondering why you are talking to her, she will be more likely to notice little details in what you say and interpret them as an amateurish and boastful attempt to hit on her than as seemingly necessary elements to your story that happen to convey attractive qualities.

I would only use a “no opener” opener if, and only if:

» I am in a high-energy environment

» People are mingling freely

» I am surrounded by other people and clearly being social

The initial awkwardness and the difficulty of managing your credibility and keeping strangers’ attention when they have no idea why you are talking to them make this a risky type of opener. At the same time, it’s a high-reward opener if you pull it off because it displays a tremendous amount of confidence and social agility. If successfully executed, no transition will be necessary and you skip straight to the Attraction phase.

**SCREENING OPENERS**

In a screening opener, you are making your intentions fairly clear, just as in a direct opener. However, instead of forcing her to decide whether she is curious about you, you imply that you are trying to decide whether you are interested in her. For example:
Are you friendly?

Is there more to you than meets the eye?

I saw you from over there and wanted to see what you were like.

You can use these anytime, but they are best used in nighttime environments where flirting is on everybody’s mind, such as bars and nightclubs. They work best with small groups, since many women will be reluctant to qualify themselves to you in front of their friends. Qualification is explained in Chapter 8; in this context, a woman qualifying herself to you means that she is telling you why you should be interested in her.

Despite the pretence that you are screening her, women know that most men would not approach them with this sort of challenge unless they were hitting on them. So, screening openers are likely to communicate your intentions; however, if executed properly and in a playful tone, you will have a much better chance of winning her interest because you demonstrated confidence by approaching her in this way.

If you succeed with this kind of opener then you will find yourself in the Qualification phase. At this point it is safe to assume that attraction already exists. Later you will have to go back and fill in the blanks in her mind about who you are and why she is interested in you; however, it is easier to help someone who is already attracted to you figure out why she is attracted to you than it is to attract someone who is not already interested in you.

DIRECT OPENERS

Direct openers are by far the highest-risk and offer the greatest reward. Such openers, popularized by Badboy Lifestyle (www.BadboyLifestyle.com), are especially useful when approaching a woman who is by herself. They are also popular in continental Europe and in other cultures where talking to strangers is not common. In such cultures, approaching a group of strangers will carry a high risk of failure whatever type of opener you use, so you may as well use a direct opener since it has the highest reward. The Badboy Lifestyle crew uses direct openers more or less all the time, even for women in groups. These work, but only if your body language and tonality are very strong.

Examples of Direct Openers

» I like you. I want to get to know you.

» You’re cute / attractive.

» You’re the woman here I most want to meet.

Direct openers usually force a woman to decide whether she is interested in getting to know you. However, she may know nothing about you except how you look, dress, and carry yourself, as well as the opener you
just gave her. Thus, your initial verbal and your non-verbal communication must be very strong.

Your chances of succeeding with a direct opener are better if you deliberately state your interest in her than if you clumsily betray your interest by delivering an opinion opener improperly. Most women will at least give you credit for your confidence. If you are successful, you move straight to a normal conversation without needing to Transition.

Still, I wouldn’t recommend direct openers unless one of these three factors are present:

» Your skills are particularly advanced

» You have taken a Badboy Lifestyle workshop (or something similar)

» You are approaching a woman who is by herself during the day and you could reasonably expect her to be attracted to you by your looks and non-verbal communication alone. If she’s a supermodel and you’re an average Joe, then you’ll usually need time to make her interested in you based on your personality, and this time is best won with a more neutral opener such as an opinion opener

NON-VERBAL ELEMENTS IN OPENING

It is a truism that non-verbal communication carries more weight than verbal communication. (This is why Chapter 18 is entirely devoted to non-verbal communication). This is especially true in Opening since a woman will not have a history with you and so will be judging you even more by your non-verbal cues.

A key to success with all of these openers is to act as if you are simply a friendly, outgoing person, to whom talking to complete strangers is a normal every day occurrence. If your body language and tonality imply that you are relaxed and open to new people and experiences, strangers who you approach should become more relaxed and open.

Before you open

Watch what you do before you open. Many women will notice you, consciously or subconsciously, before you even approach them. Do things to create an impression that you are a social, successful, high-status man. For example:

Before You Open Checklist

» Be laughing, smiling, and having a good time.

» Display confident body language.

» Be the leader of whatever social group you are in (be making the biggest gestures, get the attention focused on you, etc.).
» Have women already around you. Having a couple of even average-looking women around you – even ones you met that night – will do wonders for your ability to interest a beautiful one.

» Don’t move around too much. The party is where you are.

» Don’t look around too much. The party is where you are.

» Don’t be obviously picking up women. Having them around and interested is great. Observably writing down their phone numbers is not.

» Being with cool people (even if you met them that night) also conveys high social value. Being the cool guy in a group of losers just makes you King of the Losers.

» Be social, not predatory. If you are staring around like a shark, looking for women to approach, they will notice and be defensive.

Watch for Approach Invitations: Very little of what women do in social gatherings is random. When a group of women stops in a specific place, there’s often a reason. And that reason is often a nearby man doing some of the things listed in Before You Open Checklist on the previous page. They want you to approach them. Similarly, a woman who makes repeated eye contact with you is likely inviting you to start a conversation with her. In this situation, use a higher risk/reward opener like No Opener, Screening, or Direct, since there is less need to try to fly “under the radar”.

The First Few Seconds

When you see someone you are interested in, approach them right away. This has also been called the “3 second rule”. Doing so will make your opener appear more spontaneous, she will not notice you hesitate, and you won’t have time to make yourself more nervous. If you open right away, you also don’t have to worry about the group moving or becoming engaged in something else.

Women like confidence and spontaneity. They don’t like to be stalked. Wandering around, circling her, looking at her, and trying to figure out what to say to her will just turn her off and creep her out. Get into the habit of seeing an attractive woman and opening her group. You’ve already got a couple of openers ready, right?

Smile for the first few seconds. Don’t grin like an eccentric goblin throughout the entire interaction, but smile as you approach the group and during the first few seconds of the opener. Smile with your eyes, not just your mouth. Smiles should be practiced in front of a mirror.

Body Language and Tonality

Your opener should be loud enough that it cuts across whatever conversations the group is already having and gets their attention. Don’t shout, but make it socially awkward for people not to pay attention to your
opener. Practice speaking - loudly - from your chest, not your throat. If you put your hand on your chest, you should be able to talk in two ways: one in which you can feel the vibrations on your hand, and one where you can’t. Train yourself to speak in the way where you can feel the vibrations. This will be a deeper, powerful, and more resonant voice.

Don’t lean in. It makes you seem like you have lower status than the person you’re talking to. Make sure you are loud enough. You should raise and project your voice enough that a woman can hear you from a normal standing position.

For opinion openers: Do not walk straight up to the group. Approach at an angle, tilt your head over your shoulders, and deliver your opener. Turn to face them within the first minute. Done correctly you can raise your value significantly by demonstrating that you do not need their attention or approval.

**APPROACH ANXIETY**

Starting a conversation with a woman you don’t know can be very scary. We call this fear “Approach Anxiety”. Almost every man has it. We’ve learned how to deal with it and so will you.

If approach anxiety did not exist, bars and nightclubs would make a lot less money from liquor sales. Some men refer to alcohol as “liquid courage” and drink to lower their inhibitions and increase their confidence to approach women. Unfortunately, you cannot just send alcohol to the part of your brain that governs your inhibitions. If you drink enough to lower your approach anxiety, you will be drinking enough to affect your brain’s reaction time, memory, motor skills and cognitive ability. This will disadvantage you with women.

Furthermore, if you depend on alcohol to get over approach anxiety, you will be restricting your opportunities for meeting women to those times and places where alcohol is easily accessible. Theoretically, you could walk around drunk all day meeting women. This might even be fun for a day or two. Actually it is fun. I can tell you this from personal experience. At my university, we called it “Spring Break”.

Back to reality. If you’re not going to alter your brain chemistry with alcohol or other drugs, then you’ll need to get over approach anxiety psychologically. This is hard, but necessary. Here are some ideas that may help:

**Realize that rejection isn’t bad**

Opening is a skill, not a personality test.

Before I learned to open, I remember one night at a popular nightclub in San Diego when I opened 15 groups, and none of the conversations lasted for more than 2 minutes. I did not successfully open a single group.
A few weeks later, I was out with someone who had taken The Mystery Method’s comprehensive workshop. I saw how to open effectively, and got a little bit better. Gradually, more and more groups began to open.

Did I become a different person over those two weeks? No. I just learned to open. No one was rejecting me during the awful 0 for 15 night. They were rejecting my opener, and rightly so since it was terrible. They could not possibly have been rejecting me, since no woman knew me for more than two minutes. They did not know anything about me. You as a person can no more be rejected by a woman after your opener than the game of basketball could reject you because you missed a shot. Practice the shot - or the opener - and you will succeed.

Go out somewhere where people don’t know you and use a ridiculous opener - one that you expect would not work. Do it 10 times. You will not die. You will simply internalize into your brain the relationship between an insufficient opener and its rejection.

**Get warmed up**

Think of your first couple approaches as “warm ups”. Most people generally need to ease into the process of being social with strangers. Before you go out, do things to get your social energy up. Call friends. Listen to high-energy music. Interact with random people. It’s very difficult to go directly from being solitary on your computer to being the life of the party.

**Use opinion openers**

Opinion openers are great for getting over approach anxiety because, after all, you’re just asking a question. You’re not hitting on anyone (yet). And because they are scripted, you can focus on their delivery.

Good or bad delivery is usually what will make an opener work, so giving yourself a chance to focus on this - knowing that the content of your opener is fine - can only benefit you in the long run.

**Create incentives**

Very few people like opening. Some people set targets of a certain number of approaches per day or per week. Others take it a step further and create systems to reward themselves if they succeed or punish themselves if they fail. For example, the Venusian Arts Handbook suggests that you go out with a friend and give him $200 and have him give you $20 back every time you open someone new. Or tell your friend not to drive you home until you’ve opened 8 new groups.

**Dealing with other men**

Don’t be afraid of mixed groups (groups with men and women in them). Mixed groups are actually easier than all-female groups if you are using an opinion opener, since you can (and usually should) direct your opening conversation at the men in a group. If you are sufficiently interesting to them, the women will want to also get your attention. By playfully ignoring or teasing the woman you’re interested in, you may start to create the type of emotional tension that often leads to attraction.
You can and should approach mixed groups even when such groups include more men than women. The relationships between the men and women in such groups will become obvious early in your interaction with them (or will become so when you ask how everyone knows each other), and you will earn credit with any single women in the group for having the guts to approach when most other men would be too timid.

Do not initiate conflict with the other men in the group. Women will be less interested in you if they sense that you cannot get along with the men in her life. If you appear to disrespect a woman’s brother, sister’s boyfriend, coworker, platonic male friend, or any other male in her social circle, you will imply that you have a low Social Intuition, which is deeply unattractive to women (see Chapter 3). You will also end up making enemies within her social circle, who will try to convince her not to date you.

Befriending other men does not mean kissing up to them - neither they, nor the women in the group, will be interested in you if you do - but it does mean treating them with respect. What would a man have to do for you to want her to date him, or at least for you to be neutral about it? One technique for bonding with someone is to act as if they are already your friend. Act toward other men in her group as you would act around your own friends. Sports, gadgets (comparing cell phones often works), cars, alcohol, and movies are often good sources of conversation with other men.

Now, that being said, how does opening a mixed group differ from opening an all-female group?

» Address the men in the group primarily, at least at first.

» Quickly find out how they all know each other (so you know which women in the group are single and which have their boyfriends or husbands in the group).

» Use an opener that is more about events and actions and less about emotions and “getting a woman’s opinion”.

If the other men in the group have just met the women that night, then they are your potential rivals. If they are competing with you for the woman you want, ignore them. If they are hitting on her friends and doing so competently, then befriend them. In such situations, you will likely sink or swim together. See chapter 19 on Winging for more details on this.
Chapter 6: Transitioning

In This Chapter:

- Transitions within the model
- Content Transitions
- Observational Transitions
- Phrasal Transitions
- No Transition

Transitions within the Model

Transitions bridge the gap between the Opening phase and Attraction phase. To begin Attraction, your conversation with a woman and/or her group must have reached the point where you have the freedom to discuss a variety of subjects and to express emotion. We call this sort of interaction a normal conversation. Once you are able to begin a normal conversation, the Transitioning phase is complete.

Sometimes you will have this freedom immediately after Opening. For example, if you use a direct opener such as “I like you. I want to get to know you.” and she responds positively, you are in position to have a normal conversation. The next subject you talk about could be virtually anything, and you don’t need a transition.

If, however, you have asked her for the time, you don’t necessarily have the freedom to move straight from that to talking about personal subjects. It’s possible to do so anyway, but without a Transition, it may feel
awkward for both of you. Generally, the lower risk/reward profile of the Opener you use, the more work you will have to do in the Transition.

Let’s look at the four general types of transitions available to you.

**CONTENT TRANSITIONS**

A content transition uses her or her group’s response to your opener to change the subject to a new conversation. For example, if you were using the “my friend Eddie who just broke up with his girlfriend and wants to date her friend” opener from Chapter 5, mentioning something like that her best friend back home in London had recently been in a similar situation.

If you’re quick, you might see an immediate content transition opportunity here, and interrupt her by confirming that she’s from London. When she tells you that she is, you can roll out a London-related anecdote. It doesn’t even have to be long, but it has to be interesting enough that she pursues that conversation instead of the one about Eddie. Going back to talking about Eddie is going back to the Opener.

This dialogue may help explain.

*Me:* My friend Eddie over there in the green shirt just broke up with his girlfriend. How long do you think he has to wait before asking her friend out?

*Her:* Umm, I don’t know. My best friend Jane back home in London was in that situation, with two guys, she’d been dating one ...

*Me:* [interrupting]: You’re from London? Oh my God, I just got back from there. I had the greatest time.

*Her:* What were you doing in London?

...and away we go into Attraction (Chapter 7).

Was that too easy? Alright, let’s pretend that she didn’t ask what I was doing in London, but returns back to the subject of Eddie. This might mean that she is responding to my opinion opener out of a sense of social obligation and isn’t especially interested in me yet. Or it might mean that she is more interested in Eddie’s situation than in my impressions of London. Or it might not mean anything at all. It doesn’t matter. Have the stronger frame and ensure that the conversation moves forward, not backward.
Let's pick the conversation up from where I interrupted her.

Me: [interrupting]: You’re from London? Oh my God, I just got back from there. I had the greatest time.

Her: Yeah, so Jane ended up deciding that she couldn’t even be friends with either of them and...

Me: [interrupting]: Isn’t it crazy the way people with British accents sound more educated? My friend just opened a restaurant in Mayfair and even the foreign cleaning staff sound like Harvard PhDs, even when they were talking about mops and tables. Did you ever notice that?

Her: Yeah, kind of, but I haven’t been there in ages.

Me: Oh yeah? Well, I loved London. We went on this helicopter ride over the city, and...

...and away we go into Attraction (Chapter 7).

By the way, you don’t have to interrupt to make a content transition work. But you shouldn’t reach back into the conversation to find your content transition. For example, assume that we continued talking about Jane and Eddie for a while. A few minutes later, it would not feel as natural to start talking about London. It might look like I was grasping at ways to keep the conversation going, which could telegraph my interest in her before I’ve had much of a chance to attract her.

A more advanced tactic is to create the conditions for a content transition within the opener, in particular within your opening script (see “Opinion Openers” in Chapter 5). For example, after you ask about Eddie’s situation, and she gives her initial response, you can mention that you and Eddie were just talking about this on the airplane earlier that day and he told you that... [insert more details from the situation]. We call the reference to the airplane an “open thread” and cover this concept in detail in Chapter 17 on Storytelling. If she asks about the airplane or where you were traveling from, then she has opened the door for a content transition.

To be good at content transitions, you need good improvisational and conversational skills (these will come with practice), and should convey enough enthusiasm about the new topic to carry the conversation and your listener(s) with you.
An observational transition can occur when you notice, apparently spontaneously, something about her or her group. This observation should still be more or less neutral, although it may give you an opportunity to tease her about it later.

For an observational transition to work, you must sell your listener(s) on the idea that you really noticed something about them and that this wasn’t planned all along. Delivery is key here.

Observational transitions are often connected to cold reads. Cold reading is the art of telling people truisms about human nature in a way that seems like it is tailored to them. Here are a couple of examples:

» To a single woman: I bet you that when most people meet you, they think you’re harsh. But I don’t think that’s the truth. My intuition is that you are actually shy, so when you meet new people, you put up walls.

» To two women: Alright it seems that you [pick one of them at random] are the good one and you [point at the other woman] are the bad one. And that’s okay. One of you can be my angel and the other can be the devil. Like we’ll roll down the street, one of you on each arm, we’ll make all the other women jealous, and every time there’s a decision to be made, you guys can whisper in my ear and we’ll see who’s more tempting.

Observation Transition Example: The Best Friends Test

If I have approached two women and no men, then I will often use the Best Friends Test. Credit “Style”. My version has evolved from his - not necessarily better or worse - and with repeated use, your version of any routine should evolve into one that feels comfortable and natural to you. So focus on the underlying direction of this routine as opposed to memorizing it word-for-word. Text in square brackets [like this] refers to explanations of what is going on or what I might be thinking.

Me: [interrupting at some point during the Opener] You guys have known each other for a while, haven’t you? Them: [whatever answer they give is irrelevant, unless I want to use it for a Content Transition]

Me: I noticed that you have [slight pause] the exact same smile. Them: Laughter If they’re not laughing, your delivery was probably off

Me: Here, I’m going to show you something cool…do you guys [pause] use the same shampoo? / have the same favorite color? / [anything that relates to a commonality]

[We need to explore some contingencies here, as women will usually do one of three different things at this point: They will both look at each other. Or one will look at the other. Or both will keep looking straight ahead at me]

If they look at each other...

Me: [Wave hand between them at their eye level to get their attention]. You guys looked at each other before even answering the question. [Pause - they will turn to look at each other again]. You just did it again [They laugh and look at each other again]. And again. [They will look at each other yet again and laugh. You can do this several times if you really want to, but once or twice is enough.] You see, people who share a strong emotional connection will turn to look at each other when asked a question about shared experiences, even over something as mundane as shampoo [or colors].

(Continued)

The routine can be used in larger or mixed groups as well, but is most effective in this scenario.
PHRASAL TRANSITION

A phrasal Transition is really “No Transition” with crutches. The crutch is that you say something to connect your opener to your piece of Attraction material like:

» That reminds me of...
» That’s just like when...
» Yeah, that’s crazy, because...

You can use these even if there is no connection between the subject of your opener and what you’re about to say next (which will be in the Attraction phase). Usually there won’t be.

NO TRANSITION

Using No Transition means simply starting to talk about an unrelated topic. This may feel strange or awkward. In truth, most people – especially women – don’t care if there is little obvious relationship between different conversational topics, as long as they are entertained. Think about a stand-up comedian. His jokes will be grouped into certain subjects, but these subjects are rarely related. So after a couple of jokes about, say, airlines, he or she will tell a couple about some movie star. They’re not connected, but we don’t notice or care. We’re entertained and interested.

That being said, it does sometimes feel awkward to her, and the fact that it may feel awkward to you will affect your non-verbal communication or the reaction of others in her group. Even if you can get away without a transition, why bother? You don’t get any points for skipping the phase.

If only one looks at the other:

Me: See, she’s the dominant one in this friendship because you [indicating the one who looked at the other] looked at her first. [They will almost certainly laugh or talk here. Let them for a second and then turn to the ’dominant’ one]. So if she’s getting out of line, I’ll bring her to you. [By the way, this isn’t an especially accurate predictor of social dominance between two women. I invented this a couple of years ago and in that time it’s been accurate about two-thirds of the time. Treat this as fun, not as a meaningful psychological test]

If they both look at you:

Me: Interesting. Normally people who share an emotional connection will turn to look at each other when asked a question about shared experiences. Either you’re both really unique and independent people or you don’t actually like each other very much. [Usually by then they look at each other, and then I’ll catch them on it, and tease them with something like] “I knew you had it in you” or “I knew you guys liked each other deep down”.

Advanced notes for the Best Friends Test:

» You can get away with telling either or both women that they are looking at each other even if they are not. Or if they only make a quick glance out of the corner of their eye and don’t even move their head. I’ve even gotten away with telling them that they were looking at each other when neither of their eyes moved, but this doesn’t always work. That’s why I created the contingencies for when one or both of them doesn’t turn to look at her friend.

» Right after “Here, I’m going to show you something really cool” is an excellent opportunity to drop in a false time constraint (Chapter 5) like “and then I should get back to my friends”. It is also a good opportunity to rearrange your physical dynamics. Usually at this point, when I’ve told them I’m going to show them “something cool” I move them so they are beside each other, facing me, and I am comfortably standing or leaning against a wall, bar, countertop, etc. We call this “locking in” and discuss it further in Chapter 18]
CHAPTER 7: ATTRACTION

In This Chapter:

» Attraction within the model
» A woman's value
» A man's value
» Disqualification
» How to DHV
» DHVs by characteristic
» Signs of attraction

ATTRACTION WITHIN THE MODEL

The Attraction phase begins as soon as you are able to have a normal conversation (see glossary) with a woman and her group. This occurs immediately if you meet a woman through your social circle (Chapter 12). If she is a stranger, it occurs after Transitioning or after an opener that does not require a transition (Chapters 5 and 6).

The phase ends when she becomes interested or curious about you as a man and potential romantic and/or sexual interest. Repeat that: “As a man.” Not as a friend. Not as a clownish guy that has been weirdly entertaining. As a man.

To explain how this works, we use a concept called Value. No, this is not your intrinsic value as a person. Your value is just how desirable you are at a specific moment to a specific woman. A woman’s value is based on how desirable she feels to men in general. When your value is greater than hers, she will usually become attracted to you.

You will know that you have reached this point because she will let you qualify her (see Chapter 8). You can measure your progress by looking out for specific signs that she is attracted to you, discussed in the final section of this chapter.
The best tool for creating attraction is her discovering things about your personality that she likes. This increases your value. We refer to the process as Demonstrating or a Demonstration of Higher Value and use the acronym DHV both as a noun and as a verb. Because Attraction is an early phase and you probably haven’t learned much about her personality and likes and dislikes, you should usually look for opportunities to DHV on the universally attractive characteristics from Chapter 3.

The Attraction phase should take approximately 2-20 minutes and you will be doing most of the talking. Try to get through it as quickly as possible. The reason we call it the Emotional Progression Model is that you are meant to guide a woman through a progression of different emotions until you reach your goal. Serving up an endless stream of attraction material will not get you there, unless she is drunk, desperate, or consciously seeking a one-night stand.

Another reason to move quickly is that interactions with strangers can end suddenly and without warning. As you’ll see in Chapters 9 and 22, to be reasonably sure of seeing a woman again, you should make sure that you at least get to the Comfort phase in your first interaction with her. Since you don’t know how much time you’ll have to do this, don’t waste any.

Final Note: Attraction for a man is like an on/off switch. Most men are either attracted to someone or they are not. For a woman, attraction is a continuous process, like putting air in a balloon. Doing things that create attraction is like blowing air in the balloon. When you “tone it down” and stop blowing into the balloon it will gradually and imperceptibly leak air. If you let enough air leak out without refilling it, the attraction becomes stale. It’s extremely hard to rebuild it at this stage; she’ll go looking for other balloons instead. Make sure you periodically refresh her attraction to you throughout your interaction with her.

A WOMAN’S VALUE

As we saw above, a woman’s value is based on her desirability to men in general. It has nothing to do with how desirable you think she is. Most men, shallow beasts that we are, respond primarily to a woman’s physical attractiveness, making her value closely tied to her looks. Actually, her value will be based on her perception of her looks, which is affected by such factors as her self-esteem, her previous experiences with men, and how she feels she compares with other women.

In fact, the more attractive a woman, the greater the influence of unpredictable factors such as her self-esteem. Some extremely beautiful women have an amazing psychological challenge to keep their head on straight. From an early age, they learn many rules don’t apply to them. Men will give them access to high-status social events, money, and excitement that most women their age never get. This can raise a woman’s self-esteem if she takes these things seriously, or lower it if she doesn’t feel she deserves them. Beautiful women can find themselves irrationally hated by other women, and other people often treat them as if they are one-dimensional sex objects. Unless they have strong personalities or strong family and peer networks, many extremely attractive women end up a little bit loopy. Some pretty women think they are bombshells. Some bombshells think they are average. Some actually think they are ugly and focus on their perceived flaws.
Moreover, a woman’s value can change quite rapidly based on her social context. Put an attractive female in a room full of plain women and she may feel beautiful. Put her in a room full of supermodels and she may feel average. She may feel beautiful again if she gets a job waitressing at a trendy club and routinely flirts with high-value men - until she gets off work. A new outfit or a haircut may raise her value. Seeing her ex-boyfriend with a beautiful woman may lower it. And so on.

All of this serves to illustrate that a woman’s value might be very different from how attractive you think she is.

A MAN’S VALUE

When you first meet a woman, she will assume that you have roughly the same value as other men she has met in similar situations. If you are a stranger approaching her at a bar, she may notice your clothes, body language, and general appearance, but she is likely to lump you in with the armies of low-value strangers who have approached her at bars before. Thus, she will assume you have low value until you prove her wrong. This partly explains why many women will be more curious about a man in an exclusive VIP section of a difficult-to-get-into lounge than about someone at a generic bar. You probably think this way too. Imagine meeting someone at Stephen Spielberg’s house. All things being equal, you would probably assume that they have more going for them than someone you met on a street corner.

Nonetheless, the social context in which you meet a woman does not matter all that much. This chapter gives you the tools to change a woman’s impression of you very quickly. And even if you do meet someone at Stephen Spielberg’s house, you will often still need to increase your value. Like many other species, males traditionally parade in front of females, and females choose who they want. As the “chooser”, a woman will generally feel that her value is higher than most men’s.

DISQUALIFICATION

We saw above that raising your value involves communicating your qualities to a woman. If she feels that you are bragging, she may become turned off and become skeptical of what you are saying. Women are more likely to pay attention to your good qualities if they feel that that they are figuring them out for themselves.

One important technique is to DHV in a subtle and indirect way. We cover this in the second half of this chapter, starting with ‘How to DHV”. Still, such techniques are unlikely to work if a woman thinks that you are hitting on her. You need to clear the ground first.

One way we do this is through a technique we call disqualification. Disqualification means that we say or do something that someone who was interested in her would not likely say or do. This convinces her that we are not hitting on her, and this, amusingly, is what actually allows us to hit on her effectively. She’ll thank you for this later.
There are three elements of a good disqualifier. First, it should be a choice. You are choosing not to be interested in her. Second, it should be positive. You're not disqualifying her because of anything bad about her (unless it's obviously teasing, as in the fourth example below). It should never be an insult. Third, it should be surmountable. You will want her to be able to win you over later. Telling her that you are married with three children is neither a choice nor is it a surmountable obstacle. Here are some better disqualifiers:

» “You’re fun; too bad you’re not my type.”

» “My girlfriend” (In the context of any story that takes place in the past - surmount this later by saying that she was your girlfriend at the time the story took place).

» “I love women who are tall/short/blonde/Asian/preppy” (something she is not).

» “You and I would not get along” (said while smiling).

Disqualification also conveys value in itself. It helps you appear Challenging. An effective disqualifier should also:

» Be understood by her entire group, so that they do not try to “protect” her from you.

» Occur early in the Attraction phase. The longer you talk to an attractive woman without disqualifying yourself, the more people will think you are hitting on her.

Disqualification does not always come through statements. Sometimes you can accomplish the same goals non-verbally, by employing neutral or dismissive body language in situations when an interested man’s physical posture would betray his intentions. Or sometimes you can disqualify yourself by simply not doing something, e.g.: not looking over and smiling if she touches you; not focusing on her to the exclusion of the group; or not buying her a drink when she requests it.

Disqualification theory can easily take a whole book in itself. Very advanced game can involve disqualifying during the Opener, or the use of “negs”.

Negs

Negs were overused and misunderstood in the old Mystery Method. Revived for this book, they have a very limited and specific use and purpose. We present them as a potential tool, but you can enjoy great success with women without them.

A neg is a very strong disqualification tool that can also raise your value. A neg is something that appears to be communicated with positive or at least neutral intent toward a woman, but “inadvertently” betrays that you notice that she is not perfect. For example, the classic neg, “nice nails, are they real?” is somewhat of a compliment, until she admits that her nails are fake. “You blink a lot” (said neutrally) or “your nose wiggles when you talk” (said as if you think it’s cute) accomplish the same thing.
An effective neg will:

» Disqualify yourself. Men who are hitting on a woman don’t generally do this kind of thing. She’ll know it and her friends will know it.

» Temporarily lower her value, decreasing the potential value gap between you.

» Increase your value. Low-value men don’t often say those sorts of things to high-value women. Low-value men do insult unattainable women, but these are negs, not insults.

The problem with negs is that they can often backfire if used inappropriately and demonstrate low Social Intuition. Here are some tips to avoid this situation:

» Only neg high-value women. If she is not one of the most attractive women in the room, don’t neg her.

» Don’t over-neg. One, maybe two, is usually the maximum unless you are dealing with a woman who is vastly out of your league.

» Don’t draw attention to the neg. Change the subject quickly or deliver the neg as an aside when you are in the middle of a longer story or piece. You should always say something unrelated to the neg as soon as you deliver it. If you pause for her to react, she might feel defensive or feel she needs to respond negatively to you in order to “save face”, especially in front of her friends.

HOW TO DHV

There are five basic ways to DHV. I have ranked these below, in order from most to least effective, with a hypothetical example for each based on the characteristic “Status”:

1. **She observes it.**
   - *She sees me come to an exclusive new restaurant in a limousine and the Maitre D’ usher me to the best table.*

2. She learns of it from a trusted personal source, like a friend
   - *Her best friend tells her that I am friends with the owner of the restaurant.*

3. **She learns of it from a neutral source.**
   - *She sees a picture of me with the owner of the restaurant.*
She learns of it from a source that is biased to me, like my friend.

» My friend tells her that I am friends with the owner of the restaurant.

I tell her.

» I tell her that I am friends with the owner of the restaurant.

Let’s explore each of these in more detail before applying them to our eight universally positive characteristics from Chapter 3.

**Observed DHVs**

In most cases, it is preferable that a woman observe your DHVs as opposed to learning about them from someone else or being told about them. We always value what our own eyes and ears tell us. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. For example, it can be difficult to have a woman Observe Pre-selection when you are sitting next to her on an airplane.

What we used to call Interactive Value Demonstrations - demonstrating value by doing something like making a woman laugh or teaching her something - are Observed DHVs.

**Learned DHVs**

If you can’t have a woman Observe something, the second best thing is for her to Learn it from another source. The closer this source is to her, the more weight the DHV will have. We’ll look at the three primary types of sources below, from the highest-impact (and hardest to execute) to lowest-impact (but easiest):

**Personal source:** Personal source DHVs can come spontaneously if a woman’s friends like you, so it’s important to befriend and impress her group. You can also try to help this process along by DHVing to her friends and hoping they tell her. However, you will want to avoid attracting or appearing to be hitting on her friends, as this may cause the woman you are interested in to become unresponsive to you. This can be solved with a good wingman (see Chapter 21) who can tell her friends good things about you. Personal Source DHVs are also much easier to obtain within your social circle (Chapter 12).

**Neutral source:** Neutral sources are those which a woman presumes not to be aligned with either you or her, e.g., random strangers, coffee shop owners, internet websites. You can make these work for you if you plan ahead. For example, a friendly coffee shop owner who sees you regularly might be persuaded to relay some helpful anecdotes about you when you’re in the bathroom. When you meet a woman at a social venue who is attached, make a good impression anyway. She may see you later on talking to another woman and tell her how wonderful you are. Or she might have desirable single friends and give you Personal Source DHVs when talking to them about you.
Biased source: Most women will put more weight into what your friends say about you than in what you say about yourself. This is true even though she presumes your friends to be “on your side”. Biased Source DHVs are also very useful in conveying attractive attributes like wealth. If you tell a woman that you are rich, it’s likely to turn her off. If your friend tells her, she’s more likely to take note. In general, if I’m at a party with a friend and meet someone interesting, I might introduce her to my friend and then drift off for a while. The next time I see her, my friend will likely have raised my value to her by talking about me.

Told DHVs

The Told DHV is the workhorse of Attraction. It’s the most versatile of the communication types, and is often your only option if the situation is not right for an Observed or Learned DHV. By far the biggest challenge in doing this is avoiding any appearance of bragging. Bragging implies insecurity, which implies a lack of Confidence and Social Intuition.

Storytelling, especially the technique known as embedding, is you most useful tool here. We cover this subject in greater detail in Chapter 17; however, since it is crucial for Told DHVs, we’ve included a short section here.

An embedded DHV is a DHV that appears to be relevant to the overall story without appearing to be the primary purpose of the story. See how many embedded DHVs you can find in the fictional story below:

My ex-girlfriend picked me up at the airport this morning. Normally she drives an Audi, but today she shows up in a red Maserati. She didn’t say anything about it, so I pretended that I didn’t notice, just to irritate her.

But then about 5 minutes outside the airport, we got pulled over by the police. The license plate wasn’t valid, the registration on the car wasn’t hers, and neither was the insurance. I whispered to her “Karen, you’d tell me if you all of a sudden became a drug lord, right?”

That’s when she finally explained that they’d given her the car to use for this photo shoot she was doing, and even though she’s not supposed to be driving it off the set, she thought it would be fun to pick me up in it. It took 2 hours to sort it out with the police.

I feel badly because she’s going to be in a lot of trouble, but the moral of the story is that even though it’s fun to drive a Maserati, it’s not that fun to be on the side of the road for two hours surrounded by like eight police cars. You look pretty sketchy. People were stopping to take pictures.
Don't use *this* story. For one thing, it didn't happen to you. For another, it's designed to show how to embed DHVs, not how to construct a great Attraction story. How many of these embedded DHVs did you notice?

- The narrator has an ex-girlfriend. He's not a total loser.
- He is close enough to his ex-girlfriend that she would pick him up at the airport.
- He has a lifestyle where he travels (he's coming from the airport).
- His ex-girlfriend has an Audi. This doesn't necessarily give her a ton of value, but it gives her a little bit, which gives him some value by implication.
- His ex-girlfriend does photo shoots. She must be attractive.
- His ex-girlfriend does the kind of photo shoots where they'd give her a Maserati for the day as part of it. She must be very attractive.

There are two key rules to follow when embedding DHVs. First, the story must still be interesting if you took out all the embedded DHVs. Second, each embedded DHV should be very relevant to the story. Err on the side of caution; it's better to undersell your embedded DHVs than it is to be seen as bragging.

**DHVs by Characteristic**

Armed with these tools, we can now proceed through each of the eight characteristics from Chapter 3 and look for appropriate and effective ways to communicate them. Some general patterns:

- The foundational characteristics (Health, Social Intuition, Humor) are nearly always Observed, and difficult to communicate any other way.
- The attribute characteristics (Power and Status, Wealth) are more flexible. If they can be Observed in a socially-acceptable way, they can be very powerful. Otherwise, they are often Learned.
- The outcome characteristics (Confidence, Pre-selected, Challenging) are primarily Observable, although Pre-selection lends itself to being Told or Learned (Biased Source).
DHV Impact by Communication Path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHVs</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Learned: personal source</th>
<th>Learned: neutral source</th>
<th>Learned: biased source</th>
<th>Told</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium-low</td>
<td>Medium-low</td>
<td>Medium-low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Intuition</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confident</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-selected</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Med-low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium-low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health**

Health is generally Observed. If you have a nice body, show it off in a way that’s fashionable. Heath can be Learned or Told, but this will only have an impact if it reinforces her perception from looking at you. Embedding a phrase about mountain climbing or leading a whitewater rafting trip into a larger story may get her attention, but if she cannot observe signs of your good health, then it will not likely resonate with her.

**Social Intuition**

Social Intuition is also almost always Observed. As soon as you meet a woman, she will subconsciously evaluate your social skills. If she notices you before you interact with her, she will observe your Social Intuition in the context of your interactions with other people. So make sure your social presence is always “on”. If you’re at a social venue like a party or a nightclub, always be with people and having a good time. Don’t circle around looking for women to meet.

The very act of being able to enter a group of strangers and lead a conversation for several minutes demonstrates Social Intuition.

Your energy level is also a manifestation of Social Intuition. Have an air of excitement, an energy level slightly greater than hers, and a genuine passion for meeting people. Enthusiasm is contagious. Notice the effect on your game when you go out with confident, high-energy people.
Humor

Humor is almost always Observed. Pretending that you are married, then broken up, then arguing over who gets the DVD collection can be a light and funny conversation for many women.

If you find it difficult to be humorous in the first few minutes of meeting someone, try role-play or other silly games. For example, you can tell a woman in mid-conversation that you are breaking up with her and getting a divorce if you disagree with something she says. Make this playful. Then when she says something you like, ask her to marry you again. Then divorce her later and argue about who gets the DVD collection. Or, if she tells you that she likes skiing, start planning your trip to North Pole Mountain together. While you're there, you can steal Santa's list so that he'll give both of you Switzerland for Christmas so you'll both be able to ski whenever you want. It's immature, but it's fun. And most women will take immature and fun over mature and serious when they first meet a man any day of the week.¹

You can also play games like thumb wrestling or “hot hands”. If something was fun when you were a kid, it’s probably still fun.

Status

With Status, we enter into the Attributes. You have more flexibility in communicating these than you do with the Foundational characteristics.

Having a woman observe Status can best be done either through demonstration of genuine Status that you possess (for example, breezing through the line at a hot nightclub) or through the assistance of your friends. When you are trying to attract a woman, your friends should be as deferential to you as possible, unless they are trying to date her friends, in which case overly submissive behavior will hurt them. Your friends can randomly appear over the course of the interaction thanking you, in front of her, for getting them into some party, for giving them a job, or for anything else that would imply that you have Status.

If you are using Told DHVs to convey Status, the following elements can serve as useful ideas for embedding:

» Friends/associates who jump at a moment's notice to do something with or for you because of their respect for you or ties to you

» Your career (if applicable)

» People you know (be careful to avoid “name dropping”).

¹ Advanced readers may notice the “push-pull” dynamic here, which also builds attraction. And of course there is no such thing as North Pole Mountain. That's what makes it fun.
Wealth

Demonstrating Wealth by having a woman observe it can be tricky. Going out of your way to show off can come across as crude, showing low Social Intuition and possibly implying that you are compensating for deficiencies elsewhere in your life. For example, in some cultures, certain very expensive sports cars, especially small ones, can carry this implication.

When a woman observes a man’s Wealth, she will take everything in: how he dresses; what kind of car he drives; where he lives, etc. If you are not well-off, make the most of what you have. Put a large bill, like a $100 bill in the United States, around a stack of smaller bills to create a roll that appears to represent Wealth. Keep what you do own in good repair. And remember - Wealth includes future prospects. A medical student probably doesn't have much Wealth right now, but will be considered to have a high Wealth value by most women.

One of the worst ways to demonstrate Wealth is to go out of your way to spend it on her. Don’t make a show of buying her drinks or taking her somewhere very expensive on the first date. If a woman feels that you are trying to win her over with money, she may wonder whether this is because you have nothing else going for you. If you spend a lot on her, she might deliberately withhold sex, in hopes of more money being spent on her in the future or in order not to feel like a prostitute. See Chapter 16 for more details about money and dating.

In contrast, if a woman asks you to buy her a drink when you first meet her, she’s not testing for Wealth. She’s either not interested in you at all and is just looking for free drinks and the opportunity to feel desirable, or she’s testing to see if you are Challenging (see below).

Told DHVs on Wealth can be difficult to pull off; the embedding must be very subtle. Learned DHVs are usually much better. Other people have complete freedom to comment on your Wealth even though you don’t.

Confident

Confidence, like Health, is best observed. Women aren’t consciously and intellectually looking for Confident men, as many do for men who have Status or Wealth. Women look for the emotional impact that a Confident man has on her. This usually requires her to experience your Confidence first-hand. Confidence can be communicated by:

» Opening without hesitation
» Making strong eye contact
» Speaking with a slow, measured pace
» Speaking loudly
Standing up straight with your shoulders back and relaxed

Standing with your feet at least shoulder-width apart

Keeping your hands accessible and relaxed. Avoid too many gestures or hiding your hands in your pockets or behind your back

Avoiding defensive maneuvers (e.g. holding a drink in front of your chest)

Moving in a manner relaxed, slow manner

As you can see from the above list, Confidence is often conveyed non-verbally. Non-verbal communication is covered in greater detail in Chapter 18.

Nothing on the list is particularly original. But at any given bar or party, I see more than half of the men there displaying major body language problems that prevent them from succeeding with women. Every workshop we run has the same issue at first. If you are not perceived as Confident, you will have zero chance with many women. Of course, being Confident does not mean being arrogant or never admitting failure or vulnerabilities.

Do you remember the shy kid who gets the girl in teen movies? Sixteen Candles is a classic example. The real world is different - the main character in that movie would never get a girlfriend at his high school. Every time you see a TV show or movie where a male character asks a woman “so ... um ... would you like to ... you know ... go out with me on Saturday?” and she says yes, remind yourself that this is fiction. In real life, being shy and nervous - no matter how cute or how much the tortured artist you think you are being - is a terrible way to make a woman attracted to you.

**Pre-selected**

In large social gatherings, such as parties or nightclubs, take advantage of the opportunity to meet lots of women. Some of them will come back to you later, including when you are talking to other women. I may be talking to two women and realize that neither is right for me romantically. At some point, the three of us can approach another group. The fact that I have women already with me gives some value through Pre-selection (even if we’re obviously not involved) and carries a nice side bonus of getting on the good side of whatever men happen to be in the second group. Or you can just bring attractive female friends out with you who will help you meet other women.

Keep in mind that Pre-selection is also affected by a woman’s assessment of other women’s value. Hanging around with a drunk and unattractive woman who has been kissing every man in the nightclub does not make you Pre-selected.
Pre-selection can also work as a Learned DHV (usually from a Biased source) or a Told DHV. A couple of stories about your ex-girlfriends are often a good way of doing this. Don't go overboard. It's not normal for a man to talk at great length about his ex-girlfriends to people he just met. They may think that you have low Social Intuition or that you're obsessed with your past and not ready for a new relationship.

**Challenging**

Being a Challenge is crucially important. In fact, one of the main purposes of the Qualification phase is to establish that you are Challenging. This DHV is usually Observed, similar to and for the same reasons as with Confidence.

If you're not a Challenge, most women will be skeptical about your other qualities. It doesn't fit that a man who, for example, has Status and Social Intuition would be easily won over. Especially before a woman has done much to convey her attractive qualities (this happens in Qualification).

Another reason to be Challenging is that it makes the process more fun for a woman. Attractive women can have men, even very attractive men, all the time. This is boring. When other men fawn over her but you don't, it's more interesting for her to try to get your attention and “convert” you than it is to play a game that's already won.

Even if she doesn't know enough about you to be attracted yet, being a Challenge can intrigue her. Why aren't you hitting on her? Are you gay or taken? Or are you a high-value man who has plenty of high-quality options? Now she's curious.

As noted above, sometimes women will test to see if you are Challenging. One common way to do this is to ask you to buy them a drink. Don't. It's not about the money; she knows that almost any man can afford a drink. She is more likely testing you to see if you will stand up to her. If you don't, she may think you are weak or have nothing going for you other than money. However, if you are ordering a drink anyway while you are talking to her, offer her one. It's polite, and it's a social convention; you will lose Social Intuition points if you don't.

**SIGNS OF ATTRACTION**

While the ultimate test of whether she is attracted to you is whether she will let you Qualify her, there are some intermediate signs we can be looking for. Different women do different things when they are attracted to a man, but the below list shows some of the more common signs of attraction:

» She reinitiates conversation when you stop talking.

» She giggles.

» She touches you.
» She plays with / tosses her hair.
» She asks you for your name or any other personal questions (e.g., age, where you live).
» She disagrees with you but laughs when she does.
» She compliments you on anything.
» She asks if you have a girlfriend or mentions your girlfriend, whether or not you’ve said you have one.
» She calls you a player or a heartbreaker.
» She introduces you to her friends.
» She is laughing, smiling, and/or holding eye contact with you.
» Passive signs (see below).

Passive signs

Passive signs are indicators of a different type. Instead of doing something to convey attraction, she shows her interest in you by not doing something that she would otherwise do if she weren’t attracted. For example, she might stay to talk to you when her friends go to the bathroom. Even the very act of spending a significant amount of time with you (generally over 30 minutes) at a busy, exciting, nightclub could be a passive sign.

Caveats

No sign is definitive. A woman can do some of the things on this list without being attracted to you, or she can engage in none of them and still be attracted. These are guides, not laws of physics.

It is easy to get addicted to signs of attraction. They feel good, and if you’re not used to them, they feel like little wins (“this beautiful woman is actually attracted to me!”). However, inducing too many of these signs without moving on to Qualification is counterproductive, and gets boring for women. The end goal of a sexual relationship is more exciting than these signs anyway.
Jealousy

Jealousy is simply Pre-selection brought from an abstract to a specific level. In the abstract, a woman may know that other women are interested in you, and this may make her curious about you. At the specific level, she sees other women demonstrating interest in you right now and sees that you are neutral or favorable to them.

Why is this a good thing?

» It helps keep the interaction fresh and exciting and challenging.

» It is an antidote against her perceiving you as a potential orbiter (See Chapter 9).

» It is a strong emotion. Women like experiencing ranges of emotions. Feeling jealousy and then feeling reassured has much more of an effect on a woman than just feeling happy.

» It warns her that she can’t play “hard to get” forever. Other women are staking their claim, so she’d better move on you before it’s too late. This makes your job in the Seduction phase (Chapter 10) much easier.

» It reassures her that you are indeed a good catch and are desired by more women than just her.

As with any communication, it is better for her to Observe this situation than to Learn or be Told about it. An example of Observed jealousy comes if you are on a date and happen to run into another woman; this is particularly effective if this other woman is attractive, affectionate, and clearly the one pursuing you as opposed to vice versa. Since you can’t count on this to happen, you may have to tell her about a situation if you want her to feel these emotions. If you are on a daytime date, for example, you could mention that you have to stop off and pick up some wine; a friend is coming over for dinner is infinitely better than “my hot 21-year old neighbor is so in love with me, she keeps calling wanting to come over; it’s really nice”. The former sub-communicates value; the latter betrays insecurity. Creating jealousy must always appear accidental. Don’t talk about other women unless there’s a reason for it.

Do not overdo it. Let her imagination do the work for you. “I have to stop off and pick up some wine; a friend is coming over for dinner” is infinitely better than “my hot 21-year old neighbor is so in love with me, she keeps calling wanting to come over; it’s really nice”. The former sub-communicates value; the latter betrays insecurity. Creating jealousy must always appear accidental. Don’t talk about other women unless there’s a reason for it.

Respect social norms. If you’re on a date, and you run into another woman, it’s good to introduce her to your date and talk for a few minutes. It’s disrespectful and shows poor Social Intuition to go off with her for 20 minutes and ignore your date. It also shows poor Social Intuition, or implies that you have something to hide, if you brush the other woman off entirely.

Make sure the jealousy is warranted. If you’re on a date with a supermodel, bumping into your friend’s awkward little sister is unlikely to create much jealousy. A splendid little maneuver to increase jealousy is to give an accomplishment introduction for the other woman the same way that you would if you were introducing your wingman into a group (Chapter 21).

Finally, don’t ever be jealous yourself. She had a sex life before she met you. If you’re attracted to her, other men are too. Get over it. She will mention other men, sometimes in passing, sometimes to test you. Don’t ask leading questions (e.g., “did he stay over?”) or try to learn more (e.g., “so, this guy you’re dating...” in an effort to see if she contradicts you over the word ‘dating’). Without appearing to be uncomfortable, just change the subject when she talks about other men. You can and should brush away men who are trying to attract her when you’re out together, but not friends of hers she already knows.
CHAPTER 8: QUALIFICATION

In This Chapter:

» Qualification within the model
» Why Qualify?
» Finding attractive qualities (other than her looks)
» Helping her qualify herself
» Rewarding her

QUALIFICATION WITHIN THE MODEL

The Qualification phase starts when a woman is attracted to you, and ends when she has attracted you to her. Let’s review where Qualification fits into the Emotional Progression Model:

» Opening: Starting a one-topic conversation; neither of you is attracted to the other.
» Transition: Starting a normal conversation; neither of you are attracted to the other.
» Attraction: She becomes attracted to you or curious about you as a man
» Qualification: You become attracted to her or curious about her as a woman
» Comfort: You build emotional and physical intimacy with each other.
Qualification is the inverse of Attraction. When you were getting a woman’s attention during Attraction, she can be said to have been qualifying you. Now, she needs to win your interest, so you qualify her. Put another way, Qualification is when a woman is hitting on you and winning your interest. And you do need to let her win, eventually.

Qualification is the first phase in which you should give a woman real compliments.

Don’t get hung up on the apparent linear nature of the Model. It’s generally easier to attract a woman before qualifying her, but there can be some overlap. Both Attraction and Qualification levels need to be maintained into the Comfort phase (Chapter 9) and beyond, anyway.

Now, life isn’t fair, and one such place in which life is exceedingly not fair is in the differences between the Attraction and the Qualification phases. When you are attracting a woman, she will generally not help you do so. However, when it is her turn to attract you, you often still be doing much of the work. You may need to prompt her that she still has to win your interest (even though you’ve already flirting with her), and may even have to help her. And you must do this while making the conversation feel “natural”.

WHY QUALIFY?

Qualification can be a counter-intuitive process. After all, you approached a woman because you were interested in her. Why make her win you over once the interaction has already begun?

» The Qualification process gives you reasons to be attracted to her other than her looks. You need these reasons. If you are Pre-selected (see Chapter 3), you wouldn’t jump at the first attractive woman who shows interest. And if you only like her for her looks, she’ll likely think that you’ll leave her when you get what you want or when someone more beautiful comes along.

» Attractive women find it validating but ultimately boring to have men interested in them based on their looks alone.

» Most women enjoy the process of working for the attention of a desirable man. Flirting is a fun game for most women, and she wants to play too.

» If you do not qualify her, she may realize that you were interested in her all along. It’s a good thing to be open about your interest in her once you have established sufficient value, but you need her to have earned it. If she realizes that she never did anything to win your interest, her psychology will want her to continue screening you. In contrast, if you’ve both already screened and won each other over, the Comfort phase can focus on building a connection with each other on a level playing field.
» Qualification solidifies her attraction to you. This relates to the psychological principles of investment and of cognitive dissonance. The more someone invests to gain a result, the more that person wants to achieve it. Cognitive dissonance accounts for most peoples’ dislike of holding two contradictory ideas in their head. Thus, if a woman worked hard to win your interest, she will want to believe that your interest was worth winning.1

**FINDING ATTRACTIVE QUALITIES (OTHER THAN HER LOOKS)**

I’ve said it before, but it’s important enough to repeat: her attractive qualities that “win you over” should not be based on her physical appearance. Not even if you think you’ve seen something new or non-obvious. If she’s an attractive woman, she’s heard it before.

So what qualities are we looking for? Personally, I think you may as well screen for the same qualities that are genuinely important to you in a woman. This would be a novel idea if you’ve been buying into influences telling you to do whatever it takes to sleep with any attractive woman who crosses your path. But you bought this book because you’re someone who thinks for himself and doesn’t follow the herd, so consider giving this approach a try. Figure out what you really want in a woman, and then take this a step further by asking yourself how a woman who possessed those characteristics would present herself. Now, spend your Qualification phase looking for precisely that. For example, among other things, I value intelligence and education. I screen for this in Qualification, by asking her about books she has read and movies she has seen.

The more real the qualification process, the less time you will spend with women who do not meet your standards, and the more genuine and welcome your interest will be for the women who do.

Now, if you are only attracted to someone because of her looks or are only interested in a one-night stand, then go ahead and pick some arbitrary characteristics that you can imply you are looking for in a woman. For example, you can ask her about her taste in music, her career or career goals, and her hobbies. She can then “win you over” through what she has to say on these subjects. But still don’t make it too easy for her.

**HELPING HER QUALIFY HERSELF**

Once you have decided what qualities you are looking for, or are going to appear to be looking for, you need her to convince you that she has them. Surprisingly, many highly-desirable women aren’t especially good at this. That’s not to say that such women aren’t good at seducing men; many are, but these men are usually ones who they see on multiple occasions, at different events connected to their social circle. Even then, many women’s strategy is no more sophisticated than going to events where she knows that a given man will be present, ensuring that she consistently looks good at such events, and taking ad-

1. These psychological principles can be observed in contexts outside of dating. For example, social fraternities at American universities are notorious for having unpleasant initiation rituals. For someone to voluntarily participate in these rituals, they have to believe that the end result, joining the fraternity, is worth it. Accordingly, those permitted to join will generally feel very strongly about the value of their fraternity.
vantage of opportunities to flirt with him once there. Eventually, he may realize that they are interested in each other.

If you just met her, she probably doesn't know what to do to win your interest. All that most women usually want out of most men who approach them is the validation of knowing that men find her beautiful. Remember, most other men don't have the knowledge or skills that you do from reading this book. Sure, women will occasionally will flirt with, date, or hook up with men they just met, but this happens most often when the man is particularly good-looking, high-status, or a “natural” (he naturally employs many of the techniques described in this book), or she is specifically in the mood to meet someone new.

Our techniques are designed to work even when these factors are not present. But this is an unfamiliar situation for many women. Since a woman may not always know what to do to solidify your interest in her, you may need to help.

**Qualifiers**

A Qualifier is anything that encourages or helps a woman to convey her good qualities to you. A “hard” Qualifier is like a job interview - you make it obvious that you’re looking for something, and evaluate what she says accordingly. A “soft” Qualifier should be subtle or imperceptible, making the process feel more “natural”. Your Qualifiers should be as soft as possible as long as she is able to demonstrate attractive qualities and feel that she is working for your interest. After all, no one likes job interviews.

A soft Qualifier can be as easy as bringing up topics that are likely to let her express her personality and give you reasons to be attracted to her. Examples include:

- Travel
- Career
- Education
- Hobbies
- Pets
- Cooking
- What-if questions (“if you could be any animal, what would you be?” etc.)

Any of these can be introduced as a question or a statement. With travel, for example, you can ask “Do you like to travel?” and follow up with questions like “where have you been?” “where did you like most?” or “where do you most want to go?” Don’t ask all of these, of course, or she’ll feel like she’s being interviewed. Using statements, you can say something like, “I love to travel” and wait for her reaction. If she is attracted to you, she will want to talk about interests you have in common.
Mix statements and questions. Don’t rely only on one or the other.

You can make the Qualifier a bit harder by asking her open-ended questions about herself such as “so, what’s your story?” or “so who are you?” or “and you are…?” When she starts to talk, use clarifying questions and your own anecdotes to guide her into revealing positive qualities. I prefer these types of Qualifiers for a couple of reasons. First, you can find out a lot more about someone than if you direct the conversation to a specific topic, like one of the topics listed above. Second, this approach requires her to think. If I’m interested in a woman, I don’t want her to get through the Qualification phase with responses that she might be able give off the top of her head. The extra investment on her part strengthens her connection to me.

The hardest Qualifiers risk coming across as arrogant or socially awkward. However, they can be useful when you feel a woman is interested in you but needs to work harder. This could happen if, for example, I meet a very physically attractive woman at a trendy nightclub who is excitable and in “party mode”. I would assume that a woman with her looks, personality and social habits meets and flirts with a lot of men. One way to make sure I stand out (especially if we’re not going to leave together and I’ll have to follow up with a phone call) is to get her deeply invested in the process of qualifying herself.

Here are a couple of very hard Qualifiers:

» So what do you have going for you?

» Why should I take your number / call you / be interested in you?

Sample one-subject qualification

I have deliberately made the woman in this example more difficult than most, to help illustrate the process. Anything in square brackets [like this] represents things that I wouldn’t actually say, but can help guide you through my thought process. Assume that I have already Opened, Transitioned, and Attracted this woman.

Me: So, what’s your story?

Her: What do you mean?

Me: Tell me about yourself [Sometimes, “what’s your story” doesn’t work. No big deal. Just rephrase it. You could also say “What do you do for fun?” if you sense that she’s not willing or able to deal with unstructured questions. Or go to a softer Qualifier]

Her: Well, I’m a photographer, I like to dance, I work in a gallery… [None of these three things seem to lead easily to anything that I am attracted to. So I will use her interest in photography to explore other aspects of her personality]

Me: Photography. Really? You don’t seem like someone who would be interested in photography…that’s cool…. I like taking pictures because I travel so much. I have a couple of shots that I took when I was camping and whitewater rafting in Colorado last year that make me really happy when I look at them. [I’ve given her a hint of a reward by saying “that’s cool”. On other hand, since I don’t actually care about photography, I’ve given her four potential conversation-starters here: travel, Colorado, camping, and whitewater rafting. If she is interested in any of these, then we have something in common that is important to me, and this could give me one reason to be interested in her. If she ignores all four of these and sticks with photography, then at least I’m talking (Continued)
Some woman will naturally and easily address the hardest Qualifiers. Others take a bit of coaxing and warming up. It’s a good practice to start the Qualification phase with something softer first, to get her used to the idea of trying to win your approval, and doing so through her personality instead of her looks.

### REWARDING HER

Reward a woman when she tells you something about herself that makes you more interested in her. After all, this is what we want her to be doing. Compliments make good rewards. But they must feel authentic. Show that the subject is genuinely important to you by talking about it. For example, if she says she loves sailing, compliment her and then talk about a time when you went sailing, or why you’d like to learn. This is where Qualification leads into Comfort, as you can use her responses to your Qualifiers as a catalyst to explore commonalities.

You can and should reward her if she makes a genuine effort to address a harder Qualifier, even if she fails to give much of an answer. Keep in mind that it can be tough to be put on the spot like this, especially in a high-energy social environment like a nightclub. If she’s trying, be nice to her, switch to another subject, and try a softer Qualifier in a minute.

However, you don’t want to make it too easy. In the same way that a desirable woman is not likely to be deeply interested in you based on one aspect of your personality, you should not be won over after learning just one attractive thing about her. You’ll want to qualify her on a few different subjects. Take your time and space these out. Weave some general conversation between Qualifiers. The more natural this feels, the better. Women won’t take you seriously if they don’t feel you are sincere, or if they get the impression that you are working off of a checklist.

about how photography makes me feel as opposed to the technical details. Feelings are always better than facts for making a connection. Notice, by the way, that I’m still throwing DHVs into the conversation where appropriate in order to maintain attraction levels, even after the Attraction phase is over.]

Her: Yeah, I have one from this trip to New York that I really love, it’s of the sun setting behind the Empire State Building. [It looks like we might have a mutual interest in travel.]

Me: It’s amazing how you notice little things more when you’re traveling, isn’t it?

Her: Yeah, for sure.

Me: I love to travel. Especially in Europe. I want to go to Australia. [Everyone likes traveling in Europe and Australia. This is a safe bet. Obviously, modify this if you are currently in Europe or Australia.]

Her: Me too!

Me: [Now I’m getting somewhere] Really? I always seem to get along better with people who are adventurous and curious and want to get out and see the world. [Notice how she has started to win my approval]. Some friends of mine just got back from Australia and they said it’s so beautiful…great beaches…great diving…good hiking…really interesting cities with lots to do. I have a friend who just opened this super-hot restaurant in Sydney and I’m going to go visit him soon [DHV]

Her: That sounds fun. I want to go snorkeling and see that big coral reef.

Me: That’s awesome! [She’s winning more of my approval now] I’ve always wanted to learn to dive, and I just got my certification. Ever since I was a kid I used to watch those nature shows on the oceans and always thought that stuff was so beautiful.

(Continued)
So a successful Qualification process should look something like this:

1. Qualifier
2. Her response
3. Explore the topic
4. Compliment
5. Pull back (optional)
6. New topic
7. Next Qualifier

**Pulling Back**

What does pulling back mean? Too many compliments can make her feel uncomfortable, lessen her feeling that you’re a challenge, or put her back into the frame that she is screening you. A pull-back cuts the compliment off and changes the frame of the conversation away from you expressing interest in her.

Pullbacks should be light and playful. Your pullback should never imply anything seriously negative about her, though it can include some mildly dismissive body language (e.g., turning slightly away). Most of the time they start with “too bad you are” followed by some childlike teasing. “Too bad you’re such a dork” is a classic. I also like to use characteristics that are true but can’t possibly be reasons why I wouldn’t be interested in her. For example:

- Too bad you come to [wherever you both are].
- Too bad about our age difference [if we’re about the same age].
- Too bad you are [astrological sign].
- Too bad I don’t like you [smiling and playful tonality are especially important here].

When she has done enough work to win you over, let her know. Give her an overall compliment, as opposed to one based on one specific element of her personality. Or just come out and tell her you are interested in her or curious about her. Make such a statement consistent with how you’ve been interacting with her up until this point. For example, if you’ve previously been teasing her, such a statement could be: “you know, I wasn’t really sure about you when I first met you, but we’ve got a lot in common. Cool.” Or the simpler “you are amazing”. Now you’re in Comfort.
WHAT IS COMFORT?

You enter the Comfort phase as soon as you finish the Qualification phase. I use the word “phase” for a reason here; as previously stated, attraction and qualification levels must be refreshed and maintained during the Comfort phase. In the Comfort phase, you usually:

» Build an emotional connection and get to know each other
» Tone down any dismissive attitude from previous phases
» Solidify and sustain attraction and qualification levels
» Increase physical intimacy (touching) with appropriate pacing: neither too fast or too slow
» Get her phone number and go on dates if appropriate
» Manage the whole process so that she feels genuinely comfortable being in a sexual situation with you.

The last of these - comfort in a sexual situation - represents the end point of the Comfort phase. A sexual situation is one in which a woman is engaging in sexual behavior (touching that goes beyond kissing) in a
place where sex could realistically happen. When you have established that level of comfort together, you have finished Comfort and entered Seduction. (Just in case there is any confusion - this is not to imply that you should stop making her feel comfortable when in Seduction or that the only purpose of building comfort is to get her ready for sex. Holding either of these attitudes would be silly and counterproductive.)

While some women can reach this level of comfort quite easily, given the right man and the right situation, most women present more of a challenge. Indeed, some follow “rules” like the Third Date Rule or the One Month Rule to govern their sexual behavior. A woman who follows such rules will be less likely to make a sexual decision “in the moment” that she may later regret. Sleeping with too many people, or sleeping with someone “too early” carries greater consequences for women than for men. We examine the impact of these consequences in the following chapter, on Seduction.

The good news about these rules is that you do not need to directly challenge them. All you have to do is solve the underlying comfort issues. Your interest is to move quickly through the Comfort phase because there are many variables in a woman’s life that you cannot control. Women become busy or meet other men all the time. The more comfort you have built in the time available to you, the greater the chance that she will see you as a priority in her life and see you again. If you moved too slowly, you may get lost in the shuffle.

Still, the Comfort phase will usually take a few hours. Most women need this time to build a feeling of mutual connection. It also allows her to see whether you remain congruent with the way in which you initially presented yourself. Women do this to avoid being deceived or sleeping with someone based on an inaccurate first impression.

Not all time is equal. You build more of a connection with a woman the more you see her over a shorter period of time. Seeing her once a week builds more comfort than once a month, even if you spend the same total amount of time with her. Seeing her more frequently, even for shorter periods of time, has the additional benefit of helping with women who follow rules like the three date rule. Of course, proper application of the techniques in the chapter should usually get you through the Comfort phase in the first or second (or occasionally the third) meeting.

That being said, the whole concept of seeing her repeatedly implies some sharing of contact information and arranging future plans. We cover this process in extensive detail in Chapters 16 (Dates) and 22 (Phone Game). In this chapter, we talk about the process and the end goal of comfort, as well as how to build comfort in the first meeting.

THE BASIC COMFORT LIST

Maximize the value of your time together. The Basic Comfort List below goes over some of the more universal activities and processes that help in doing so:
**Basic Comfort List**

- Learning about each other’s’ life, job, friends, hobbies, family
- Finding commonalities: similar interests, similar experiences
- Discovering shared values
- Sharing vulnerabilities
- Winning peer approval (her friends and/or family like you)
- Doing activities together
- Making future plans
- Projecting future adventures (more complex; discussed below)
- Leading her through a range of emotions, including some strong ones
- Being trustworthy, especially in situations in which she has to rely on her trust in you (e.g., being in your house alone with you)
- Not pressuring her for sex

Some items on this list probably feel very familiar. You have probably seen men - men who do not have access to the type of material revealed in *Magic Bullets* - start conversations with women with questions like “what do you do?” and “where are you from?” While this is usually painful to watch, I understand what they are trying to do: they are attempting to learn about a given woman’s life and are hoping to find commonalities. They are doing the right kind of thing, but at the wrong time. Building comfort does not interest most women until and unless a man has already created attraction (Attraction phase) and a sense of a challenge (Qualification phase).

It is vitally important to build comfort during your first interaction with a woman: the one in which you Open, Transition, Attract, and Qualify her. If you do not do so, your odds of seeing her again are pretty low, even if you do get her phone number or arrange a date. See Chapter 22 on Phone Game for a detailed explanation of why this is. The major exception to this rule is if there is some external reason why you will meet again, like if you are both always at the gym at the same time. This is more of a Social Circle type of situation (Chapter 12).

You have two major hurdles to building Comfort during your first interaction:

- When you initially meet a woman, she will usually be with a group of people. It can be difficult to build Comfort between two virtual strangers when other people are around, observing or participating in the conversation.
You might be constrained by the social situation in which you find yourself, either in terms of the amount of time available to you or in terms of the appropriateness of different activities. Unfortunately, some items on the Basic Comfort List are not useful in your first interaction with a woman.

We will deal with each of these hurdles (Comfort and Group Dynamics in the First Meeting & Comfort and Logistics in the First Meeting) in turn.

COMFORT AND GROUP DYNAMICS IN THE FIRST MEETING

Solving the first of these challenges generally requires you to create a situation whereby you can have a private conversation with her, away from her friends. This is not a cultish attempt to deprive her of her peer network; such a conversation will be temporary and usually where her friends can see you. It is simply a mechanism for getting to know each other on the kind of personal level that is much more difficult if other people are present.

The easiest way to engender a private conversation is to start slowly, and only move her a few feet away. For example, you might motion for her to move slightly to the side as if you wanted to show her something or she were in someone else’s way. Then you might move between her and her group. Now you’re in a private conversation. You can accomplish the same thing by slowly moving in a certain direction during your conversation and motioning for her to follow you.

When you want to move her further away, for example to an empty table, it’s important to have a pretext. Saying “let’s talk in private” can feel socially awkward and almost sinister, as well as unnecessarily exclusionary to her group. The actual pretext is not very important, and there are thousands of possibilities, such as:

» going inside or outside where it is cooler or warmer
» going somewhere quieter so you can hear each other
» going where you can show her some pictures from your camera
» going to meet your friends
» going where you can tell her a long and involved story
» going over to the bar to get a drink.

Obviously, not all of these will be appropriate in every situation.

Don’t try to move her too far from her friends, at least at first, as this might make her feel uncomfortable. Her friends will want to make sure that she is safe and that she is having a good time. Make the first move to somewhere where her friends can see her. If you eventually want to move somewhere more private, for example to kiss her (see Chapter 19), you can do so later.
When you move her, it's important to implicitly acknowledge her and her group's potential concerns, but don't abandon your dominant frame. In other words, deal with potential objections without making the private conversation a big deal. Two examples should serve to illustrate this point:

» Point at a nearby empty table that is in easy view of the group and tell her “come with me to that table over there and I'll show you that video clip on my cell phone I was just talking about.” (or whatever pretext you like).

» Say to her group “Do you guys mind if I borrow your friend for a few minutes? We'll be right over there and we'll leave a few chairs empty for you if you want to join us in a few moments.” (This example also has the added benefit of presupposing that she will come with you.)

If you act as if something is a big deal, it will become one. Don’t say something silly like “I know you’d be worried about your friend. Don’t be worried. I’m only taking her over to that table. I’m harmless, see? If you want to come over every few minutes and check up on her, that’s ok.” You will not only come off as weak and submissive, but you will also fail to accomplish anything, since now you've made her safety a central issue. On the other hand, saying “follow me somewhere else” sounds ominous and will make people think about where you are taking her and why.

Starting private conversations is vastly easier if you have a friend out with you. We discuss this in Chapter 19 on “Winging”.

THE WHOLE GROUP METHOD

Most men who are experts with women, including most of our instructors, actively try to create the circumstances for private conversations. They are very successful at doing so and enjoy excellent results. While I also do this on occasion, I personally prefer to let these conversations come about naturally or to induce them subtly, and have developed a series of techniques to make this happen (which I call the Whole Group Method).

A fellow instructor and good friend of mine by the name of Sinn suggests that I call it the lazy method. It’s true. I'm quite lazy sometimes. I still have a $50 coupon to The Gap from a year ago that I'm too lazy to go to the mall and use. (Plus, I hate their clothes.) Starting private conversations takes work, and managing them takes work too. I like meeting lots of people, especially when I can just hang out. When I go out, I'll see Sinn and Future and Tenmagnet and everyone in various parts of a bar, making out with various beautiful women and it's great to see. I'm usually in the same group the whole night. We all usually end up making plans with beautiful women at the end of the night, but I like my way because it's a lot less work. So, yes Sinn, the Whole Group Method was invented to let me be lazy. Now I've admitted it to the world.
One caveat: while the Whole Group Method works for me and a small number of others, it has not been tested by large numbers of people in different situations. This is in contrast to the strategies to actively create private conversations from the previous section. Thus, the Whole Group Method is experimental. If you are curious to try something new, go for it and let me know how it works. If not, our standard methodology will serve you very well. As always, no one specific theory is a magic bullet for success with women.

In one sentence:

The Whole Group Method relies on winning the approval of a woman’s group to create opportunities for spontaneous isolation and for deep Comfort-building even within a group setting.

Peer Group Approval

Winning the approval of her group (neutrality can be enough to make the Whole Group Method work, but peer group approval is what allows it to be so powerful) does not happen by chance. I pro-actively find ways to bring value to her friends, through such things as making them laugh, talking about their areas of interest and expertise, or implying that I will introduce them to people they would like to meet. For example, to a single man in a group, I might talk about a female friend who might be joining me later who I’d love to introduce him to, because he seems “cool” based on specific qualities, which I mention, that I’ve noticed about him. You can nearly always bond with men over sports, cars, or certain television shows or movies (most educated men in the United States for example are familiar with *The Daily Show* and *The Colbert Report*, both satirical fake-news programs, and are happy to talk about their favorite sketches.) You can bond with most women over popular culture, fashion, celebrity gossip, or by using a toned-down version of the techniques from earlier chapters of this book.

Once there is mutual attraction and some comfort with a woman I'm interested in, I usually look for an opportunity to state my interest in her to her friends. I don't want to do this right in front of her, so I'll wait until she goes to the restroom or to get a drink or is otherwise removed from the conversation. I will usually say something like “So tell me about [woman’s name]? or “[Woman’s name] seems pretty interesting; what’s the catch?” This makes my interest in her unambiguous.

What happens next is very important. If her friends tell me good things about her, it is as if they are encouraging me to pursue her. By doing so in a conversation in which she is not present, they become somewhat complicit in the developing courtship, as long as she remains interested in me. It would not be psychologically consistent to see their friend interested in me, to encourage me to pursue her by telling me good things about her, and then discourage us from getting to know each other later.
The downside risk of making my interest explicit to her friends at this stage is very small. By the time I am in Comfort, her friends will know that I am interested in her anyway. I am also sure to find out how they all know each other early on in the interaction, to be able to assess the situation. If people in her group do object to my interest and I have somehow not noticed this up to this point, then I would rather learn about this sooner than later. Perhaps one of her friends objects to me on grounds that I can deal with (e.g., “no, that wasn’t me kissing the brunette by the bar”), in which case it’s better to address the issue than to leave him as an unknown but hostile element within the group. Or, if I can’t deal with a friend’s objections - usually a frustrated orbiter who wants her for himself – at least I know about them and can plan my strategy for the rest of the night accordingly. Usually, however, a single woman’s friends will be encouraging. Obviously, this will not work if the woman is not single (unless her friends don’t care). I tend to focus on single women, but if you don’t, feel this way, you’re better off trying to create private conversations...and get a bodyguard.

**Spontaneous Isolation**

Social groups do not usually stay perfectly still over the course of the night. People go to the bathroom, they get drinks, they dance, they look for their friends, they get more drinks, they go to have a cigarette, and they do dozens of other things that entail moving. (Not everyone is as lazy as I am). Any time this happens is an opportunity for me to be in isolation with the woman I’m interested in, since she will always have a choice between going with her friends and waiting for them to come back.

Her friends’ approval of me is important because it will govern how they frame this choice. If they don’t like me, they won’t make the situation sound like a choice at all. For example, they may say “Come on, we need a drink, let’s go”. Of course, she still has a choice, and women can and do tell their friends in these situations to go ahead without them and that they will wait for them to come back, but this is awkward and requires a woman to be deeply attracted and to have a strong personality.

In contrast, if her friends do like me, they may instead say something like “we’re going to get a drink, do you want to come or do you want to wait for us here?” or even “we’re going to get a drink, do you want anything?” They may also do this even if they are neutral toward me, but she has already indicated to them that she is interested in me, either explicitly or through focusing the conversation on her and me. One caveat: if a woman appears to be all over a man, especially if she’s drunk, her friends may not want to leave her alone with him.

**Deep Comfort in a group setting**

Even if her friends don’t or can’t leave her, this should not hold me back. Once I already have some comfort with her and have befriended her friends, my favorite position in which to advance the relationship in a group setting is to have my arm around her or have her curled into me (depending on everyone’s comfort level), while I primarily address conversation to her friends. I can still focus
the conversation on comfort-building topics and allow her to get to know me; after all, she will still be listening and interjecting. In this situation, I build comfort both by what I am saying and by demonstrating that I get along with her friends and that they approve of me.

Of course, this scenario does not provide obvious opportunities to allow her to “open up” to me in intimate personal conversation if her friends are all listening. However, conversations in groups of four or more people tend to ebb and flow, sometimes breaking apart into several side conversations and sometimes coming together to one conversation in which everyone participates. At some point there will be an opportunity for me to have a private conversation with her when her friends are all talking to each other. It is a rare circumstance in which her friends never leave, even temporarily, and never allow a side conversation. If this happens, and I am alone and I need a private conversation with her, then I will get over my laziness and induce one.

Usually, of course, I will have friends with me who can help. Or on workshops, I will have some of the top men in the world: men like Sinn, Future, Tenmagnet, The Don, Captain Jack, and others. They can easily engage her friends, and I do the same for them.

If I don’t happen to have friends available to help, and opportunities for an intimate conversation aren’t coming with the Whole Group Method as quickly as I would like, and for whatever reason I don’t want to try to induce a private conversation, then I can improvise with some more advanced tactics, such as involving her friends in conversation with nearby attractive people of the opposite sex.

For example, let’s say I opened, transitioned, attracted, and qualified a woman who is at a restaurant with two male friends. During Comfort, we might all be sitting together. As soon as I see two attractive women nearby, I will shift the conversation to an opinion opener. I won’t run it as an opener, of course, but I will bring up the topic and create discussion. Within 30-60 seconds, I can then say “let’s get another opinion” and engage the two women in this conversation. From that point, it’s simply a matter of leading the group to a normal conversation, with no need to create attraction, and gradually letting the two men take over. If they have chemistry, the large group conversation should then break into many smaller conversations. At this point, the woman I’m interested in will be impressed with my Social Intuition and her friends will love me for setting them up. Moreover, they will likely not be at all worried about what I’m doing with their friend; they will probably be grateful that I’m keeping her out of their way!

QUICK COMFORT

W hichever approach you use to deal with a woman’s group dynamics, some comfort-building activities, require more time or different logistics, than you are likely to have the first time you meet someone. For example, it may be midnight and you, your friends, and her friends are all at the restaurant where you
met a few hours ago. You and she are not likely going to do the comfort-building activity of shopping to-gether for a picnic in the park.

Therefore, it is highly advisable to modify comfort-building techniques and dating ideas to first-meeting situations. Here are some of my favorites:

» Get to another venue (even if you take all her friends). You instantly go from being “the guy I met at Restaurant X” to “the guy we are hanging out with”. If you met her and her group at a coffee shop, you can invite them to the mall, or to dinner. If you met at a restaurant, you can go to a bar for a drink or to a dessert place. If you met at a bar or nightclub, you can go to a different bar or nightclub, or to a late-night restaurant, or to an after-party. Oversell where you are going, but make sure it’s at least moderately fun. Have a positive reason for going somewhere. Also, make it seem like somewhere you are going anyway. Combining all three of these elements could make such an invitation sound like this: “Hey, we were just on our way to Café Gideon, they have the best music and the best drinks ever...have you ever been? No? You HAVE to go. Anyway, some of my very good friends are there, really great people. I’d love to introduce you. You guys should come along for a little bit and check it out.” Then act like they said yes, continue the conversation normally, and get ready to go there.

» Use specific conversational tactics to direct the conversation toward personal intimacy and secrets, as you may not have enough one-on-one time to get there for the conversation to get there naturally. I recommend using the technique known as the truth game or the question game. Performed only in isolation (other people can be there, as in the Whole Group Method, but they can’t be listening), the point is to ask each other questions, back and forth, about very personal subjects. This clearly will lead to sharing secrets, learning about each other, and heightening the sexual element of your conversation; however, it will usually sound contrived to most women. Thus, we present it as a “game” with somewhat arbitrary rules such as “you can only ask questions in ten words or less” or “you can’t ask questions that have already been asked.” I also do not let a woman ask questions - at least initially - questions such as “how many brothers do you have” or “what is your favorite food?” There is no point playing a game to share this sort of information; it can be done in the presence of a larger group. I prefer to set the tone for these sorts of games with very personal questions such as “have you ever kissed your friend’s boyfriend?”; “what were you like in high school?”; or “what’s the one thing you’d least want your parents to know about you?”

The truth game / question game provides a great opportunity to kiss her. See Chapter 19.
Future plans can build comfort. These are often kept vague. When you and a woman realize you have an interest in common, you can suggest specific plans but without necessarily including a specific timeframe or making firm plans. For example, if you and she have a shared interest in art museums, you can say “oh, we should go check out the Cezanne exhibit at the National Gallery”. You can add “next weekend” onto the end of this, but don’t try to turn it into a date, unless she does. If you create a few future plans like this, she may start to think of you as a potential continuing presence in her life. You can also frame future plans as activities you are going to do anyway. For example: “I’m going to check out the Cezanne exhibit at the National Gallery next weekend; you’re welcome to come along”. This places you more in the role of the leader, and is useful for Breakthrough Comfort (see below). However, you will have to deal with small hurdles if she does want to join you, since you will have to bring your friends or she may wonder why they cancelled on you and whether you really did have plans to do something like you said. If you say that you planned to go alone, this might also appear odd. These hurdles are all extremely minor and solvable; I list them here only so you can keep them in mind.

Future projections are closely related to this. Future projections are related to future plans but with a time shift. Instead of talking about what you will do together, you talk about what you will have done. For example, you could talk about what you and she will do after you have spent the next six months seeing every gallery in the city. Describe the emotions and events that you both will encounter on this journey - all in a somewhat playful and not serious tone, but in the past tense, so she imagines knowing you for six months and having these adventures with you. Imagining herself being closer to you at some point in the future will often make her feel closer to you in the present moment.

You can also build comfort through the use of conspiracy and inside jokes. Giving her a nickname early on in the attraction phase, and then calling it back can build comfort. As can making comments about other people outside of her group in the bar or club. Anything you can do to establish an “us vs. the world” dynamic is massively helpful.

BREAKTHROUGH COMFORT

Breakthrough Comfort describes the advanced comfort-building processes first publicized by top instructors Sinn and Future in January 2007. Start by mastering the techniques from the Basic Comfort List above, as well as learning to smoothly get phone numbers, practice phone game, and go on dates (see Chapter 22). When you’re enjoying consistent success, try some of the elements of Breakthrough Comfort for major acceleration.

We plan to release a product shortly that guides you through Breakthrough Comfort in detail. In the meantime, the following is a brief overview of its key elements:

Show your passion and purpose. You must be able to convey to her convincingly that you are a man of a greater purpose. Set the frame that you are going places where she will want to be and that you are driven to pursue your life goals and do so without any hesitation. Be specific as to what you want your life to be defined by and what you are doing to accomplish it.
» See her passion and purpose. Most women have a purpose that they secretly strive to achieve. Learn what it is. You need this to compliment her deeply and to relate your worlds to each other (the following two elements). You must be able to find out her core value, the reason that she is pursuing the life path she is on.

» Compliment deeply...then release. Use your knowledge of her passion and purpose to compliment on her intensely on her qualities that will help her achieve them. This communicates that you see her as the woman that the little girl inside her yearns to be. Add small (I stress small) releases at the end to avoid deep compliments from “hanging” in the conversation and creating potential awkwardness. For example: “You are absolutely amazing and whatever you want to be I can see you doing that because of X, Y, and Z. Too bad you’re a bit of a dork.” The release is there to avoid awkwardness, but it small enough that you do not take away her validation from the compliment.

» Relate your worlds to each other, and to the greatness of your passion and purpose. You want her to have the feeling that both of you are bound for greatness and are on the same general path, even if in different fields. You just happen to be further along, but can nudge her in the right direction, in the same way as someone did for you earlier.

» Make your vague plans real. In Breakthrough Comfort, your credibility is both crucial and extremely sensitive. Use the alternative approach to future plans - where you say that you are going to do something, and she can come along. In Breakthrough Comfort, you must ensure that these plans must actually happen when you say that they will (at least for you, if the woman in question does not join you) in order to support your credibility in other elements of your interaction with her. This extends to the things you are doing without her.

» Create the feeling of a “whirlwind courtship”. Breakthrough Comfort works best the more you see her over a shorter period of time. See her every day or every couple days or call her more than once in a day. For this reason, Breakthrough Comfort is best suited if you want to pursue some kind of long-term relationship with a woman. Otherwise, you may leave her hurt or resentful. See Chapter 11 for an overview of Relationships and how your relationship dynamics are impacted by the implied frame you set in the Comfort phase. This approach can make you seem needy if not pursued in the right frame, which is one reason why Breakthrough Comfort is an advanced tactic.

Even with all of these tools at your disposal, building Comfort is not as easy as it looks. This is because you have other processes to manage at the same time while you are in the Comfort phase. The two most important of these are: sustaining attraction and qualification levels; and increasing physical intimacy (touching).
SUSTAINING ATTRACTION AND QUALIFICATION

It’s in the nature of things for the excitement, interest, and tension you built during the Attraction and the Qualification phases to dissipate over time. Even while building comfort, make sure you periodically refresh her attraction to you and re-introduce the “screening” frame from Qualification. If you do not, you risk losing your sex appeal to her and being put in the dreaded Let’s Just Be Friends zone (LJBF). Qualification even extends to the relationship phase, as women need to constantly be reassured as to why you like them.

Many women get great psychological satisfaction from having men in their social circle who consistently desire them. We call these men orbiters. In addition to friendship, these men provide attention, protection, companionship, and ego-validation. If a woman realizes that she can sustain your interest for a long period of time without letting you develop the relationship, she might be tempted to LJBF you. We discussed above why you don’t want to try to push a woman too quickly through Comfort. This is why you don’t want to push her too slowly either.

INCREASING PHYSICAL INTIMACY (TOUCHING)

The secret to escalating touching is to be in control of the process. You decide when to initiate, when to escalate, and when to pull back.

For example, if you are holding hands with her for a while and you get the sense that she is uncomfortable and about to pull away, then you should ideally be the one who breaks the physical contact first. This has the psychological effect of making you the one who is setting the barriers, not her. This will be an unfamiliar but also somewhat comfortable position for many women.

When you break the physical touching, break it completely. Let’s take an example in which a woman is comfortable holding hands with you, but not in having you stroke her hair. If you sense that she is becoming uncomfortable with your stroking her hair, you should of course be the one to pull back. However, do not only pull back to her comfort point, where you are holding hands. Doing so may make her feel comfortable again, but she will not necessarily feel a desire to increase the intensity of your physical contact. After all, holding hands, in this example, was her desired level of contact at that moment. Cut off the physical contact completely, or at least well below her comfort level. Now she will feel the loss of comfort from holding your hand, and she may be driven to try to re-initiate and intensify the physical touching.

You should also establish as much of the touching as possible, as if she were the initiator. Putting her hand on your arm or your leg is better than putting yours on hers. For one thing, this is far less threatening: she still feels in control with the increased escalation because she can remove herself at any moment; whereas if it is you touching her, she may worry that she may have to “play defense” against your persistent efforts to escalate past her comfort zone. A second reason why this is valuable is because her psychological processes may encourage her to act consistently with her physical behavior. She doesn’t generally sit on a man’s lap if she doesn’t like him.
Doing these things should give her the feeling that she can be as free as she wants to touch you (touching feels good after all) without you taking things too far. In fact, seducing you can become a fun and interesting challenge for her. Obviously, you will need to go through this a few times before you’re able to recognize the feeling of a woman about to pull away.

At the same time, as you are controlling the duration of touching within a given level of physical intimacy, you should be managing the intensity by progressively testing and pushing her boundaries. If she is comfortable holding hands, put her on your lap. If she’s comfortable on your lap, bite her neck. Find out where her resistance point is and periodically test to see if you can move past it. Often you will be able to for only a few seconds – in those situations, apply the techniques above to cut the escalation off on your terms.

A caveat: this might feel awkward at first. Most men are not used to the idea of putting a woman on their lap and then pushing her off a few seconds later and playfully telling her to stop trying to seduce him. This doesn’t make sense to many men, but it works with women.

Escalating physical touching works best if you aren’t drawing attention to what you are doing. Don’t ever talk about it. In fact, escalation is easier if there is something going on to distract her. While either of you are on the telephone, look at this as an opportunity to playfully increase the intensity of your touching. You’ll likely have to pull back, certainly after the telephone call is over, but by breaking into that territory for a while, you will increase your chances of accessing it again in the future.

Make your touch exciting so she is curious about what more intense touching would feel like. Touching should rarely be static. If you have your arm around her, use your hand to touch, rub, or play with her neck or shoulders. If you’re holding her hand, don’t be limp and clammy - run your fingers lightly over her palm or the back of her hand.
Seduction within the model

What we call the Seduction phase begins when she is comfortable enough to engage in sexual behavior (beyond kissing) with you, in a place where sex could realistically happen. Both elements are important here. No matter how sexual you are both being, if you’re out in public, you’re not in Seduction...unless you are both exhibitionists. Or if she’s in your bedroom but won’t let anything happen other than kissing, you’re still in Comfort.

The Seduction phase ends the first time you have sex. If you want there to be a second time, you move to the Relationship phase (Chapter 11). As you will see, “relationship” refers to the context for ongoing sexual encounters and does not necessarily imply commitment or monogamy.

All of this makes Seduction one of the more straightforward phases to understand. You start when she is ready to engage you sexually, and end when you have sex with her.

Why women (sometimes) resist sex

The good news here is that Seduction is not usually where most men have their biggest problems. If you’ve done a good job in Attraction, Qualification, and Comfort and you’re not in a rush, then you will
usually succeed at this one eventually. Women want and enjoy sex as much as men. Sexual arousal (as opposed to sexual decision-making) happens as quickly for woman as it does for men.  

The bad news is that, from a logical perspective, she probably shouldn’t have sex with you. Nothing personal, but you’re a new man. Sex with someone new might make her feel that she is easy or make her emotionally vulnerable or scare her that things are moving too far in case you’re not right for her. She also risks your losing interest because she let things move too fast, or your telling her friends. All of this comes in addition to risking pregnancy or disease.

It can be difficult for a woman to admit, even to herself, that she wants to add a new name to the list of men she’s slept with. Society tends to be pretty judgmental about female sexual behavior and few women want to be thought of - by themselves or others - as “easy” or a “slut” or “whore”. This isn’t something easy for men to relate to. There are no male equivalents for these words or for the societal judgments that give them such power. Yes, some women are very comfortable and confident with their sexuality and sexual decision-making. These women are often great catches, but are not the majority.

The Seduction phase is a woman’s last chance to “speak now or forever hold her peace”. There are two consequences to this. First, lingering issues from previous phases will often surface here. For example, if you’re in bed with her and she says “you don’t even like me” or “am I just another girl to you?” it may mean that you did an incomplete job of guiding her through the necessary emotions for her to feel special to you. Likely, you didn’t give her the feeling that she won your interest through unique aspects of her personality in the Qualification phase and/or you did not connect deeply with her in the Comfort phase. You can fix some of these kinds of issues when in Seduction, but it’s not ideal to have to do so. Second, your margin for error is smaller. A woman may give you a “free pass” with a bad Opener, because all she risks is that you’ll bore her for a couple of minutes in a Transition or in Attraction. She’s not going to give you a free pass in Seduction, where the stakes are higher.

Alright, enough talking about seduction. Let’s go over how to do it.

PACING

Make the journey feel natural.

A good analogy for Seduction done properly is being on a car trip where you were enjoying the ride and talking to your friend in the driver’s seat, and weren’t consciously thinking about being on a journey until you arrived at your destination. This is how Seduction should feel for a woman.

The key element here is to avoid jarring interruptions. If the driver had stopped to ask for directions, appeared nervous about the trip, started acting differently all of sudden, drove too fast or too slow, or did anything dangerous, you would fall out of your comfort zone. Your mental pattern switches from enjoying

your friend’s company to focusing on the journey. You’ll start thinking about what is going on, and how, and why?

This is not helpful for you because it tends to focus a woman’s logical mind on whether she should have sex. As we just saw in the previous section, there are many reasons for her to say no. In addition, many women find it a turnoff to have to actively participate in their own seduction. Consider romance novels, which are pretty much entirely directed at women. He wants her, she’s reluctant, he wants her more, she accedes, and then finally they couple up in a fit of passion. He takes 100% of the responsibility for leading her to sex in a way that is exciting and comfortable for her.

In a sexual content, we use the term “state break” to describe the jarring interruptions that force a woman to logically and consciously address whether she is on the road to having sex with you. Examples of state breaks include: coming home with you; taking off clothes or talking about sex; or getting a condom.

Our best tools to deal with state breaks are avoidance, blurring, and distraction:

- **Avoidance** bypasses the state break altogether. In the driving analogy, planning your route to avoid red lights or adjusting your speed so that the light isn’t red by the time you hit the intersection are examples of avoidance.

- **Blurring** reduces the intensity of the state break. You minimize the state break by mixing the old, comfortable activity with the new, potential uncomfortable, activity. For a red light, this means putting on the breaks to come to a very gradual stop at the intersection instead of slamming them at the last second.

- **Distraction** does not attempt to mitigate the state break but introduces something new that is an even stronger stimulus so she focuses on that instead. For example, if you turn up the volume on her favorite song playing on the radio or point out a celebrity in the next lane, this may distract her from the state break of hitting the red light.

As a final note in this section, I want to be clear that when I talk about minimizing jarring interruptions that force her to engage her logical mind, this is not the same as hypnotizing or befuddling her so she’s not capable of making a rational decision. Sex has to be consensual, and that consent has to be meaningful.

Let’s proceed with some examples on how to use avoidance, blurring, and distraction to deal with the five major state breaks in Seduction:

**State Break #1: Bringing her home**

**Avoidance:** Don’t get sexual until you get home. There is no point. In fact, if you try to arouse her before you try to get her to your house, she will know what your agenda is. You may not even get another date if she thinks that a successful date with you has to end in sex.
Avoidance: Plan to do activities in or near your house. It’s much easier to get into Seduction if the two of you are already in your living room or around the corner than if you’re in two separate cars on the other end of town. This is a great strategy for dates (Chapter 16).

Avoidance: Don’t ask her if she’d like to come home with you. Lead her home. Hold her hand and walk her to your car. Don’t ask; assume that she’s getting in. Don’t volunteer that you’re taking her home.

Avoidance: Make her comfortable being in your house well before you’re in the Seduction phase. If she’s learned that she’s safe and can have fun in private with you during Comfort without your trying to sleep with her, taking her home in the future will be less like to induce a state break.

Blurring: Bring her home for a reason other than to have sex with her. Saying to a woman “would you like to come back to my house” will often be interpreted as an invitation to have sex. You can blur this a bit by inviting her home to check out your photographs, or to lend her a book, or whatever. You can blur it even more by being out with her in your neighborhood and leading her to your house “for a second” while you get your wallet or use the bathroom.

Distraction: Say you are leaving a party with a woman. You each live 20 minutes away, in opposite directions. Bringing her home will be a state break that is tough to avoid or blur. So distract her. Use avoidance or blurring to get her into your car and then don’t stop talking. Tell her interesting stories to engage her logical mind so she’s not left alone with her thoughts. You can go through extended monologues to entertain and distract women’s logical mind at moments that would otherwise be sure to cause a state break, like waiting in line to check into a hotel.

State Break #2: Moving her to the bedroom

Avoidance: Use your living room couch the first time you have sex with her, or at least until she is sufficiently aroused (distraction) that the state break doesn’t hurt you. Or put something non-sexual and interesting to do in the bedroom so it’s not a state break to be in there and so you won’t have to move her later.

Blurring: Same idea as in the “bringing her home” state break above.

Distraction: Arousal is a good all-purpose distraction. Most people will ignore some of the less important interruptions from their logical brains if they are turned on enough. Picking a woman up and carrying her into the bedroom is another distraction technique, and may arouse her at the same time.
State Break #3: Removing clothes

**Avoidance:** Don’t remove anything that isn’t necessary. If she’s wearing a skirt, you don’t need to remove anything at all. This causes fewer state breaks. If you enjoy the process of undressing a woman, save it for the second time you sleep with her if you anticipate any resistance the first time.

**Blurring:** Don’t suddenly move from one sexual activity to another. Say you’re touching her breasts and she’s comfortable with that but not with you touching her genitals. Don’t suddenly shift all of your from above to below her waist. Keep touching her breasts but also touch closer and closer to her genitals without stopping what you are doing with her chest. As long as she remains comfortable, you can steadily intensify your sexual touching this way.

**Distraction:** Once you’re home, distraction is usually physical. An excellent time to remove clothes is when she is getting a lot of physical pleasure from you, by doing anything from kissing her neck to oral sex.

**Bonus:** This doesn’t really fit in any of the three categories, but I’m not going to hide good information to make the model seem more elegant. Every man knows – or should know – that when you remove a woman’s skirt or pants, take her underwear off at the same time in the same motion (i.e., grab both). If you leave her underwear on, taking it off later is a major state break.

State Break #4: Condoms

**Avoidance:** Uh, no. It’s not that uncommon for a woman to be completely willing to have unprotected sex with you while aroused and “in the moment” but to have a state break triggered by your getting a condom. Live with this. Literally. Unsafe sex is never an option, and if she’s willing to have unsafe sex with you, she has probably been willing to have unsafe sex with other men before you, whether she admits this or not. You wouldn’t share needles with a man you never heard of and don’t know, so don’t share unsafe sexual practices. Lose the girl, not your health.

**Blurring:** Avoid this problem by keeping condoms near the bed, where you can get to them easily and unobtrusively. Or keep one in the pocket of your pants, and remember when you take your pants off not to throw them too far out of reach.

**Distraction:** Performing oral sex is an excellent time to put a condom on. After she has an orgasm or has had enough, she will inevitably pull you up to kiss her or to have her face near yours. If you have a condom on, penetration should follow naturally, especially with the added lubrication from oral sex.

State Break #5: Penetration

**Avoidance:** Why? You must have the wrong book.
**Blurring:** With a condom on, you have a lot of freedom for rubbing, “teasing”, and otherwise intensifying genital-genital contact (usually while kissing her lips or neck, sometimes ears). If she questions this, tell her you believe in safety even for just rubbing up together. She’ll know that this isn’t the full story, but it should satisfy her logical mind. At that point, arousal and increased wetness can make penetrative sex “just happen”.

**Distraction:** If you come up with a way to distract a woman from the fact that you are having sex with her, I’d be very curious to know how you do this. I’d be even more curious to know why you’d want to.

**LOGISTICS**

No matter how good you are at avoiding state breaks, bad logistics can kill your chances:

» Use your house instead of hers for the first time you have sex with someone. A woman’s bedroom is full of state breaks waiting to happen. Roommates or family could be at home and break her mood. Her pet could be sick. She could have left her bedroom in a mess and be too embarrassed to show it to you. Neighbors could drop by. In addition, she’s reminded more of her routines – how much sleep she needs, what she needs to do the next day, etc. You sometimes lose the romantic or party atmosphere at a woman’s house.

» Make sure your house is set up for seduction. At a bare minimum, it should be clean. Not necessarily spotless, but clean enough for a woman to be comfortable. The bathroom, especially, should be hygienic. Have fun things to do if you still need to build comfort. Interactive fun is better than cool DVDs. Use fun truth-or-dare-type games, an easy 3D jigsaw puzzle, whatever.

» The living room (or wherever you plan to bring her first) should be laid out so there is no obvious way for you both to sit down but side by side together on a couch. If you have chairs, pile stuff on them or get rid of them before she comes over so she can’t sit there.

» Some romance and implied sexuality never hurt. Have champagne, strawberries, and whipped cream around. Don’t turn into some nightmarish sleazy gigolo with them, but realize you have them and can break them out when needed. Be fun, not seductive.

» Ensure that your house reflects and supports your identity. If you’ve been communicating that you are creative and imaginative, but your house is undecorated and full of piles of video games, she’ll wonder if you’re just an act. I probably don’t need to tell you that that’s a bad thing for her to be thinking about when she’s trying to decide whether to have sex with you.
» Remove elements of your décor that a woman would find particularly offensive. Most women aren’t impressed with public displays of pornography or graphic violence. Depending on what her intentions are (and she may very well not know at this point; that’s fine), she could be looking at you for long-term relationship potential. In that case, she’s scanning your house to see if she’s comfortable sharing a life with you. Realize that.

» Alcohol can build comfort and also let a woman feel less responsible (“I can justify this to myself because I’m drunk and it just happened, even though in reality I only had two drinks”). Have drinks at home that women like. Many women prefer wine to beer, shooters to shots, vodka to rum, and sweet mixers to bitter ones. Learn the basic differences between wines. You don’t need to know specific vineyards or brands, but you should know what a Merlot is compared to a Cabernet, a Bordeaux compared to a Burgundy, and a cheap vinegar-tasting wine from an acceptable one. Learn how to make drinks women order when they are having fun. Cosmopolitans and Margaritas are good places to start. And you’ll never go wrong with champagne (which need not be expensive). IMPORTANT: We’re talking about one or two drinks for her to feel comfortable. Don’t get a woman drunk to have sex with her. It’s not rewarding, ethical, or necessary. In many jurisdictions, a drunk person cannot legally give consent for sex. So getting her drunk to have sex with her would constitute rape. Not cool.

There is literally an almost endless list of things you can do to improve your house to make it ideal for Seduction, but there’s no need to overdo it. Do a good job on your living quarters and then leave it alone; the rest of your time is best spent on other things.

AROUSAL

There is an incredible amount of information - much of it bad - available on how to arouse women. Techniques for arousal are not covered in detail in this book. We plan to release a product purely focused on this subject later this year.

An aroused woman is less likely to be affected by state breaks.

In the meantime, here are a few tips to get you going that correct some very common mistakes. These won’t make you a good lover by themselves, but they can help stop you from being a disaster in bed:

» Most women can orgasm. Not all the time and not always the first time with someone, but you should be fairly confident of your ability to give a woman an orgasm before penetration. Other men can and will. If you currently have a regular sex partner, swallow your pride and ask her to help you.

» A woman’s body is more than two breasts and a vagina. Touch her everywhere. Pay attention to little spots you like, or she likes.

» Slow it down. You’re not in a hurry. Take your time moving from one activity to another.

» Tease her a bit. Most women love to be teased in bed.
Most women love their hair being pulled and neck kissed and lightly bitten. Learn to do these properly.

Don’t forget the power of language. If you are fingering her, for example, this is a great time to be whispering in her ear how sexy she is, how much you want her, etc. Some women will be into different sorts of verbal stimulation - find out what she likes. We cover this in way more detail in our to-be-released advanced sexuality product.

REASSURANCE

Women will often object to increasing sexual contact. Sometimes they want you to stop. Sometimes they want you to slow down. Sometimes they want you to ignore their objections. Sometimes they want to increase the sexual tension. Sometimes they don’t know what they want but their instinctive reaction, for reasons we’ve already explored in this chapter, is to say no.

Guess what? It doesn’t really matter what she wants.

“Stop” means stop. “No” means no. You can try again later or you can try something else, but you can’t barrel through. You can’t know for sure what’s in her head. Even if you could, you can’t know what she’s going to do the next day. Maybe she has fantasies of being overpowered - not that rare, really - and enjoys having sex with her despite objecting verbally. Then she kisses you goodbye, goes home, and feels badly about herself and wishes she hadn’t had sex. She tells her roommate. It comes out that she did tell you no and you ignored it. Well, if what just happened was actually rape, it’s not really her fault is it? Her roommate goes to the police. Welcome to hell.

At the end of the day, who cares if she says no? Make her more comfortable with you the next time you see her and she might say yes. Or date someone else. The skillset you will have from mastering the material in this book will lead you to have many options, so it’s okay if not all of them pan out.

OK, now that we’ve got that out of the way, let’s look at how to handle objections, token or otherwise, in a way that makes her feel comfortable and is safe.

Token objections

The first consideration is verbal. “No”, “stop”, and “I don’t want to do this” are pretty unambiguous. Women who want to make token objections will often say things like “we shouldn’t be doing this”. A good response to this is to agree with her. Respond with “Yes we shouldn’t be doing this . . . and we definitely shouldn’t be doing THIS . . . you are so bad.” Now you’ve changed the frame from her resisting you to the two of you sharing a conspiracy over doing something you shouldn’t be doing, or possibly her trying to seduce you. If she says it again, about the same activity (“No, really, we shouldn’t be doing this”), that’s a no and you have to stop.

Another example of a token objection comes if you take her home and she says “I’m not going to have sex with you”. Don’t engage this. You’re not going to argue her into committing to having sex with you before
you get home. There’s especially no reason to argue with her, as sex isn’t an imminent option at that point.

By the time you and she are on your bed, she might have changed her mind. So either ignore the comment or tease her for being presumptuous. If you argue with her, you risk letting her get locked into a mental position that she’s not going to have sex that night: a position she may feel bound to be consistent with later.

There’s a more advanced tactic of playfully pretending to misinterpret what she is saying as arguing over what kind of sex you will be having, but this should be reserved until your skills are very advanced.

If she says “no” and you sense that she doesn’t mean it, tell her that, to you, no has to mean no. Don’t make it a lecture, just a quick statement and then move back to what you were doing before she said no. Even if you know for sure that she doesn’t mean “no”, reread the paragraph above that ended with “welcome to hell”. If she’s really insistent on having you ignore her when she says no, she’ll know what a safeword is and how to use it. If you don’t know what a safeword is, you’re not ready for this kind of situation.

Persistence

She may want you to be persistent, for the same reason that she gave you token objections: she doesn’t want to feel easy or for you to think she’s easy. When you reach something that she objects to (say, taking off her shirt), go back a step to something she is comfortable with (like touching her breasts with her shirt on) and try again in a few minutes.

Levels of intimacy

It’s not only up to the woman to set limits on how far the two of you will go. Traditionally, the man wants sex and will take it if the woman gives it to him, but if she sets a lower limit (like no touching below the waist) he’ll take as much as he can get up to that limit. This essentially means that a woman sets the level of intimacy, and that level will be at the upper limit of her comfort zone.

However, it doesn’t have to work this way. You can’t insist on sex if she isn’t willing, but you don’t have to accept her chosen substitute. She may want to lie in bed with you and kiss all night. You may want sex. Neither of you is obligated to give the other what they want. Explain to her, without any resentment, that lying in bed with her all night kissing will make you aroused and frustrated and you’d prefer to wait until she’s more comfortable with you. Come across as confident and understanding. You have experience with women and you’re not going to rush her into something she doesn’t want. On the other hand, you’re not desperate for sex. The key here is to show absolutely no resentment or annoyance. She will be looking for it. Don’t tell her it’s all or nothing because she may feel manipulated. Don’t press her to agree to anything verbally, but see what happens when you start sexual touching again. She may let you past her previous resistance point. If she objects again you may need to take a break.

Breaks

Here we use the word “break” to mean pauses during an activity, not to mean state breaks. When you reach a point that she doesn’t want to cross, and persistence didn’t work, then stop. Say “I understand” with not even the slightest hint of disappointment or annoyance and remove the romantic/sexual frame. Candles, incense, dim lights, mood music – all gone. You’re not punishing her, you’re just doing something else.
After all, you like her and you enjoy her company. Let her know this. Then do something else - ideally something boring. Check your email. Play “go fish” with a deck of cards. She will likely re-initiate physical/sexual contact (if she doesn’t, do it yourself in a few minutes). When she does, re-establish the mood with what candles, incense, lights, music, or whatever you were using to begin with. Then proceed slowly to the resistance point, taking your time. If you hit it, or any other resistance point, say “I understand” and repeat the process - wait longer this time if it’s you who re-initiates the physical/sexual contact.
CHAPTER 11: RELATIONSHIPS
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TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS

When we talk about relationships, we are referring to the romantic or sexual context of your interaction with a specific woman. I’ve found that most relationships fit into one of six categories:

» Traditional: One man, one woman, no one dates anyone else.
» Traditional Plus: Like Traditional, but sometimes you involve other people in your sex life (not your emotional life). Usually this is when you both enjoy threesomes with other women.
» Open: Both people’s primary emotional commitment is to each other, but they are also free to date other people.
» Multiple: You have a strong commitment to each other, but nothing theoretically limits what you can do with others.
» Dating / Undefined: The rules of your relationship are unclear, and there is no explicit commitment. This is often the case before you sleep together and shortly thereafter.

» Friends with Benefits: No significant emotional commitment. The relationship is primarily sexual.

These relationship types are ranked in decreasing order of commitment and emotional intensity. You can distinguish between A) the top two types, in which you are essentially monogamous; B) the middle two, in which your level of commitment may be more ambiguous; and C) the lower two, which imply little commitment. For simplicity’s sake, we will call these High, Medium, and Low Commitment.

What you seek is a matter of preference. There is nothing inherently superior about one relationship goal over another. A recent poll on The Forum at the time of writing this book implied that men’s preferences are more or less evenly distributed among the six types.

That being said, I’m sure that many readers are going to skip straight to the Multiple Relationships section. That’s fine if that’s what you truly want. It was at one point in my life, and I lived it. But examine your motivations. Don’t pursue something just because it feels socially impressive or some “dating gurus” have said that they live that lifestyle. Most haven’t, by the way – that’s just marketing propaganda – and those who have are not necessarily people to emulate in this area of their life. Many dating gurus become dating gurus because of low self-esteem. Having multiple “girlfriends” can feel very validating to men with deep self-esteem issues. Don’t get me wrong here – learn from their insights, I certainly have. But dating and relationship management are two different skillsets. It makes no more sense to copy a dating guru’s insecurity-driven relationship behavior because you admire the way he attracts women than it would to drink excessively because you learned about acting from watching Mel Gibson.

**GENERAL RULES**

Whatever your relationship goals, there are some key points to keep in mind for getting into the relationship you want:

» Relationship management is often thought of as “what you do after you sleep with her”. This is a bad idea. Women do not wait until they sleep with someone before thinking about where the relationship is going. If you don’t help a woman figure out what you want, she may guess. Or she may assume that you want what she wants. Or she may misinterpret something random that you say or do as meaning something that it doesn’t. Any of these could create a frame and set of expectations that may be hard to change later. Alternatively, if she thinks that you don’t know or won’t tell her what you really want, then she may be less willing to take you seriously in the first place.
Relationships can change “types” over time. In general, it’s easier to move within a given Commitment level (High, Medium, Low) than it is to move up, and it’s easier to move up than it is to move down. Moving down usually requires a breakup first and then a period of no relationship. You can try to re-establish a relationship after that, but often your initial options will be limited to returning to the previous relationship type or becoming Friends with Benefits. A Friends with Benefits relationship happens between ex-boyfriends and ex-girlfriends more often than many people think.

Never lie. I can’t stress this enough. Even if you don’t accept my moral arguments against lying (and you’ll see them in a moment whether you accept them or not), consider these practical ones:

1. You’ll get caught. The better she gets to know you over time, the more she’ll be able to tell when you’re lying. It can become really difficult to keep your story straight. As Mark Twain said, “Honesty is not having to remember what you’ve said.”

2. She’ll feel justified in lying to you.

3. You blur the issue: if you lie, you are telling her that even in your own opinion, what you are doing is unacceptable. How can you expect her to accept something that you yourself won’t stand up for and don’t believe in enough to be honest about?

4. You appear weak: weak men lie to get what they want. Strong men are honest about their desires.

5. Lying isn’t necessary: you can get what you want without dishonesty.

Now for the moral arguments. All communication relies on honesty, and lies in a relationship are like a rotten foundation under a house. No matter how great everything else is, if the foundation crumbles, so does the house. A woman who invests her emotional energy in you is trusting you with her emotional health and well-being, just as she trusts you with her physical well-being when you are together. You have a responsibility to take reasonable care of her. Lying to her is using her. If you remember a time you’ve been lied to or betrayed, you know how it feels. Yes, some women can be callous and have probably hurt you in the past, but callous women are not usually the ones who love and trust you.

Armed with these general rules, let’s talk about each of the six major relationship types.

1 Long-term, extremely committed couples who have such a foundation of trust and intimacy that they move to an Open Relationship are an exception here.
TRADITIONAL

A Traditional Relationship is one in which both people agree to be monogamous. I call this type of relationship “Traditional” not because it’s boring or out of date but because it has been the dominant relationship expectation for thousands of years.

In a Traditional Relationship, you usually:

» Refer to each other as boyfriend and girlfriend, or something similar.
» Expect that you might eventually live together, get married, and/or have children.
» See each other frequently - at least 2-3 times a week if you’re not living together, depending on distance and work commitments - and communicate nearly every day.
» Meet each other’s friends and family, and spend most vacations together.
» Have obligations to each other. If her best friend is getting married, guess what? You’re going to the wedding as her date. I don’t care if you don’t want to go; she’s your girlfriend and you’re going. And she has to be nice to your parents whether she likes them or not. If either of you spends time with someone of the opposite sex whom the other doesn’t know or approve of, you need to work this out. And so on.

Starting a Traditional Relationship

This is the dominant relationship type. Women will often assume that this is where your relationship is going, especially if you sleep together more than once, unless either of you say or do something to imply otherwise.

This may seem strange on the surface. Most of your sexual encounters have probably not led to Traditional Relationships. This is because people often do “say or do something to imply otherwise”. This can be subtle. For example, if she mentions other men or dates at any point of your interaction after the first hour or so, she’s probably not ready for a Traditional Relationship at that point. If you have a “party” vibe about you and never seem to get serious, she may assume the same about you.

In this section, let’s assume that you do want a Traditional Relationship. Monogamy happens when both people are more interested in building something together than they are in exploring other people. Put another way, monogamy happens when both people are more worried about losing the other than they are about losing their freedom.

Developing this kind of closeness is primarily based on emotional intimacy. Most of the Basic Comfort List (see Chapter 9) still applies in the Relationship phase. The most important element for relationship-building is time spent together. If you can see her 2-3 times per week without her feeling smothered, you should be in good shape. We go into how to do this below.
To build this kind of intimacy, start in the Comfort phase (Chapter 9). Vague, long-term plans based on common interests are a great idea. Don't push for actual plans during Comfort; planning is boring for many women and engages the logical side of the human brain instead of the emotional one. Personally, if I am dating a woman who tells me she loves painting, I am likely to make vague plans with her to go to an art gallery. If we realize we both love ice hockey, I'll comment on how we have to go to a game. If she wants to be a better cook, then I'll suggest we take a cooking class. Not only are you uncovering great date ideas, but you also:

» Reinforce her feelings that you and she have some exciting possibilities together.

» Prompt her to imagine herself with you, in other contexts, in the future.

» Imply that you see potential for a longer-term relationship with her.

**After you sleep with her**

If you want to make a woman your girlfriend, solidify your connection with her immediately after the first time you sleep together. Stay over or invite her to stay over. Have breakfast together. Call her the next day. Communicate to her by your actions that she’s not a one-night stand to you. But don't be clingy. Don't send her flowers. And nothing feels clingier, literally, than someone trying to cuddle with you when you want space.

Your actions should provide a clue to your intentions, but don’t expect the same from her. Women face a lot of guilt for enjoying their sexuality, and sometimes appear distant after sex the first time with someone new, even when they feel connected to him. This is one of life’s little double standards. Before you feel sorry for yourself and your gender, think about what childbirth must be like. She'll sort through her emotions soon enough and show you how she really feels. In the meantime, if she wants distance, give her distance. If she wants to be close, be close.

Call the next day. This is an important call, and should not be awkward for her. Here are some things to keep in mind:

**The Next Day Call (Traditional Relationships)**

» Don't call to “check in” with her.

» Don’t refer to having had sex with her.

» Call because something funny happened that you want to tell her about or for any other reason why you might have called her even if you hadn’t had sex the previous day.

» Be the same natural, fun, and interesting person you were before you slept with her.
Don’t let awkward silences develop, or sound nervous or talk too much or too quickly. If you’re worried about awkward silences, cue up enough topics to talk about for at least an 8-10 minute conversation.

Don’t rush into making plans unless she seems very warm and comfortable towards you on this call.

End the call first if you can (it’s not the end of the world if you don’t).

You should usually save your invitation to see each other again for one of your next calls. If she sees you again after you’ve slept together, you’re well on your way. Use each time you see each other to discuss mutual interests and upcoming events. Further dates will follow naturally out of these conversations. For example, say you’re both talking about your love for classical music. You mention that you were thinking about checking out a concert in the park next Sunday. Unless she changes the subject, invite her along. Now you have another date.

At some point, she should give off some indications that she’s committing to you. Here are some examples:

She reserves part of her weekend for you, or wants to know what you’re doing on her days off so she can make her plans.

She suggests plans or trips.

She introduces you to her friends more than once. Listen to how she introduces you and watch for how she acts around you. Remember, women lose social value if their friends perceive them as easy, so she probably is not introducing multiple men (in a romantic context) to her friends.

If she hasn’t given any of these signals, be patient. Use the telephone to your advantage. Call her a couple of times during the week, for about 10-20 minutes each time, to tell her something interesting that happened to you or to check in on something specific in her life (e.g., if she’s recovered from being sick; how her new job is going, etc.). It shows that you care and that you listen. Most of the usual telephone rules from Chapter 22, Phone Game, still apply.

If this isn’t working, inject a note of competition. This is why I made the point earlier that people get into monogamous relationships when they are more worried about losing someone than they are about losing their freedom. Mention exciting events that are happening in your life that just coincidentally make amusing stories and imply, without saying it explicitly, that other women are pursuing you. For example, when discussing weekend plans, you can say something like “a friend of mine invited me to her cottage on the lake this weekend, so I might not have cell phone reception...so don't miss me too much and I'll call you when I get back.”

If she is interested in a commitment, she should bring up the idea of you as her boyfriend or ask you if you’re seeing other women. This is not a time for a jealousy plotline. Just be genuine here. Your goal is very close.
It's a rare woman who will see you 2-3 times per week and never refer to you as her boyfriend or initiate a discussion about the future. But if it happens, then the responsibility falls on you to say something like “I feel funny bringing this up, but I realized we never actually talked about this. Are we supposed to be seeing other people?” Be emotionally neutral – and not nervous – when you say this. Don’t let her turn the question back on you. You brought the subject up and you are asking about her perception of the current rules of the relationship. There’s no reason why she needs to hear your answer first.

Remember, she needs to come to the conclusion herself that she doesn’t want to see other men and/or that she’d rather give up the ability to see other men in return for knowing that you won’t see other women. It’s important for her to decide this herself instead of being pressured by you. If you push her into a commitment before she feels ready, you’re significantly adding to the likelihood that she’ll cheat on you later. So let’s not do that.

TRADITIONAL PLUS

A Traditional Plus Relationship is similar in every way to a Traditional Relationship with the exception that both people have a sexual interest in other partners. This interest is carried out in the context of a committed relationship. It’s not generally acceptable for either partner, especially the man, to develop an independent relationship with other people or to see them alone without their partner’s approval. You’ll both generally have the right to veto anything either of you doesn’t feel comfortable with.

Couples in this sort of relationship could have an interest in other men, other couples, and/or other women. This section is focused on relationships in which both people are primarily interested in threesomes involving two women and one man. This reflects our area of expertise and is probably the most common type of Traditional Plus Relationship. For other situations, there are a variety of swinger resources online. Try Swinglifestyle to get started.

Starting a Traditional Plus Relationship

Traditional Plus Relationships often arise out of Traditional Relationships when a couple decides to experiment with their sex life. However, if a Traditional Plus Relationship is your goal, trying to get there by first living a Traditional Relationship is a slow and inefficient process. If you already happen to be in a Traditional relationship and want to make it Traditional Plus, what you need is some solid advice on how to get your girlfriend or wife interested in threesomes. One resource that’s been recommended to me is David Shade’s Threesome program, which can be found at www.masterful-lover.com/MM/ [Make sure you type the full link, since there’s a $20 discount in there for Magic Bullets customers]

If you aren’t currently attached and a Traditional Plus Relationship is what you want, then pursue it directly. Almost all of the advice from the section on starting a Traditional Relationship still applies. However, you will also need to have an explicit conversation with her about what it is you both want and what the rules will be.
In general, it’s best to have this conversation after you’ve slept together 3-5 times, but not too many more than that. You want to establish some intimacy, but not let a relationship pattern get formed in her head. Make sure you set the frame properly. Threesomes should be an addition to your relationship that you are both comfortable with and happy about. Stay away from any implication that there is something lacking in her or her sexuality. Phrases like “I want to share another woman with you” are much more appealing and less threatening than “I want to fuck other girls”.

Of course, a Traditional Plus Relationship will only work if she’s bisexual or bi-curious. Many women can be convinced to try being with other women, but some can’t or have already passed this point in their lives and are no longer interested. Sorry about that. If I find a genie in a bottle who gives me three wishes, I promise to use one of them to fix this problem. In the meantime, you can’t fit a square peg into a round hole.

How do you find out? Ask whether she’s into threesomes. Or ask whether she’s ever had one, or whether she is “into women”. Don’t make the question a big deal, and she won’t treat it as one. Situations like the “Truth Game” (see Chapter 9) are excellent for this sort of thing. Don’t press her for details as if you’re a voyeur in some interactive pornographic universe. There will be time for this later. In general, you’re best off having this conversation in a medium-energy, nighttime environment, like a bar or a lively restaurant, ideally after a drink or two.

If you think that these questions might offend her, then the odds are probably against you anyway. Clearly, you’re under the impression that she is uptight, judgmental, or innocent. However, if you feel the need to be subtle, use the embedding technique from Chapter 17 on Storytelling. For example, tell a story or two about an ex-girlfriend who you enjoyed threesomes with. Don’t make the threesome the point of the story but make it a relevant detail. Here’s a fictional example below. Don’t use it. It didn’t happen to you and you won’t be congruent with it:

I think it’s really funny how men and women perceive beauty differently. I saw some online poll a while ago to rank the sexiest actress, and Angelina Jolie was ranked #1 by something like 40% of women and almost no men, and Lindsey Lohan was the absolute opposite. Or with my ex-girlfriend, she and I had threesomes with other women, sometimes and it was really funny because we could hardly every agree on what we liked. Even now, you’ll notice the women in women’s magazines are a lot different from the women in men’s magazines, and not just because they wear way less clothes in Maxim or FHM. Everything from hair, makeup, body type – it’s different. Have you ever noticed that?

The story is in theory about different perceptions of female beauty between men and women. But the point of the story is to let her know that you’ve had relationships with women that included threesomes, and to see her reaction. She may let you know what she thinks.

By the way, involving women but not other men is absolutely a double standard. Admit this if she brings it up. But if you’re both interested in women and only one of you is interested in men, it’s not an unreasonable proposal.
OPEN RELATIONSHIPS

Open Relationships allow either person to date others while retaining their primary emotional commitment to each other. Open Relationships vary in emotional depth: some are much like Traditional Plus Relationships while others are less intense.

Open Relationships can allow you to have the commitment and intensity of a High Commitment relationship with more variety, freedom, and ability to explore. Some people find that they enjoy different partners for different activities or different moods. However, Open Relationships can also be an emotional nightmare. Be honest with yourself and your partner about what you can handle, and don't be afraid to change your mind if it's not working out.

Starting an Open Relationship

This is a big deal and needs to be discussed openly. Like a Traditional Plus Relationship, you may want to prepare the ground with stories that imply that an Open Relationship is something you or a friend have experience before and has worked well. Be truthful, obviously. You may also want to embed references to dates, ideally dates that took place in the recent past but before you had sex with her, in some of your stories.

Before you bring the subject up, have a sense of how you would like an Open Relationship to work. Do you want your relationships with other people to be primarily sexual, or are you interested in an emotional component as well? How much information do you want shared between you? When you do raise the issue, talk about how you really like what you have, but you are not ready or not interested in a traditional monogamous relationship.

Unlike a Traditional Plus Relationship, there can be no double standards here. If you can't handle the idea of her doing everything that you're doing, this type of relationship isn't for you. Until you master the techniques in this book, most women will have a greater ability to attract men than you likely will to attract women. Think now on whether you will still be happy if she is dating more other men than you are other women. Many people (both men and women) think that they can handle this kind of situation, but end up resorting to jealous, passive-aggressive behavior that can kill a relationship.

One book that people have recommended for this sort of situation and for dealing with multiple sexual partners in general is called The Ethical Slut. Ignore the title; it's a good book.

MULTIPLE RELATIONSHIPS

Multiple Relationships allow you to develop separate, simultaneous relationships with different women. This is similar to Open Relationships, but without necessarily making one woman your “primary” girlfriend.
Generally your partners will not know or have a relationship with each other. If they do, it’s more like a 3-way (or more) kind of situation. That is an area of specialized expertise and beyond the scope of this book.

Multiple Relationships have many of the same positives and negatives as Open Relationships. However, not making each other your primary partner makes things a bit more challenging.

In general, most desirable women will not date you for a long time if they do not feel that they are at least your primary girlfriend. While some may have enough of an emotional or sexual bond with you that they will still see you anyway, many will not invest in you emotionally or will leave you for men who offer a High Commitment relationship. Multiple Relationships are very temporary for most women.

Part of this is psychological. Even if you master all of the relationship management tips that I give at the end of this chapter, some women cannot feel comfortable or special if they do not know that they are your primary partner. Part of this can also result from a woman thinking about her future. While most people “eventually” want to get married and have children, this means different things to men and women. Men can father a child well into middle age, and men’s attractiveness to women declines relatively slowly over time. On the other hand, since most men value youth and beauty, women know that their value tends to decline as they approach 30, and that this decline accelerates from about age 35 or 40. Thus, a long-term relationship that doesn’t lead to commitment doesn’t really threaten a man’s prospects, but a woman will often be worse off than she was before the relationship. Moreover, women put themselves and their future children at risk if they delay childbirth into their 40s.2

Accordingly, most women in, say, their late 20s who want to get married and have children are unlikely to stay long in a relationship in which they are not your primary partner or in which they don’t see much potential for a long-term commitment.

On the other hand, Multiple Relationships do meet many women’s needs, particularly those who:

» Are young enough that they have plenty of time (and desire) to meet other men
» Have already had children and don’t want any more
» Do not want to get married or to have children
» Don’t have the emotional energy or time for a High Commitment relationship
» Are commitment-shy themselves

2 For example, a 30 year old woman has a less than 0.1% chance of giving birth to a baby with Down’s syndrome. At age 40, the risk is still less than 1%. By 45, it’s 3%. This is just one specific risk; there are plenty of others. Source: www.womanspassions.com/articles/137.html
Starting a Multiple Relationship

Follow the same path as if you were beginning an Open Relationship. Just drop the bit about making your primary commitment to each other. If you genuinely feel that this is a temporary thing for you - that you are exploring while you search for the ideal partner for a higher-commitment relationship - then tell her this. It might make her more comfortable. But if you go down this path, make sure you share an understanding of your time-frame. Otherwise, you may fight about this later.

DATING (UNDEFINED)

“Dating” is the default category of relationship, at least until you sleep together.

Starting (or Keeping) your relationship Undefined

You don’t really have a choice. You pretty much always start here. If you’re scouring this section, I suppose it’s because you want to stay here. Presumably, you want a Friends with Benefits type of situation, but have an option to upgrade? Or you enjoy dating and living completely in the moment, and allowing your relationships can evolve “naturally”, or stagnate.

The only way this is going to work is if you keep a very strong frame. You also need to mix enough dates in with sex so that she doesn’t just think of your relationship as being Friends with Benefits, but don’t plan so many that she starts to see you as her boyfriend.

Don’t see her more than once a week. Don’t be too available when she calls. Always keep the same mental attitude, as if you’d had a good first or second date with her and are curious to find out more. Don’t make this attitude explicit, but let it guide your mindset in your interactions with her, no matter how many times you’ve seen each other.

FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS

Sometimes, you see a woman primarily to have sex with her. Or if you do see her outside the bedroom, it’s usually in a group and does not have romantic connotations. As long as you are both honest about the situation, it can be mutually enjoyable.

Starting a Friends with Benefits relationship

This isn’t that hard. Once you’ve started sleeping together, don’t “date” her. See her for sex, preferably spontaneously. If you are going to do things with her outside of the bedroom, try to make them group activities or very casual. Don’t talk about other women necessarily, but avoid any talk of commitment.

If you make reference to other dates, do so only in passing. You don’t want to turn yourselves into each
other’s confidante. You can be nice, you can care about her, but you shouldn’t be romantic or do things that only a boyfriend would do.

MANAGING YOUR RELATIONSHIP

Before we get into specific tips for managing High, Medium, and Low Commitment relationships, I want to go into two general principles that can help in any type of situation: excitement and variety; and punishment and reward.

Excitement and variety

Keep things exciting. Relationships often fail when one partner stops trying or takes the other for granted. While people do act differently within a relationship, remember one thing:

She’s in a relationship with you because she liked certain things about you. Don’t stop being the person that she originally felt so passionately about.

For example, if you’re in a Traditional Relationship, don’t stop taking her on dates. In any relationship, make sure to consciously maintain your Attraction and Qualification with her.

Excitement and variety are just as important in Low Commitment relationships like Friends with Benefits. If your relationship is based on sex, make the sex different and exciting. Don’t fall into boring or predictable patterns in terms of when you see her or what you do together.

Punishment and Reward

The concepts of punishment and reward can rub some people the wrong way, probably due to connotations of animal training or child rearing. But that’s just because of our associations with the words, not with the underlying principles. If your best male friend breaks your television and doesn’t seem apologetic about it, you might punish him by acting distant and/or telling him that it’s unacceptable for him to not get it fixed. On the other hand, if he’s been a great friend for a while and has been there for you, you’d be willing to reward him by doing him a favor if he asks, or just saying “I got this one” and paying for dinner sometime. We do this subconsciously in all of our relationships, and we expect it to be done to us. If you are supposed to meet your friend one night and don’t show up or call, you expect some punishment. If he acts like nothing happened, it might even make you a bit uncomfortable. That’s how women feel when they know that they’ve been getting away with bad behavior. Most women don’t like this and prefer to be with a man who stands up for himself.

So, if she’s out of line, tell her. When you disagree with her, say so. Don’t go overboard, because that con-
veys insecurity and make you too reactive to her. Punish because you don’t like her behavior, not because you are deeply affected by it. Say your piece, and then move on.

There’s also a flip side to this coin. You may do something stupid, selfish, or insensitive at some point. She may react to this. If you’ve done something wrong, be a man and admit it.

Here’s how to apologize for something: own up to what you did. Look her in the eye and say you’re sorry (or “I was a jerk” or “I was an idiot” or whatever). Don’t spend time explaining why you did it, or what your intentions were, or why what you did wasn’t really all that bad. And unless what you did was really disastrous, don’t let her drag out the conversation either. Say “Look, I’m sorry. I apologize. I was being an idiot. It won’t happen again. What more can I do to make you feel better about it now?”

Often we talk too much about the punishment side and not enough about the reward side. You should enjoy making her happy. If you don’t, why are you in a relationship with her? Relationships are the opportunity to unleash, without being clingy, some of the little things you’ve probably been told (depending on who you’ve been listening to) either to always do or to never do. You know, those conventional things like sending her flowers, leaving her notes or voicemails to tell her she’s appreciated, and so on.

Do this in a non-smothering way. The value of these kinds of things come by being a special surprise and not routine. How often you roll out this heavy ammunition depends a lot on the characteristics of your relationship. Even in an intense Traditional Relationship, once every 2-3 weeks should usually be the maximum.

An especially powerful way of making her feel good is to tell one of her friends how amazing she is. You know her friend will likely tell her. Don’t say anything to your girlfriend about this; just know that it will likely happen. This responds to one of the innate emotional needs of a woman in a relationship. Who she is dating relates to her social value as a woman. Having a great boyfriend, that her friends agree is a great boyfriend, gives her the same social power and satisfaction that having a great career, that your friends agree is a great career, does for most men.

I should warn you that these sorts of rewards are often associated with Traditional Relationships and should make her feel very connected to you if done correctly. If what you want isn’t a Traditional Relationship, make sure she is conscious of this. But still keep giving her these rewards when she earns them.

**High Commitment notes**

Many women see Traditional Relationships as a sort of trial-marriage. Things that may not have been important earlier, like putting the toilet seat down or putting the dishes in the sink, get more important when she’s dating you exclusively, and even more important if and when you move in together. She is subconsciously evaluating whether you’d be a good husband. Obviously, your suitability as a father (by temperament, lifestyle, and ability to provide) can also come into play here.
Medium Commitment notes

» You must be congruent. If you act like there is the slightest thing wrong with what you are doing, she will pick up on this.

» This does not mean constantly reminding her that you are with other women. Don’t talk about other women or dates. Keep other women’s stuff out of sight when she comes over. Don’t introduce them to each other. Change the subject when she starts talking about things that will ultimately make neither of you feel good.

» Make sure she doesn’t think that the relationship has imperceptibly evolved into a Traditional Relationship. Not seeing her more than once a week is an important part of this. Occasionally go a few days without calling her.

» Guess what? She’s eventually going to see other guys. Deal with it. There’s no place for jealousy here. In fact, it’s probably for the best if she does see other men because it will reduce her desire for additional intensity from you.

» Often women won’t date other men, at least seriously, if they are getting what they need from one man. Even if that man is with other women too. If this happens, you may have to do further work to manage her expectations. Don’t ask her whether she is still seeing other men, don’t make her promise not to, just let this situation evolve naturally. On the other hand, don’t count on your relationship evolving like this. You’re best off assuming that she will take advantage of her freedom.

Low Commitment notes

You can’t have any expectations, and certainly not any jealousy. If you are actually friends and go out in large groups every once in a while, you can’t try to sabotage her meeting other men. Even if, in the moment, you have your heart set on going home with her, you need to deal with it if she ends up with someone else. You may get her home with you that night, but doing so will likely change the dynamics of the relationship in the long term.

Don’t make it too comfortable: you need to keep yourself and the relationship exciting and challenging. She’s going to give you a lot more freedom in this regard than if you were on your first or second date, but she still wants to see you make an effort. If every time she comes over you’re wearing the same old jeans and the “date” is watching whatever happens to be on TV and then fooling around, you risk boring her.
PART III

CONTEXT
In This Chapter:

» What is your social circle
» Social circle - advantages
» Social circle - disadvantages
» Social circle - risks
» Social circle - strategies
» Workplace romance examples

WHAT IS YOUR SOCIAL CIRCLE?

Your social circle is your extended network. Your immediate circle includes your friends and acquaintances, family, and professional contacts. But your social circle is bigger than this - a friend of a friend is in your extended social circle. If you are a very social person, your social circle can include people several degrees of separation from you. As a general rule, someone is in your social circle if you can be introduced to them by someone else in your social circle who knows both of you reasonably well.

In general, it is far easier to build a relationship with someone in your social circle than it is with a stranger. However, the risks involved make social circle gaming something I would recommend only for men who have become comfortable with the material in this book.

By the way, this chapter is only focused on how developing relationships within your social circle is different from developing relationships via cold approach. Building and expanding your social circle is another subject entirely. We hope to create a product on this subject in the near future.
SOCIAL CIRCLE – ADVANTAGES

It’s important to know why specifically social circle interactions are easier, so you can use these opportunities to your advantage.

» Your value is assumed to be higher and often reasonably close to hers.

 People tend to interact with others of similar social status. They also tend to make preliminary judgments about others based in part on the context in which they meet. If I told you I was going to introduce you to Jessica Alba’s best friend, you would likely assume that you are about to meet an attractive woman. If a woman values and respects her friends, she will likely assume their friends to be high-value as well. This is just your starting point and will not save you if you display low-value behavior. Still, it’s better to start off presumed to have value from the beginning of your interaction with a woman than it is to approach her at a bar and be associated with the low-value men who have done so in the past.

» She is more likely to learn about, and believe, good things that you have going for you.

 If you make a good impression on a woman she might ask other people in her social circle about you. If they tell her how great you are and how wonderful you’d be for each other, her interest in you will be solidified. This is the same thing as Personal Source DHVs from Chapter 7.

» She should be less “flaky”.

 Women tend to avoid awkwardness or loss of face in their social circle. Canceling at the last minute on a date with someone she met at a coffee shop doesn’t carry any social consequences. Canceling on someone she might see again can be awkward, and might make her look bad if mutual contacts hear about it.

» She should trust you more easily.

 Women often won’t want to be alone with a man they don’t know, particularly in vulnerable situations (e.g., late at night; at his house; in sexual situations; etc.) A woman will more readily trust a man who is known within her circle and can be vouched for.

 For example, as a stranger, she might not let you give her a ride home from an event. As a friend-of-a-friend, she might. Which then allows you talk in private, build a connection, possibly have her invite you in for a moment, giving you an opportunity that you might otherwise not have.
» You can interact with her without her thinking that you are hitting on her

amous If you’ve been introduced to someone, it will usually be natural to interact with her. She won’t likely wonder “why is he talking to me?” as much as if a stranger had approached her at a bar. Accordingly, you don’t have to disqualify yourself right away. (See Chapter 7 for more on disqualification.)

» You don’t have to Open or Transition

amous If you are introduced to someone, it is assumed that you are in a normal conversation with them. This puts you in the Attraction Phase (Chapter 7).

» You have more time to make a positive impression

amous If you are part of a large group doing something social together (drinks after work, a concert, a party), a woman will give you more time to win her attention. She won’t want the group to think that she is rude to someone in their circle.

amous Her friends will be less likely to interrupt your interaction with her to “protect” her.

amous As a stranger, when her group moves from one venue to another, it can be difficult and require some skill to encourage her to stay with you, to join her group, or to get a solid phone number. As part of her circle, you can naturally move with the group.

amous If you see a woman regularly (e.g., at work or at regular social occasions), you don’t have to get to the Comfort phase in the first interaction, like you would have to with a stranger. You know you’ll see her again.

» She can observe your good qualities rather than your having tell her about them.

amous Recall in Chapter 7 on Attraction that a woman will give more weight to what she can perceive about you directly than what you tell her about yourself. This has special relevance to your social circle if you are going to see a woman repeatedly. For example, if you see the same group of friends every Friday for happy hour and one Friday you bring an attractive woman, the other women there may think that you are Pre-selected (Chapter 3). At next week’s happy hour when you arrive alone, they may be more curious about you.
» Comfort is vastly easier

- You already have overlapping social circles, so you have plenty of opportunity to talk about mutual friends and contacts. You’ve probably had shared experiences and have some shared interests. This is a great starting point from which to build comfort.

SOCIAL CIRCLE - DISADVANTAGES

The disadvantages to social circle gaming are relatively small and are usually straightforward to deal with. Still, it’s best to be aware of them so you can avoid obvious pitfalls:

» Women do not want to feel “easy” or be made a fool of in front of her social circle.

- A woman may be less likely to have sex with you early on in your interaction with her if you are in her social circle. She’ll be worried about her friends finding out and thinking she is easy, or of seeing you again and feeling awkward. Keep any sexual touching or conversation away from her friends and convey to her, through your actions and through storytelling, that you are discreet and have good Social Intuition.

» Some women say they do not “go out with people from work” or “date their friends”.

- You might find a rare woman who adheres strictly to this rule in all situations. Most women will re-assess this rule the moment they meet someone who captivates them. Usually it’s just an excuse - like when a woman tells you out of the blue that she has a boyfriend. It just means that you have communicated too much interest too early. Don’t argue with her. If you are still early in the interaction, disqualify yourself (see Chapter 7) and carry on from the Attraction phase. If you’re already in Comfort or later, then ignore the comment and carry on normally. Remember: change her mood, not her mind.

» You need to be “on” for a lot more time.

- If you meet her through a cold approach, you only have to be at your best for a couple of interactions before a sexual relationship can develop. Sometimes even the first interaction is enough. If you see a woman every day at work, you have to be “on” for most of that time. This doesn’t mean that you should go into work with the same high-energy entertaining persona that you use at nightclubs. It does mean that you have much more chance to lose value through having a bad day or just doing something socially awkward or unattractive.
SOCIAL CIRCLE – RISKS

I strongly believe that the advantages of meeting women through your social circle far outweigh the disadvantages. However, I don’t recommend that you use the techniques from *Magic Bullets* in your social circle until you are extremely comfortable with them. This is because of the risks involved:

» While the techniques in this book are powerful, they require some practice. It is easy to make social errors and create awkwardness when starting out. I certainly did. Fortunately, if you inadvertently offend a stranger you meet in a coffee shop, she might tell her friends, but it won’t affect your life. If you make someone in your social circle uncomfortable, word will get around. Other women in your circle will be warned about you, and you jeopardize your standing in your social circle generally. Don’t do this. The value of your social circle goes far beyond it being a potential source of women to date and there’s no reason to risk this.

» Even if you don’t commit any social errors, getting rejected within your social circle more than once or twice can hurt your chances in the future. In technical terms, women will observe your lack of pre-selection. In straight English, women don’t like to date their friends’ rejects. You also may lose status within the group every time you are rejected.

» Any time your social circle includes professional contacts, the risks are multiplied. This is obvious, and you don’t need me to go into details here.

» Even if you are successful with women in your social circle, you risk developing a reputation - this time as a “player”. While some women find it exciting to meet and be seduced by a man who is obviously experienced with women, few women want to be “Conquest #14” in their social circle. Especially when they would have to see Conquests 1-13 and the player in question whenever they hang out with their friends.

*The moral of the story adds up to this:*

Your social circle is not a place to practice. Get your practice time in at bars, clubs, concerts, coffee shops, restaurants, bookstores, theatres, parks, beaches, on public transportation, or anywhere else you can meet people. Your social circle will still be there when you’re ready.

SOCIAL CIRCLE – STRATEGIES

Let’s look at some tips you can use. Many social circle strategies are covered in the previous three sections, but here are elements that didn’t fit properly and merit explanations of their own:
Peer endorsement is crucial. It’s important anyway even if you’re approaching a stranger, as her friends should like you enough to encourage her to leave with you or to see you again. It’s extra important when dealing with mutual friends since they know you and she’ll trust their judgment. Cultivate your friends. Time spent managing your social circle is rarely time wasted.

Be very careful with Attraction material. What can seem playful or normal in a high-energy social environment (disqualifiers, negs, etc.) can be very inappropriate in a social circle setting.

Until mutual interest is solidly established, dates are often unnecessary. She’s in your circle, so invite her and everyone else out for something fun, like drinks after work, dinner, or a trip to a club. On the surface, you’re just being social (and demonstrating that you have Status within the group, since you’re the one organizing and making plans). If she’s interested in you, she’ll make sure she’s there.

Do not put a woman in a potentially embarrassing position. Don’t kiss her where anyone else can see. Don’t get into a lot of touching that would draw attention to her and you. Once there is mutual interest and sexual tension, then some discreet “under the table” or “behind the back” touching can be alright, since it adds an element of the forbidden and scandalousness.

Getting into the Seduction phase can be difficult when your mutual friends or coworkers are around. She generally won’t want anyone to know what is happening. However, she likely won’t help you get around this problem, because she doesn’t want to have to participate in her own seduction. This is your job. In this situation, you can try to meet up with her another time for a date, but then you lose the energy from the current interaction and she has all the intervening time to think about whether she really wants to be sexual with someone in her social circle. Alternatively, you can use the tactics below to go from being out in a group to being alone with her at the right time, without anyone noticing or her feeling awkward:

- Offer her a ride home if she came without a car, or offer to walk her home.
- Ask her for a ride home. Even better, get one of your friends to leave early and have him ask her to drive you home later since you’d otherwise be stranded.
- Just wait. Other people will leave and you might get lucky and end up as the last two people there. [If this happens, it’s almost certain that she is interested in you]
- Change venues frequently to “shake people off”. If you all went to a restaurant, and people start leaving after dinner, you can invite whoever is left to go with you to a bar down the street where you are supposedly meeting friends. It won’t be as awkward for her to come along, but you have a decent chance of getting rid of some people in your group by doing so.
WORKPLACE ROMANCE EXAMPLES

A workplace romance is a particularly tricky element of social circle game. The workplace is definitely not the place to practice. To mix things up a bit, I will use the his version / her version style that I created last year for the Online Apprenticeship Program (OAP), The Mystery Method free newsletter and teaching tool.

When reading these stories, try to figure out what the man did wrong or right.

Example 1: John’s version

I’m a finance manager at XYZ Corp. One day, I noticed an attractive woman in marketing. For the next little while I saw her in the halls or the elevator, and we’d say hi and smile. A couple of weeks later I got up the courage to go over to her cubicle to talk her. We chatted for a while and then I asked her out for drinks after work, but she already had plans. We kept seeing each other in the halls, and every once in a while I’d go over to chat and ask her out but she always seemed to have things to do. I just have to wait until she gets less busy and then I’ll take my shot.

Example 1: Emily’s version

I just started in marketing at XYZ Corp. My friends who sit by me are great, but there’s this creepy guy in Finance who hits on me all the time. I thought he was cute when I first saw him, but he never talked to me until all of a sudden he starts coming over and hanging out at my desk. It was really obvious. He asked me out in front of everyone and it became a joke among all of us. Jessica the receptionist said he does the same thing to her.

See what he did wrong? Now let’s look at a better way of doing this.

Example 2: John’s version

I’m a finance manager at XYZ Corp. One day, I noticed an attractive woman in marketing. I introduced myself, and introduced her around to other people in the company. We saw each other around and would sometimes stop and chat. If I had to go to marketing for something and it was a slow day, I’d sometimes stop for a bit to talk with her and Melanie and Don, who sit beside her. Every few weeks, a bunch of us go to bar for dinner and karaoke after work, so tonight I invited the three of them along.
Example 2: Emily’s version

I just started in marketing at XYZ Corp. My friends who sit by me are great, and there’s a really cute guy in Finance who I like. He was one of my first friends when I started, and we chat or joke around sometimes. He always makes me laugh, and Don and Melanie have good things to say about him. Anyway, he told us that some of the folks were going for dinner and karaoke tonight so of course I’m coming.

Now, let’s take a look at how to take the relationship further. This gets a bit harder.

Example 3: John’s version

We were out at dinner, and I sat next to Emily. Over a few drinks, we talked a lot. I really felt myself getting somewhere. I got some touching going too, like I had my arm around her after dessert for a few minutes. I made a move on her on the dance floor later on, but she said she doesn’t date people from work.

Example 3: Emily’s version

We were out at dinner, and John sat next to me. He got really drunk and kept trying to get me to drink. He was really obvious and kept monopolizing my attention so I could only talk to him. When he put his arm around me, I didn’t do anything about it because I didn’t want to be rude, but I was giving “save me” glances to my friends. He tried to kiss me on the dance floor so I had to give him some excuse to get rid of him. Ugh.

Okay, that one was exaggerated for effect. Let’s try something a bit better. Keep trying to guess where things are going right and wrong when reading John’s story.

Example 4: John’s version

We were out at dinner, and I sat next to Emily. I had a great time, talking with everyone, telling great stories, with everyone listening. A couple of times, Emily and I had little side conversations, with lots of flirting and casual but friendly touching. After dinner, I caught her alone coming out of the bathroom where no one could see and kissed her. It was a long, passionate makeout, and a giant release of sexual tension. We were hot for each other. I told her we’d need to continue this later with no one around and she agreed. An hour later I told her...
to say she had car trouble so I’d need to give her a ride home, but she was busy talking to her friends. I sat with her to try to get her attention back to our plan. When she came out of the bathroom later, I tried to do the same kiss move again, but this time it felt awkward and she said our friends would be looking for us. I explained that they didn’t catch us the first time, so they wouldn’t catch us this time, but she was already moving back. A few minutes later I saw her dancing with some guy on the dance floor and giving him her phone number. I went in to make my move before it got too far, told her I was leaving and offered her a ride home (hint, hint). She said she needed to stay with her friends, so I left alone. Today, she told me she was drunk last night and the kiss shouldn’t have happened.

Example 4: Emily’s version

We were out at dinner, and John sat next to me. I was still really attracted to him at first, and then we shared a really hot kiss by the bar. That sort of got it out of the system for me, but he wanted more. He was all clingy and creepy, kind of hanging off of me the rest of the night – totally not the guy I thought he was! I had an awkward moment this morning letting him down.

Let’s break this one down and see what really happened...

John did everything right until the kiss. The kiss was unnecessary there and then. John probably did it to make sure that Emily was into him. That might have been okay if it were quick, but a long drawn-out makeout actually dissipated the sexual tension. John was no longer someone Emily was trying to attract; she knew she had him already. He should have let the sexual tension continue to build until he was in a place where he could have taken advantage of it. Chapter 19 (Kissing) explains this psychological process in more detail.

After the kiss, things really went downhill. John became submissive and clingy instead of the confident man Emily had been attracted to. He tried to involve Emily in a little conspiracy to be alone together, which bored her and turned her off. As an attractive woman, she knows how to get alone with men. She’s also been alone with men who made everything feel natural. This didn’t feel very natural or fun to her. Then John started retracing old ground (the same kiss) hoping to re-create the same result. This sealed his fate. For John to have won her back that night, he probably would have needed to introduce an element of jealousy by casually flirting with someone else, preferably someone from outside the group.

Example 5: John’s version

We were out at dinner, and I sat next to Emily. I had a great time, talking with everyone, telling great stories, with everyone listening. A couple of times, Emily and I had little side conversations, with lots of
flirting and casual but friendly touching. I was hanging out with other people after dinner, but we kept gravitating back to each other. When there were only 5 of us left, I suggested we all go to a club down the street where my friend was DJing and I was meeting some friends. Emily said she’d come along, so I made a big show of trying to convince the others to come too so it didn’t look obvious, and to give Emily more of a challenge. Samuel from accounting did come along, but I kept feeding him alcohol and introducing him to women until he disappeared. Emily and I had a quick kiss on the dance floor, which I stopped first. An hour later, we left together.

Example 5: Emily’s version

We were out at dinner, and John sat next to me. I was pretty into him, so when he was about to go to this club down the street, I went with him. I told Melanie that I’d just take a taxi home, but I wanted to stay out a bit longer and party. Samuel from accounting followed me, of course, since he’s always hitting on me, but John did a great job getting rid of him without making it awkward. I ended up back at John’s apartment an hour later. I told him I could only come in for a minute, but now it’s 7 a.m. and I have to go home and change!
Chapter 13: Day Game

Sometimes I come across a subject where someone else is obviously far more knowledgeable and experienced than me. Day Game is one of those. Sinn is incomparably the master of Day Game; I've never seen anyone – anyone – meet more desirable women this way than him. So for this mini-chapter, I will turn the floor over to him, with my thanks for contributing his insights.

SINN, ON DAY GAME

“Day Game” means meeting a woman outside of clubs and bars, through cold approach. Social Circle game (Chapter 12) is not Day Game. Neither is online dating. Examples of Day Game locations include: parks, coffee shops, college campuses, malls, galleries, and anywhere else where approachable women are present.

Doing a full treatment of Day Game is beyond the scope of this book, let alone this guest article. I teach a 5-hour seminar focused entirely on Day Game, and we usually go over our allotted time. But that’s no excuse for ignoring the subject. So, what you see below is a quick overview and some hints to get you started.

Day Game is no better or worse than nightclub game. It’s got its pluses and minuses.

Advantages

1. Women are not usually in an altered state of consciousness (i.e., drunk or high). Every now and then you may want to try to pick up Smokey the Town Crack Head, but, for the most part, women you meet will be sober. This is something you cannot say about bars and clubs.

2. Some women simply do not go out to bars and clubs. The beautiful medical student you saw once is most likely hitting the books every night, not the town bar. So, during the day you may have a better selection of women to choose from; at the very least it will be a different selection.

3. You can approach women as you go about your daily life. You have to go to the grocery store, to restaurants, and to stores to pick up things like detergent and deodorant (if you don’t, you probably need more help than this book can give). You are already in Day Game situations.

4. You can fit Day Game into your schedule when you have time. You may not live a lifestyle where it makes sense to go out to bars and clubs all the time, but you can always go to the mall or a book store for an hour.
Women do not worry about losing social status if they meet men while going about their daily lives (in Day Game locations). Some women I have met during the day and ended up dating have told me that they “would never date a guy I met at a club”. It makes some women feel desperate, or at least worried about looking desperate when they tell their friends how they met you.

Women are more often by themselves. At bars and clubs, desirable women are nearly never alone, but they sometimes are in their daily lives. In such situations, you can focus all of your attention on each other, and she will be less concerned with what her friends think.

Disadvantages

There are fewer approachable women in any given spot. In a good bar or nightclub, there should be enough women for you to spend all night talking to. A coffee shop might only have one or two attractive women – or zero. It’s not rare for me to spend an hour or more going between different venues before finding someone I want to approach.

Women tend to be busier during the day. Unless she is working, no one at a bar or nightclub is “busy”. However, a woman at a coffee shop may only have 10 minutes before she has to get back to work. You have less time to make an impression.

People are in different moods during the day. At bars and clubs, most people are in a social, outgoing, and happy mood. During the day, many people are not in “social mode” or in the mood to meet and get to know someone new.

Basic rules and strategies – these will help you develop Day Game skills

Leave home ready to meet people. Always look and feel your best. Even if you are just going to the gym, your clothes should always fit well and be flattering, and you should always smell good and have your hair styled. In short: you should always be ready meet and attract a beautiful woman.

Be social. For the next week, I would like you to try a very simple experiment. Smile and say “hi” to every person you see. The benefits of this are two-fold. First, you get yourself into “social mode”. Then, when you see a woman you would like to meet, you will be ready to go, and not forced to shake yourself out of a funk of silence. Second, you will be surprised at how well people react to you, and how many people actually start conversations.

Work on your body language constantly during the day. Make sure that you always sit up straight, correct nervous fidgeting and gestures, and smile and make strong eye contact. Body language is a skill you can constantly practice.
Reach out and touch someone. Actually, touch everyone. Any time you meet someone new, touch them in a friendly way as soon as you can. This can take the form of a friendly arm pat or a handshake; anything, really, as long as it’s not too invasive.

Tease everyone. One quality that can make people enjoy your company is the ability to tease in a playful, fun, way. This teasing should be in a flirtatious context and not mean-spirited. The underlying meaning of the conversation should be: “I like you”.

**Changes to your game – things you need to keep in mind for Day Game**

1. Lower the energy level. In a bar or club, there are a lot of distractions. To make sure you get everyone’s attention in a group, you need to be very entertaining and usually high-energy. The same energy level in a supermarket will just make you come off as a clown. You still need to approach a woman with an energy level equal or slightly greater than hers, but you don’t want to act obviously out of place or to attract everyone else’s attention to your approach.

2. You should focus more on women by themselves. Approaching groups during the day is more challenging. First, the energy level required to capture the attention of a large group may come off as inappropriate for the environment (see point #1 above). Second, it will be difficult to start a private conversation (see Chapter 9) with the woman you want. My advice in Day Game: get a woman alone with you by approaching women who are alone to begin with.

3. Be careful with touching. You should only touch the woman in a way you would be comfortable touching your boss. This means no groping, or pawing, and making sure that you respect her physical boundaries. This isn’t a nightclub. She is in a public place meeting a stranger; focus on making her comfortable, not aroused.

4. Try to move quickly to the Qualification phase (see Chapter 8). First, she might have to leave any second, even more so than in bars and clubs. Moreover, women in the daytime seem to be easier to attract than at night. [Just to balance things out, they are harder to build comfort with.] Try skipping straight to Qualification after Opening and Transitioning. If she won’t qualify herself, then go back to Attraction.

5. Use instant dates. People during the day don’t usually just “hang out” like they do at bars and clubs. If you meet a woman during the day, you need to go with her where she is going, or suggest something else. This is why I like meeting women in locations that have built-in instant date possibilities, like a bookstore with a coffee shop inside.
Look for opportunities to prepare the ground for your opener. Above, I noted that women are often not in “social mode” when you first approach. A solution for this is to do something like ask a woman at a coffee shop table to watch your laptop while you go to the restroom. [Obviously, this assumes that you were at a table working on your laptop, and she is at a nearby table]. When you come back, she will be more ready for you to start a conversation. You can also use Functional Openers (see Chapter 5) as “pre-openers” in this way.

Try using direct openers (see Chapter 5). Although most openers can be made to work in different situations, some direct openers tend to have more success in Day Game. For example, try telling a woman that you noticed her from across the park and knew you would be kicking yourself for the rest of the day if you didn’t come over to see if there was more to her than meets the eye. This might sound contrived or like “a line” in a nightclub, but can work well during the day.

More Information

You’ll find a lot of my articles about Day Game in The Forum. And then of course there’s my dedicated Day Game seminar - you can find more information about that at: www.TheMysteryMethod.com/daygame.
CHAPTER 14: STRIP CLUBS

No, I didn’t just suddenly get bored of writing this book halfway through and get Sinn to finish it. It just happens that he is also the resident expert on meeting and dating strippers. Or, as they like to be called, “exotic dancers”. Stripper Game is also outside the scope of this book, but we didn’t want to skip over it entirely. So Sinn graciously agreed to give us his top 10 rules.

STRIP CLUBS BY SINN

Many dancers are exceptionally beautiful. Unfortunately, they are also hit on all night long and celebrated for their looks and sexuality. The strip club environment poses some unique challenges. Here are some of my most important tactics and techniques:

1. Time your visits. At the very beginning (1st to 4th) or end (after the 25th) of the month, debts and bills pile up. Many women become strippers because they have money problems. When money pressure becomes more intense, they need to focus more on making money than on getting picked up.

2. Avoid the “customer frame”. Many strippers have a rule not to date customers. Once you pay her for anything, you are a customer and a potential recurring source of income. That’s more valuable to most strippers than another guy who wants to date her.

3. Avoid “Pervert Row,” the first row in front of stage. Remember in Chapter 7 when Savoy explained how a woman’s first impression of you comes in part from the context in which she meets you and her experiences with previous men in that context? Put it this way - her experiences with men on Pervert Row won’t encourage her to get to know you.

4. Establish a friend on the inside, ideally a man in a power position like the manager or DJ. The best way I have found to do this is to ask who I would talk to about setting up a bachelor party next weekend. Then have the manager walk you around the club explaining everything. Offer to buy him a drink as he does this. If an exotic dancer sees you having a drink with the manager, she will assume you have higher value than the average customer.

5. Control the conversation. Everything that a stripper says to you in the first five minutes is a routine. When they ask what you do or how your night has been, change the topic. Make sure that you stick to your material. You need to select the conversational topics that will make her attracted to you.
Sit alone if you want to be approached. To strippers, customers are approaches and she is more comfortable approaching a single man than a group.

Stay away from all sexual topics. Make sure she does the same.

Stay out of the “here and now”. Don’t mention the club or the situation you are in. You want her thinking about and feeling things not related to her job as a stripper. You want to convey your personality while displaying both the attributes and characteristics of an attractive man.

Make sure she knows you are a “stripper boyfriend” type. Many men can’t handle the reality of dating a stripper, and strippers know this. If you communicate or imply that you already have, or that you have an understanding of her world, she will be less nervous about giving you a chance.

Related to the above - demonstrate authority over her world. Show her that you are a club insider (not a regular customer), by explaining her life to her. You need to be able to explain to her what her job is really about (approaching men and trying to convince them they have a chance with her) You also need to avoid asking typical questions like “do your parents know?” Make sure that you act bored by her world. I even go so far as to say that I know her world better than she does.
PART IV

SKILLS
Chapter 15: Physical Progression

In This Chapter:

» General rules of touching
» Social touch
» Physical progression

Chapters 4 to 11 took you through the phases of the Emotional Progression Model to build a romantic and/or sexual relationship with a woman. At the same time as you are building emotional intimacy, you should also be building physical intimacy. Think of it like two trains running along parallel tracks. One can get ahead of the other, but at the end of the day you need both to reach their destination.

This is why I didn’t cram material about touching into the chapters on emotional progression. Emotional intimacy and physical intimacy do influence each other, but you should measure your progress along the two tracks separately. For example: “We’re in Qualification, and she’s comfortable with her hand on my arm but not with sitting on my lap” or “We’re in Comfort but there’s been no touching yet.”

General rules of touching

You don’t want to leave touching too late in your interaction. Increasing physical intimacy should be a natural and gradual escalation, not a sudden change of gears accompanied by a big awkward moment where you “make your move”.
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Touch is also subject to different cultural norms. This chapter is primarily based on experiences in North America, Western Europe, Australia, and South Africa. Latin and East Asian cultures, among others, have different cultural expectations around touch and personal space. Make adjustments accordingly.

Physical progression can be divided into two broad phases, which we discuss later in this chapter:

- **Social touching**, during which you should not really be doing anything differently with the woman you are interested in than with the rest of the group. Even if you are alone with her, the frame for your touching should be social as opposed to romantic or sexual.

- **Personal touching**, in which you are using touching to reinforce or lead the emotional connection you are developing with her. Increasing physical intimacy in this way builds comfort and arousal.

Many men who are new to this type of material find that physical progression is a difficult subject at first. This is natural. Like any complicated activity, from learning to drive to playing a sport, there is a lot to keep in mind at the same time and you can only focus on so many elements at once. I tend to encourage men to become comfortable with the Emotional Progression Model first, and then to focus on improving your physical progression skills.

You will need to push through your own discomfort at first and do your best to seem comfortable with each physical step you make. As you get used to it, physicality will get easier and become a natural part of the way you interact with people.

In general, the “go first” principle applies most of the time. Your actions should communicate to her that touching is normal, fun and comfortable by initiating it and being emotionally comfortable with doing it. This will help her follow your lead and be comfortable as well.

**SOCIAL TOUCHING**

Social touching only includes touching in ways that would be acceptable in a non-romantic context. For example, you can touch someone’s arm or shoulder to emphasize a point. You can pat someone on the upper back to congratulate them. Stay away from other areas.

Some general rules:

» **Start early.** It can feel awkward and forced if you start touching someone once you’ve already been interacting with her for 20 minutes. Start during the opener if you can.
» **Touch everyone in the group.** You want to come across as a social person, not as a creepy seducer. Don’t touch the woman you’re interested in any differently than you would other strangers. Touch the men too. Studies have shown that people feel better about the people they are talking with if they are occasionally being touched as part of the conversation.

» **Physical progression should be consistent with emotional progression.** If you are in Qualification, you can use touch to express approval (or to release that approval). In Attraction, your touch should generally be high-energy and interactive, like if you challenge a woman to a game of thumb-wrestling.

» **Test her.** Women often give off confusing or mixed signals verbally, but very few “lie” with touching. For example, if you tell a woman to put her hands out (so you can show her something) you can get a clue as to her feelings toward you by what she does. If she puts her hands palms up, it’s an indication that she might be attracted to you. If she puts them palms down, she might not be, yet. Similarly, if you give a woman a “high five”, check to see if she curls her fingers between yours or whether she just slaps your hand.

» **Create opportunities for social touching.** You can make up secret handshakes. You can teach her what the lines on her palm mean (be creative, make her laugh). You can touch her at key moments in your stories. As you gain experience and comfort with particular stories that you tell, you can also anticipate and plan for specific moments when touching fits well with and enhances what you are saying. Or you can develop stories or routines that are specifically designed to allow for social touching. For example, I tell a (true) story about accidentally making out with my roommate’s sister in college. Yes, it’s possible to accidentally make out with someone. No, it’s not something you can teach or plan for. At one point in the story, I mention how I felt a hand on me and say “like this” and put her hand on my forearm. I continue the story without pausing or drawing attention to what I’m doing. While I am telling the rest of the story, I am waiting to see how long it will take her to remove her hand, whether she gives my forearm a little squeeze, etc.

» **Don’t let other men touch you without responding.** Men invading other men’s personal space is a sign of dominance. This is very attractive to women. A study last year showed that women are three to four times more likely to seek to make eye contact with men (i.e., “approach invitations”, see Chapter 5) who express this sort of dominance over other men than they do with men who do not.

**PERSONAL TOUCHING**

Personal touching is more intimate. Generally it should only take place when you are alone with a woman, or when the rest of her group is obviously comfortable with the increasingly intimacy between you and her and she is not embarrassed.
Some examples of personal touching include:

» Her hand on your arm
» Her hand on your leg
» Holding hands
» Your arm around her
» Her sitting on your lap.

Personal touching is where the “progression” really takes place. You want an overall increase in your level of physical intimacy with a woman. And it’s you who has to guide this process. You decide when to initiate, when to escalate, and when to pull back. The above list contains a simple progression from her hand on your arm to her sitting on your lap, but there are many different paths you can take.

For example, if you are holding hands with her for a while and you get the sense that she is uncomfortable and about to pull away, then you should ideally be the one who breaks the physical contact first. This has the psychological effect of making you the one who is setting the barriers, not her. This will be an unfamiliar but also somewhat comfortable position for many women.

When you break the physical touching, break it completely. Let’s take an example in which a woman is comfortable holding hands with you, but not in having your arm around her. If you sense that she is becoming uncomfortable, you should of course be the one to pull back. However, do not only remove your arm and pull back to her comfort point, where you are holding hands. Doing so may make her feel comfortable again, but she will not necessarily feel a desire to increase the intensity of your physical contact. After all, holding hands, in this example, was her desired level of contact at that moment. Cut off the physical contact completely, or at least well below her comfort level. Now she will feel the loss of comfort from holding your hand, and she may be driven to try to re-initiate and intensify the physical touching.

You should also establish as much of the touching as possible as if she were the initiator. Putting her hand on your arm or your leg is better than putting yours on hers. For one thing, this is far less threatening: she still feels in control with the increased escalation because she can remove herself at any moment; whereas if it is you touching her, she may worry that she may have to “play defense” against your persistent efforts to escalate past her comfort zone. A second reason why this is valuable is because a woman’s psychological processes may encourage her to act consistently with her physical behavior. She doesn’t generally sit on a man’s lap if she doesn’t like him.

Doing these things should give her the feeling that she can be as free as she wants to touch you (touching feels good after all) without you taking things too far. In fact, seducing you can become a fun and interesting challenge for her. Obviously, you will need to go through this a few times before you’re able to recognize the feeling of a woman about to pull away.
At the same time, as you are controlling the duration of touching within a given level of physical intimacy, you should be managing the intensity by progressively testing and pushing her boundaries. If she is comfortable holding hands, put her on your lap. If she’s comfortable on your lap, bite her neck. Find out where her resistance point is and periodically test to see if you can move past it. Often you will be able to for only a few seconds - in those situations, apply the techniques above to cut the escalation off on your terms.

A caveat: this might feel awkward at first. Most men are not used to the idea of putting a woman on their lap and then pushing her off a few seconds later and playfully telling her to stop trying to seduce him. This doesn't make sense to many men, but it works with women.

Escalating physical touching works best if you aren't drawing attention to what you are doing. Don’t ever talk about it. In fact, escalation is easier if there is something going on to distract her. While either of you are on the telephone, look at this as an opportunity to playfully increase the intensity of your touching. You'll likely have to pull back, certainly after the telephone call is over, but by breaking into that territory for a while, you will increase your chances of accessing it again in the future.

Make your touch exciting so she is curious about what more intense touching would feel like. Touching should rarely be static. If you have your arm around her, use your hand to touch, rub, or play with her neck or shoulders. If you’re holding her hand, don’t be limp and clammy - run your fingers lightly over her palm or the back of her hand.
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GOOD DATES, BAD DATES

A good date is one that advances your relationship goals. That’s the ultimate objective. The ten principles below will help in most situations, but always start from an assessment of your relationship with a woman and what you think you need to do to take it to the next level. Once you’re clear on that, consider these 10 critical elements:

1. Planning
   Never ask a woman what she wants to do on a date, at least not the first couple of times you go out with her. Have everything planned and prepared. Include backup plans if necessary. (If I’m taking a woman to an event that starts at a particular time and she’s late or something unexpected happens, I always have a Plan B). Being taken out is very attractive to a woman. I sometimes take this a step further and tell women, jokingly, that it’s none of their business where we’re going and that all she needs to know is what kind of shoes to wear.

2. Different
   Plan something that she hasn’t done over and over with men trying to be her boyfriend. They take her to dinner, they go for coffee, they meet for a drink, and if they’re particularly inept, they invite her to the movies. These kinds of dates remind most women of the men they’ve rejected in the past, and are neither fresh nor interesting. If this is the best you can do, you won’t seem fresh or interesting either.
External Stimulation
Take her where the environment is stimulating and where conversation isn’t your primary source of entertainment. This is another problem with dinner, drinks, or coffee. Not only does this put a lot of pressure on your conversational skills, which can be a challenge if your skills aren’t great yet or you don’t know each other all that well, but your conversation will by necessity be most about abstract subjects instead of about the here and now. That’s fine most of the time, but over a two-hour dinner, this can feel artificial, as though you are interviewing each other. When there is external entertainment and stimulation, it becomes much easier to be a good conversationalist. Think of going shopping or wine tasting instead of taking her for dinner and drinks.

Interaction
I have to add this one in case you go too far with the advice in the previous paragraph. Movies provide plenty of entertainment and things to talk about, but no opportunity for conversation or to learn about each other. What personality characteristics could either of you demonstrate at a movie theatre? That you know how to turn your cell phone off? That you eat popcorn? Make the date about a shared experience, not about a common experience enjoyed more-or-less independently.

Excitement
Take her through a range of sensations or emotions. For example, at a comedy club, she can be laughing, scandalized, or amused. Playing frisbee; she could be out of breath and excited. She could be entranced, offended, and visually stimulated at a gallery opening. Plan dates from the perspective of leading her through different emotions.

Your Turf
Invite her to come along to something you are already doing and knowledgeable about. You will naturally assume the powerful, dominant position. Contrast A, Her coming with you to your friend’s exhibition at a gallery where you know the owner, with B, Your going out with her and her friends for drinks. In which scenario will it be easier for you to convey Status? In which scenario will all of her attention be on you, and where she will have to fight for yours? In which scenario will she be more likely to feel jealousy?

Multiple Venues
Speed things up with multiple venues. Amusingly enough, this principle was the subtext of an episode of Sex and the City, a show primarily directed at women. It feels like you’ve spent more time with someone and that you know them better if you’ve done lots of different things with them, even if each activity lasted only a short time. A date that starts with window shopping and then includes a bite to eat, browsing a bookstore, and a trip to a comedy club should make a woman feel like she’s known you for a lot longer than just one date.
Logistics
Plan the logistics so that it’s reasonable for her to come to your house (this is covered in more detail in Chapter 10 on Seduction). For example, pick activities near where you live. Or if you’ve been doing any physical activity, go home “to change”. Or have her meet you at your place before you go out – that way her car will be there and you know that at some point you’ll both need to return there.

Nights
If your aim is to move toward a sexual relationship, you should try to see her at night or plan dates that go into the evening. This is less of an issue if you’ve already had sex with her or if you’re still early in the Comfort phase. Even though the human sex drive is actually highest in the afternoon, most people are culturally attuned to associate sex with nighttime. Wait until it’s dark outside.

You
See her at a time when you’ll be at your best. If you’re tired and stressed on Tuesday afternoons because of your weekly meeting with you boss, don’t do something right after work on Tuesday. Pick a time when you’ll be feeling conversational, playful, and good about yourself, not tired and run down.

GOOD DATES EXAMPLES

The 10 principles not enough to get you started? Here are some more examples of good dates, but keep in mind that not all of these will be appropriate for all women (e.g., sporting events, shooting range):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good Dates</th>
<th>Good Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>» Shopping</td>
<td>» Concerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Frisbee in the Park</td>
<td>» Amusement Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Comedy Clubs</td>
<td>» Picnics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Salsa Lessons</td>
<td>» Shooting Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Art Galleries</td>
<td>» Cooking Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Sporting Events</td>
<td>» Fireworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Bicycling</td>
<td>» Festivals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Wine Tasting</td>
<td>» Sporting Events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW TO DATE

Enjoy yourself at whatever activity you are at. In most situations, the focus should be on the activity, not on her. You don’t even need to spend every second of the date with her. For example, if you are shopping, don’t be afraid to wander around the store by yourself for a minute, and don’t be affected if she does the same.

If there are other people you know in the same venue as the date, talk with them. Introduce your date. The more you treat your date like a big deal that requires you to behave differently, the more you will lower your value to the woman you’re with.

KISSING AND SEXUAL ESCALATION

Establishing the right frame early in your date is important. If you’ve kissed her already, kiss her as soon as you can to re-establish in her mind that your relationship is heading down a sexual path. This will help you later in the date, since neither of you will be thinking of kissing as a big deal or an uncertain issue. You’d rather a woman be wondering whether she wants her clothes to come off than whether she wants to kiss you.

If you haven’t kissed her already, look for an early opportunity to do so, for the same reason.

Waiting until the end of the date and then going for the kiss is a weak move and will likely be typical of other men that she has dated and rejected. Make her think that you’ll kiss her when you feel like it, not when you’ve run out of time and this is your last chance.

I cover kissing in more detail in Chapter 19.

PAYING FOR DATES

It’s gotten into some men’s heads that by paying for a woman, they are “supplicating” or losing power. It’s gotten into other men’s heads that they need to impress a woman by taking her on an expensive extravaganza. Both perspectives are silly.

Here is all you need to know about money and dates:

» Don’t use money to try to impress her.

» Don’t let the bill cause awkwardness.

It is really that simple. Here’s the underlying psychology:

If your first date with a woman involves something over the top, like a 5-star restaurant, she may instinctively feel that this is “too much”. She’ll wonder whether you are so lonely and so obviously not Pre-selected
or Challenging that you’re going all out for a woman that you don’t know all that well and that money is all you have going for you. Or she’ll be nervous that you feel – as some men do – that spending all this money on her makes you entitled to sleep with her.

Awkward situations affect women emotionally in a way that is incomprehensible to most men. Because you have no idea about her expectations - some women will offer to pay half, others will offer to pay but don’t mean it, others will never offer - you are best off assuming that you’re going to pay and planning accordingly. This has the additional bonus of showing her you can take care of her, which if done correctly should make her perceive you as dominant rather than supplicative.

Again, we’re not talking about anything super-expensive. No sane woman is going to feel supplicated to if you bought two tickets to a comedy club and a couple drinks. More important is your attitude. Don’t draw any attention to money or act like it’s a big deal.

If you don’t have very much money, then plan dates that don’t require much money. It’s that simple. There are plenty of free events on the list of good dates above.

If she offers to pay, she might just be offering out of politeness. Social convention implies that you should wave this off. If she offers again, or says something like “let me get this one” the next time something needs to be paid for, then let her contribute. Otherwise, you risk violating the second rule: don’t let the bill cause awkwardness. But let her contribute in a way that still lets you be the leader. If she wants to chip in for drinks at a gallery opening, you can tell her she can buy you dessert afterwards. Now she’s committed to going with you for dessert. This tactic is fun to play with, and you can use it to set up additional dates, with responses like: “I’ll pay for this, and next week you can take me to that wine bar you were telling me about.”
WHAT IS STORYTELLING?

Storytelling is a crucial tool in your arsenal, especially in the Attraction and Comfort phases.

As discussed in Chapter 7, the Attraction phase is primarily about having a woman discover your positive characteristics. There are three ways to make this happen: she can Observe them; she can Learn about them from a third party; or she can be Told about them by you. Storytelling fits mostly into the third option as it allows you to tell a woman almost anything you want about yourself. It also provides an opportunity for her to Observe some of your good qualities - being a good storyteller and commanding a group’s attention demonstrates Social Intuition and Status, and possibly Humor. It also shows her that you are able to feel and convey emotion.

Storytelling in the Comfort phase (Chapter 9) can help build a meaningful connection with a woman. Stories provide a great opportunity for her to get to know you better and should encourage her to tell you about herself as well.

What stories you tell and how you tell them gives a woman great insight into your personality. Make sure that your stories (and their delivery) reflect the best part of your, your values, and your identity.
I’ll be using lots of mini-examples in this chapter. Often these won’t be complete stories or will be exaggerated to make my point clear. Don’t memorize and repeat them; most were created just for this chapter for the purpose of illustrating one particular storytelling technique at a time.

Storytelling structures can get pretty complicated, but they don’t have to be. When I am telling stories, I focus on six key elements:

» A hook line
» The flow (main content of the story)
» Embedded information
» Opportunities for input
» Open threads
» A conclusion

HOOK LINES

A good hook line will introduce a story and give some clue about what’s coming. It should create some suspense and anticipation to focus your listener’s attention. Commanding attention is especially important in the Attraction phase, when you might be dealing with a larger group whose attention is dispersed; in the Comfort phase, attention is easier to get and you are more likely to be alone with her anyway.

A hook line can be a statement or a question. Some examples:

» Have you ever been to Paris?
» I just had the craziest day!
» You know, you remind me of...

In theory, the hook line should be related to the story you are going to tell. But it’s better to have an interesting hook line that isn’t completely related to the rest of the story than it is to have a perfectly on-message hook line that doesn’t capture your listener’s attention.

You can use the hook line as “bait”, which is somewhat similar to using Open Threads (see below). Consider the following dialogue between two people who already know each other:

He: How are you?
She: Good, how are you?
He: Not bad. A bit tired; my plane was stuck on the runway for two hours this afternoon. I had to go to New York for the day [bait].
She: Why?
He: [Begin story about going to New York for the day]

THE FLOW

The main content of the story should flow naturally. Some people advocate writing your stories out word-for-word. When teaching men in the field, I haven’t found that this is as helpful as determinedly practicing your stories in group after group and refining them that way. It’s more useful to think in terms of content themes and the emotional impact you are trying to create than it is to memorize stories word-for-word. But try both approaches and see what works best for you.

Storytelling to women is about emotions. Remove unnecessary logical or factual detail. You only want the minimum amount of non-emotional content to make your story make sense; additional detail must serve a specific purpose (e.g., rooting or embedding DHVs, as explained later in this chapter).

To give an example of how this is done, let’s take a description of my recent trip to the East Coast and give it more of an emotional impact. For now, we’re not worried about hook lines or anything else; we’re just trying to replace facts with emotions.

Bad Storytelling:

I was in Philadelphia last week on business and when I was there, I went to visit a friend of mine in New Jersey. When I was there we went to all-you-can-eat-sushi night at this Japanese restaurant in Trenton. My friend has always been kind of cheap and loves to get a good deal, so even though he wanted the sashimi, he ordered the sushi because unlimited sushi was $25 but unlimited sashimi is $30. I guess the sushi is cheaper because the fish is the expensive ingredient so people will get full after eating less fish if they are also eating the sushi rice and the seaweed. But my friend’s plan was to take the fish out of each sushi roll and send the rice and seaweed back. That way he’d get all the sashimi he’d want for $5 less. They told him to stop after his first plate but when he did it again a manager came out screaming at us and we had to leave. Fortunately, my friend paid for the dinner when we got kicked out and we decided that we didn’t have to leave a tip.

Better Storytelling:

My friend just took me to all-you-can-eat sushi. Sushi is my favorite food so I was really excited. But my friend is really cheap and always...
loves to get a good deal, even if it makes things kind of awkward. He wanted sashimi but that cost more than all-you-can-eat sushi because with sushi you’ll get full on the rice and seaweed before you eat as much fish, and the fish is what’s expensive. So my friend ordered the sushi but took the fish out of every roll and sent the rice and seaweed back. This gave me that feeling of bad anticipation, like when they keep playing the same bass note over and over in horror movies because something bad is going to happen...or do you know that feeling you get in your gut when your best friend is about to totally embarrass themself...and you. Eventually, they caught on and the manager started screaming at us. I was embarrassed but also trying not to laugh; have you ever had that feeling? I knew either my friend or the manager was being an idiot and I couldn’t figure out which, but my friend paid for dinner, so I’m on his side.

You may actually prefer the first story to the second. This gives some insight into male vs. female communication as well as written vs. oral communication. The first story is logical and sequential; the second is more emotional. As such, the first “reads” better while the second “sounds” better.

You want to sound more like the narrator of the second story. It conveys more emotion. Neither story really conveys a lot about my personality or creates much of a connection - we’re about to get into that - but the second example shows how you can make even a mundane experience seem emotionally-charged.

EMBEDDED INFORMATION

Embedding means using a story that appears to be about one subject to subtly tell listeners about something else. Usually the “something else” will be positive characteristics about yourself that you don’t want to bring up directly because you don’t want to come across as bragging or trying too hard to impress her.

Thus, what you are trying to communicate to her - usually a DHV, as discussed in Chapter 7 - is not the main point of the story. Consider this example:

I love New York, but I always thought there was something strange about the city. I think I know what it is now. It’s mushrooms. I did a show there last week and afterwards a bunch of us went on a helicopter tour. It was really beautiful and all, but the weird thing was all the satellite dishes on the roofs. It was like a sea of little white patches, like the skyscrapers had all grown mold. So I figured it out. New York is strange because we’re all living under giant mushrooms, just like the Smurfs.

Theoretically, the story is about how satellite dishes look like mushrooms from the sky. That’s true by the way. But the point of this story is the embedded DHVs:
1. The narrator does “shows” in New York, among other places. This implies Status, and potentially Wealth. In reality, it can be a trade show for all it matters at this stage.

2. Helicopter rides are fairly routine for the narrator. To most women, this implies Wealth, and possibly Status. In fact, helicopter rides aren’t all that expensive or a big deal; they just seem that way. Go take one so you can tell stories about it.

Create your own embedded DHV stories for the Attraction phase. Start by thinking of events or situations from your own life that relate to any of the characteristics universally attractive to women discussed in Chapter 3. Then, figure out a larger context in which you could tell a story in which that DHV would be an incidental detail, but would fit naturally within the story. “Larger context” here simply means that the story is about something bigger. In the example above, shows and helicopters are DHVs and fit into the larger context of “New York” or “why New York feels weird”.

There are a virtually unlimited number of ways to embed different DHVs. To get you started, here are some phrases or lines that could fit into larger contexts and imply good things about you:

- I took some friends on a rafting trip up north... (Health)
- I had to talk my way out of that one... (Social Intuition)
- I was sailing with some friends of mine... (Wealth, Status)
- I’m sort of the leader of my peer group... (Status)

Embedding can backfire if you don’t do it right. Here are the three most common embedding mistakes I’ve seen men make:

- The embedded DHVs are out of place, or look forced into the story.
  “I was at the Ferrari dealership to get my car serviced, and my cell phone rang, and it was my brother, so I told him about what happened last weekend when I was doing a show in New York...”

  This isn’t subtle. There’s nothing relevant about being at a car dealership, let alone about having a Ferrari.

- The story is uninteresting without the DHVs.
  “I love New York. I had a show there last week and afterwards a bunch of us went on a helicopter tour. It was really beautiful, and I was surprised that I didn’t have any fear of heights like I normally do.”
A story about not being afraid of heights is not interesting. She’ll know you only told the story because of the DHVs, which robs them of their power and conveys low Social Intuition.

» The DHVs overshadow the story.

“I love New York, but I always thought there was something strange about the city. I think I know what it is now. It’s mushrooms. I was hanging out with my friend Donald Trump and he took us on a helicopter tour to check out some locations for a new casino we’re building together. It was really beautiful and all, but the weird thing was all the satellite dishes on the roofs. It was like a sea of little white patches, like the skyscrapers had all grown mold. So I figured it out. New York is strange because we’re all living under giant mushrooms, just like the Smurfs.”

No one unintentionally includes details about building a casino with Donald Trump in a story about how satellite dishes look like mushrooms. Building a casino with Donald Trump is unambiguously much more important than how satellite dishes look, so it’s simply not credible to tell a story about satellite dishes as if your casino plans were an incidental detail. The bigger the DHV, the bigger the story embedding it must be.

OPEN THREADS

Another good advanced tactic is to leave open threads for your audience to ask about, to spur further conversation or to advance the story. For example, in the mushroom story, the phrase “I did a show there last week” is an open thread. She may ask you what you do for a living, or what kind of show you did in New York. If you are a performing artist, you can talk about this without appearing to be bragging as long as it is done in response to a direct question. For the rest of us, the only shows we are likely to actually participate in are trade shows. In that case, replace the reference to shows to something else. Maybe you were visiting your friend’s show or seeing your favorite band. Maybe your company sent you on an emergency trip or you were closing a deal or meeting with investors. Use something relevant to you.

If you dropped hints about something that you don’t want to get into details about, brush off her follow-up questions and create an air of mystery by saying “I don’t want to talk about that now. Get to know me for me” and instantly start a new conversational subject. Run an opener if you don’t know what to say next, but make sure there is no pause, or your response may feel awkward. Obviously passing up easy opportunities to DHV in response to her questions can be a DHV in itself.

As an exercise, look for the open thread in this monologue:

I was in Japan last week and all over the place there are these machines that look like they sell soft drinks, but it’s actually like 50 fla-
vors of milk. Ever had strawberry milk? It tastes like a trip to the dentist. And you don’t put coins in, either; you use your cell phone to dial a drink.

The open thread would be what was I doing in Japan?

Open threads are often used in Opening (Chapter 5) to set up your Transition (Chapter 6).

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INPUT

A story can have a more powerful effect on someone if they are actively engaged in it, so it is often helpful to structure opportunities for a woman to feel that she is contributing. This should be done carefully, as she might unpredictably derail the story’s direction or create awkward moments by being unable or unwilling to contribute meaningfully. In previous examples, we’ve been using elements of an Attraction story, so now we’ll switch gears to Comfort. This story, or part of a story, is actually true and is about my mom’s cat when I was a kid. Stories about childhood experiences are generally good in Comfort. They can make you seem vulnerable without being weak, they give you an opportunity to laugh at yourself, and they create commonalities, as childhood is something you both have in common. You’ll notice that this story has no hook line; we’ll add that in a moment:

Cat Story

My mom’s cat was really old and really big. He was probably the only cat ever born without a sense of balance. I thought being able to balance on ledges and treetops was supposed to be part of the point of being a cat. But we lived on an island, so maybe we had mutants. Anyway, when I was little, my first memories are of him walking along the edge of my crib and losing his balance and falling on me. It scared me to death. It probably only happened once or twice, but in my memories it felt like it was happening all the time. In pre-school we all had to draw pictures of things we were afraid of. The other kids drew snakes and monsters. Those never bothered me, not even when my older cousins tried to tell me there were snakes under my floor. I just laughed and told them I wasn’t scared. No sir. What scared me was my mom’s big old retarded cat. That’s why today I have an aquarium. I’m pretty sure seahorses won’t escape the tank and jump on me when I sleep.
This story could work fine on its own, if you added a hook line and a bit more emotional depth. But it could also be made better if a woman is actively engaged in it. The easiest way to create opportunities for input is to ask her questions about elements of your story that she might be able to relate to. For example:

» Did you have pets growing up?
» Do you like cats?
» What were you most afraid of when you were a kid?

Most opportunities for input are set up as questions. But they don’t have to be. The second example below contains an example of a pause where the listener should feel compelled to contribute. I also make one of the opportunities for input into a hook line. This is often a good way of generating hook lines.

Me: Did you have pets growing up?
Her: Yes, I had two dogs, a whale, and a llama. The llama’s name was Bob. [Okay, she probably won’t say this. When I’m creating sample dialogues, sometimes I have the woman say something ridiculous to indicate that the exact content of her response is irrelevant to what I’m going to say next]
Me: Oh yeah? My mom had a cat. And he hated me…
Her: [Random response]
Me: My mom’s cat was really old and really big. He was probably the only cat ever born without a sense of balance. I thought being able to balance on ledges and treetops was supposed to be part of the point of being a cat. But we lived on an island, so maybe we had mutants. Anyway, when I was little my first memories are of him walking along the edge of my crib and losing his balance and falling on me. It scared me to death. It probably only happened once or twice, but in my memories it felt like it was happening all the time. In pre-school we all had to draw pictures of things we were afraid of. What were you afraid of when you were little?
Her: [Random response - but this one will probably be really interesting and tell me a lot about her. Talking about this should build comfort. I can either pursue the conversation in this direction or leave it as an open thread from her and come back to it later]
Me: The other kids drew snakes and monsters. Those never bothered me, not even when my older cousins tried to tell me there were snakes under my floor. I just laughed and told them I wasn’t scared. No sir. What scared me was my mom’s big old retarded cat. That’s why today I have an aquarium. I’m pretty sure seahorses won’t escape the tank and jump on me when I sleep.
This story should have more of an impact on the woman than the first version, since she is invested and contributes to it. The opportunities for input are not difficult for her, which is important. It’s hard to be listening to someone else talk and then suddenly come up with something interesting to say. But everyone knows whether they had pets growing up and what they were afraid of as a kid.

By the way, did you notice the open threads of “we lived on an island” and “I have an aquarium”?

Some general rules for inviting input:

» Make it as easy as possible for the listener
» The listener’s input should confirm or advance where the story is going anyway.
» Use “notional input” when you don’t want to risk the story going in a different direction or as training wheels to get practice as inviting input.

Notional input is where you ask her to confirm something that you assume to be true. For example, if you were telling a story about your nephew, you might start with “My 8-year old nephew Samuel did the funniest thing this morning. You like kids, right?” You wait for the “yes” answer and then continue with the rest of the story.

CONCLUSION

A good story should end on a high note that brings the action to a conclusion. It doesn’t have to be a humorous punch line that leaves everyone rolling around in laughter, but it does have to wrap up the story and communicate that it is over. What you absolutely don’t want is for someone to react to your story with an expectant pause and then say “so then what happened?” Here are some examples of good conclusions (you can imagine the stories that lead into them):

» And that’s why I never drink tequila.
» I’m pretty sure he’s never coming back.
» That was probably the first time a kid had to tell his parents that THEY were grounded.
» I’m pretty sure that seahorses won’t escape the tank and jump on me when I sleep.

If you can’t think of anything, you can finish by telling her what you learned from the experience. You don’t have to actually say “and what I realized from this was...” although it’s not bad if you do. In Comfort it might be a real lesson or insight. In Attraction it more likely should be something humorous.
A story can take any length of time, from as little as 30 seconds to as long as 30 minutes, or even longer in the right context. Make your story length fit the situation. In a loud nightclub, no one is going to listen to you for more than a minute or two right after meeting you, so keep your stories short. Later on, when you’re in the Comfort phase and maybe sitting in a quieter area, longer stories may be more appropriate. Learn to insert and remove material from your stories depending on the situation. Many of my best stories have a “short version” and a “long version”.

Make sure you get everyone’s full attention before you begin. If you don’t have the group’s attention, either command it by being louder or stop until they are focused on you. If you lose someone’s attention while you are telling them a story, just stop and look at them until they focus. Or you can playfully say “hey, show’s over here”.

The biggest mistake I see most men make is that they are not living the story. One reason why it’s important that your stories are actually related to personal experience is that you need to be able to draw upon these when you deliver the story. For example, if you are telling a story about a party at your brother’s house, you absolutely need to be able to immerse yourself in the moment of the party. You should be able to see, smell, feel, hear, and taste everything that you were sensing at that moment.

Most of this information will be unnecessary detail. You may remember that your sister-in-law was wearing a long red dress that she looked uncomfortable in, but if it’s not relevant to the story, don’t include it. But you still need to live the story. Most importantly, it puts you psychologically in the moment. You will be much more captivating and congruent if you are there. In the same way as actors are constantly drawing on their personal experiences to convey feelings and create an emotional response in their audience, you can do that here. In addition, having that background detail available to you makes the rest of your storytelling better. This is similar to an author creating extensive “backstories” for his or her characters. The backstories are full of details that will never get into the book, but they endow the characters with much fuller, and more interesting personalities.

If you’re not interested in what you’re talking about, there’s no chance anyone else will be either. Take your new friends on a journey with you through the story. Personalize your openers, stories, and routines to things that you are genuinely passionate about. Someone with excitement and enthusiasm in their eyes talking about a model train set he built for his nephew (on the surface, not that fascinating to women) will get far better results than someone going through the motions of talking about their career as a movie producer.

Insert pauses strategically in your stories. They create tension and anticipation. Using the stories’ elements we’ve looked at previously in this chapter, I’ve added a couple of potential pauses. Often the pauses will come while you’re addressing facts as opposed to emotions:

» I knew either my friend or the manager was being an idiot and I couldn’t figure out which, [pause] but my friend paid for dinner, so I’m on his side.
I love New York, but I always thought there was something strange about the city. I think I know what it is now. [pause] It's mushrooms. [pause] I did a show there last week and afterwards...

My mom's cat was really old and really big. He was probably the only cat ever born [pause] without a sense of balance.
Chapter 18: Non-Verbal Communication

In This Chapter:

» What is non-verbal communication
» Body Language
» Tonality

What is Non-Verbal Communication ("The Other 93%")

Many academic studies have emphasized the importance of non-verbal over verbal communication. An oft-quoted figure is that 93% of communication is non-verbal. This is generally consistent with our experience.

Volumes have been written on non-verbal communication. Personally, I think a book, as a verbal medium, is an odd choice of format in which to teach a non-verbal process. That being said, I'll cover the most important information here, but to perfect your tonality you need to hear it (and practice with someone who can hear you) and to perfect your body language you need to see it (and practice with someone who can see you). Some of the resources listed in Chapter 24, including audio and video products and downloads, provide further guidance, as do our in-person workshops.

1 Koneya, Mele, and Alton Barbour Louder Than Words...Nonverbal Communication, 1976
One of the good things about the techniques in this chapter is that they apply well beyond the dating world. Improving your non-verbal communication can help in many aspects of your social and professional life. Because of this, it's entirely normal to practice and ask for feedback on your non-verbal communication. Your company might even have training programs you can take advantage of.

Non-verbal communication is generally thought of, in simplest terms, as tonality and body language.

**TONALITY**

**Volume**

Be louder. Most men at bars and nightclubs are too quiet - the sober men are virtually never too loud. It’s the most common piece of advice we give in our workshops. This is especially important in loud venues such as nightclubs. There’s no magic trick to this; simply speak with greater volume. You may “lose your voice” from doing this at first. This is actually a good thing. Your vocal muscles are like any other muscles in the body; they become stronger after exertion and a recovery period.

A commanding, confident voice is an extremely powerful tool. In contrast, a quiet or timid voice is as unattractive to women as a limp-wristed handshake. Especially early in an interaction, a woman should never have to strain to hear you or ask you to repeat yourself.

Don’t let yourself get interrupted or talked over, especially by another man. If you’re talking and someone else interrupts, keep talking until you finish your thought.

Hint: You may feel uncomfortable at first speaking with a commanding, loud voice. Just because you feel that way doesn’t mean it’s too much. Often, at first, it’s still not loud enough. Experiment and don’t be afraid to push boundaries a bit to see where the line is, as far as volume goes.

**Speed**

Pace your delivery. Many men speak too quickly, especially when first meeting a woman. This suggests nervousness, as if you have to say your piece quickly before people stop paying attention. Adopt the attitude that you are interesting, that what you have to say is interesting, and that you are used to people listening to what you have to say.

Many men talk too quickly without realizing it. Consciously slow down your delivery in your next few interactions with women; you may surprised your improved results. In addition, by slowing down your speech, you will make it easier for others to understand you, especially in loud environments.
Pitch

Deepen your voice: As I mentioned in Chapter 5 on Opening, your voice should usually come from your chest, not from your throat. To try this out, put your hand on your chest, right below your pectorals, try to talk in two different ways: one in which you can feel the vibrations on your hand, and one where you can’t. Consciously train yourself to speak in the way that you can feel the vibrations. That’s your chest voice and it’s what you should normally use to talk to women.

Variability

Use vocal modulation: Let your voice acquire a variable rhythm and tone. Use it to express emotion. If not, you will sound “flat” and have a difficult time retaining anyone’s interest. Again, push “too far” in the direction of expressiveness. What at first feels like too much is often the right amount or even still not enough.

Body Language

Good body language is relaxed, calm, and confident. Bad body language is associated with (and usually comes from) insecurity, nervousness, and defensiveness.

As a general rule, if a position looks uncomfortable, it conveys low status. This is true whether or not a position happens to be comfortable for you. High-status men do not tend to squish themselves into awkward or uncomfortable positions.

Partly because of this, we respect the principle of “locking in”.

LOCKING IN

Within the first 30-60 seconds of an interaction (longer in some specific cases, but shoot for this timeframe), you should be adopting a comfortable and socially-dominant physical position relative to the group you approach. This is especially true if the group is primarily made up mostly of women, but it also applies to mixed groups as well.

The most common example of locking in comes when you are leading up against a wall or a bar and the group is facing you.

This sounds harder to achieve than it really is in reality. Once you’ve been talking to a group for a few seconds, you can move around (or gently move the people you are speaking to) to establish this position. Just keep talking as if nothing is happening.
If the group doesn’t happen to be near an appropriate vertical surface, you can wait a bit longer and then as you solidify the group’s interest, you can slowly move and motion for the group to follow you, so that you establish this position.

Locking in also refers to sitting down with a group that is already seated. Deliver your false time constraint (see Chapter 5) as you sit. Use body language for the first couple minutes that you are sitting down to imply that you are about to leave.

Locking in is very important. If you stay standing next to seated group or face a group that has a wall behind it and you’re obviously the outsider, you will lose value. Your physical positioning will imply that you are hitting on them, regardless of what you say. Not only will the group notice, but other people in the venue will notice. And you’ll lose value with other groups you subsequently approach.

The following list highlights the most important body language dos and don’ts. But they don’t all have the same importance. Focus first on everything in the head and face section (especially eye contact) and keeping your shoulders back. It’s hard to simultaneously focus on 18 different things that your body is doing, especially while you’re also trying to carry on a conversation. So focus on a couple of them at a time, internalize them until you don’t have to consciously think about them, and then move on to the next ones.

**Overall posture**

» Don’t lean forward to talk to someone. Tilt your head if you need to, but don’t lean in so someone can hear you or so you can hear them. If you’re having trouble being heard, speak up. If you can’t hear someone, either carry on talking (before the Qualification phase) or suggest you move somewhere quieter (in the Qualification phase or subsequently).

» Don’t slouch. Stand up straight. Sit straight. Not like a statue, you need to be relaxed a little bit, but don’t hunch your shoulders or curve your back.

» Take up space. Within the boundaries of social politeness, don’t be overly concerned about others’ personal space. Men who are comfortable taking more physical space tend to be more attractive to women.

**Head and face**

» Eye contact is probably the most important element of body language. Hold eye contact 50% of the time when you are being spoken to and 90% of the time when you are speaking. If you are speaking to a group, switch eye contact between group members; at any given time, you should be making eye contact with one of them. At least early on, everyone in a group should get roughly equal attention; if anything, the woman you are interested in should get slightly less, not more. This helps make you a challenge to her.
» Keep your head up. Your neck should always be straight unless there is a specific reason to look
down. This is a difficult one to internalize. Check yourself regularly. When I was learning to improve
my body language, I focused on my head by doing a random spot-check every time I heard a phone
ring.

» Relax your facial muscles, especially around your eyes and mouth. Go for a facial massage if you
need to learn what relaxed facial muscles feel like.

» Smile. Show some teeth with your smile. Practice your smiles in front of the mirror. You should
be smiling more often than not. Smiling actually releases positive brain chemicals, and this will help
you develop a naturally positive and outgoing demeanor. And don't just smile with your mouth. The
eyes are equally important and are the easiest way to tell between a fake and a real smile.

**Chest and shoulders**

» Keep your shoulders relaxed, down, and back. This is another difficult one to internalize and can
also benefit from the "spot check" technique described above.

» When your shoulders are back, your chest should come out a bit. Don't puff up your chest any
more than happens naturally through good shoulder positioning,...unless you're auditioning for the role
as an extra on a Conan the Barbarian remake.

**Legs and feet**

» Keep your feet at least shoulder-width apart when you are standing.

» Allow your legs to take up a reasonable amount of space when sitting - don't curl your legs under
you or do anything to minimize the physical space you occupy.

» When you're walking take big (but not ridiculous) steps but walk slower than normal. Your walk
should communicate confidence and power.

**Arms and hands**

» Don't fidget. Fidgeting implies nervousness and insecurity. If you tend to fidget, keep away from
objects that may be problematic for you (pens, rings, napkins, etc.).

» Keep your hands out of your pockets.

» Don't make sudden wild gestures.
Don’t let your arms become a barrier between you and someone you are talking to (e.g., holding a drink between you).

If you’re like me and naturally have major problems making your hands behave themselves when you’re in conversation, consider hooking one or both of your thumbs into belt loops of your pants or the top of your pockets.

When you walk, keep your arms relaxed and to the side of your body.
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**Implications of Kissing**

Kissing is a big deal. It’s usually the first point in an interaction between you and a woman that is totally unambiguous. Anything verbal can be misunderstood, or interpreted as “flirting” or “teasing”. Non-sexual touching before kissing can be interpreted as “friendly” or “playful”. However, kissing is usually the bright red dividing line between “friends” and “romance”. Once you kiss someone, it’s harder to rationalize this away or go backwards.

On one hand, this is good because it clearly advances the relationship. However, when you kiss, you risk dissipating the sexual tension that you’d built up with her.

To understand this, we need to take a detour through how sexual attraction works.

**Sexual Attraction**

Many variables affect sexual attraction and sexual behavior. Hormones and upbringing are key factors. Visual and physical features affect both men and women, but usually have a greater impact on men. More men would be interested in sleeping with an attractive woman, even if they knew nothing about her,
than women would be in sleeping with a similarly attractive man. Arousal also plays a major role. Even if you are not particularly attracted to someone, if they've made you aroused by how they touch you, you will be more likely to sleep with them.

Most people intuitively understand this. The crucial factor that most men miss is sexual tension.

Tension is important. It reflects the thrill of the chase. Even though you might be happy to have sex with a supermodel who spontaneously appeared on your bed, it is likely that you would want her even more if she appeared in your living room, flirted with you, let your mind spend hours imagining having sex with her before you finally won her over. This buildup of anticipation and sexual tension can be important for men, but is crucial for most women.

To use another analogy, male sexual behavior is like an on/off switch, based primarily on a woman's looks; whereas female sexual behavior is like boiling a pot of water, it is based on a buildup of intensity until she reaches the boiling point. This is true even it takes about the same time for men and women to be become physically aroused.

**KISSING AND SEXUAL TENSION**

When you and a woman start flirting and connecting, she will often start imagining or anticipating the kiss. She'll be imagining what it will be like to kiss you. She'll be wondering if you're a good kisser. And so on. That tension and ambiguity is fun and exciting for her. It keeps her interested. Once you kiss her, that ambiguity and tension are gone.

Have you ever known someone for a while where there was unspoken attraction between you two. But when you finally hooked up with her, it felt like you both “got that out of your system” and could go back to being friends instead of feeling like it was the beginning of a sexual relationship? That's because the anticipation and tension were gone. This can happen, especially for women, with kissing.

To avoid this letdown, make sure that:

1. The kiss is a good one.
2. You immediately re-establish the tension.

How to be a good kisser is outside the scope of this book. Check out our product on Advanced Sexual Tactics, coming later this year. In the meantime, there’s some decent stuff on The Forum (use the search function: [www.TheMysteryMethod.com/forum/search.php](http://www.TheMysteryMethod.com/forum/search.php))
Re-establishing sexual tension

You can re-establish sexual tension in two ways: by creating tension for more physical progression, or for more kissing. Generally, if you are in public or in a place where you could not realistically have sex, create anticipation for more kissing. If you’re somewhere you could have sex, create tension for that.

To create tension for more kissing:

» End the kiss first (but not too early).
» Playfully call her a bad girl, and tell her that’s all she gets...for now.
» Create physical tension. Touch her face. Bring your lips close to hers while you are talking, but don’t let her kiss you. Whisper in her ear.... You get the idea.

To create tension for sexual escalation:

» Make the kissing session long. Unless you sense that she is already “ready”, kissing her for one minute and then feeling her up could be perceived as “too fast” and create a state break (see Chapter 10). Make out with her for 15+ minutes, and her body will start anticipating the next step.

» Kiss, but do more than kiss, so she anticipates the next step. Run your hands through her hair (or pull it if you know how). Kiss her neck, etc.

» Tease her physically. Run your hand up her leg, but pull it away before you get too high. Make sure you pull your hand away before she does, and make sure you are clearly teasing her and not merely “respecting her boundaries”

Kissing as an indicator

Don’t confuse the explicit with the implicit

Just because kissing is the first unambiguous test of whether you and she are sexually interested in each other, it does not mean that kissing should be used as a test or a confirmation of her attraction to you.

Have you ever been on a date with a woman and leaned in for that first kiss at the end of the night when she’s saying goodbye on her doorstep?

This is a phenomenally weak move.

It says to a woman, “I’m interested in you; now I want to re-assure myself that you are interested in me.” A confident man is accustomed to women being interested in him and kisses on his own schedule, not according to what he sees men do on TV. If it doesn’t fit into your plan to kiss her then and there, ...don’t.
Try to make your first kiss at a moment when she hits an emotional high point in your interaction with her. Or to reward her for doing something you like.

Never kiss a woman to find out if she’s interested in you sexually. Use the knowledge from this book and the social intuition you will develop from using it repeatedly to develop a sense of when a woman is interested.

**KISS INVITATIONS**

Personally, I just make the kiss happen. Once you have interacted with thousands of women, you will generally know when the opportunity to kiss becomes available. But if not, there are a few different tests that serve as good training wheels.

**The Question Game Kiss**

This routine was first invented by Mystery as an all-purpose kiss tactic. As a matter of preference, we tend to use this only as part of the Question Game (see Chapter 9). However, it can work in other situations too—try it with our other kiss invitations and see which you like the best.

What we do is ask, “Do you want to kiss me?” It’s important to get the phrasing right. It’s not “May I kiss you?” or “Are you going to kiss me?” The neutral phrasing is important.

Her likely responses can be divided into three categories:

1. **Green Light.** Responses here include “yes”, “maybe”, or leaning in to kiss you.

   If you get any response like this, kiss her. If she says “maybe”, respond with “let’s find out” while you move to kiss her.

2. **Yellow Light.** Responses here include “not here” or “not yet”.

   She does want to kiss you, but not in this particular situation. Don’t discuss. Don’t try to solve her objections by moving somewhere else or arguing that you’ve known each other long enough. Just say “I understand” and let the conversation continue on another topic. Your opportunity will come up again later.

3. **Red Light.** Responses here include the ever-popular “no”.

   She is likely not interested in you yet. Or you have taken her by surprise and this was her instinctive reaction. Or she is interested in you but doesn’t want to seem easy. Or she really meant “not here” or “not yet”. If you get a rejection here, don’t be negative. Just say something like “I didn’t say you could; it just looked like you had something on your mind” and change the subject.
You may need to add more Attraction, more Qualification, or more Comfort. Or elements of all three.

The “I’m trying to so hard not to kiss you” Kiss

This routine was first developed by Style as part of his Evolution Phase Shift routine. The part that is specifically necessary for kissing is to lean into her, smell her neck, and say:

“You smell so damn good. I’m trying so hard not to kiss you right now”

If she flinches, pulls back, or says something negative, then she is not likely to be receptive to a kiss. In this case, just change the subject and realize that you still have more work to do, similar to the “red light” scenario in the previous example. If she holds steady, leans in, or touches you, she is ready to be kissed.

The Almost Kiss

This appears to have been developed independently by Future and by Brad P (www.datinggurubrad.com). They have slightly different versions, so I will arbitrarily combine them with my own elements thrown in.

Say to her: “I don’t know if we’re ready for a kiss yet, but I think we’re ready for an almost kiss. I want you to be good and not take advantage of this an opportunity to kiss me. I just want you to hold still, sit on your hands, and you can get close but we can’t kiss.”

Bring yourself very close to her lips (this is another reminder to always have good breath) but don’t kiss her or make her think that you are trying to kiss her. Let some tension build for a couple of seconds and then pull away.

In a few minutes, you can say “I think we’re ready for another almost kiss”. Do the same thing. She will more than likely kiss you. If not, try again in another few minutes.

It’s never taken me more than 3 times to get a kiss this way.
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BEING GOOD-LOOKING

Want some good news that doesn’t require too much work?

Most men can become physically attractive through suitable fashion and grooming choices.

Unless you are particularly unlucky, you can and should get your looks to a point where they will not be an obstacle for most women to date you.¹ This is in your control.

The bad news is that being good-looking will not usually do anything for you by itself. Usually all that it does for you is it prevents you from being rejected based on your looks alone. Women do reject men based on appearance, although not anywhere remotely near as often as men reject women for the same reason.

¹ This applies even if there is a large age gap. However, it’s important to realize that in this context I am only talking about looks. If she’s 20 and you’re 50, she may still not want to date you, but it shouldn’t be because you can’t be a physically attractive 50.
Good looks can also give you more approach invitations (see Chapter 5), and give you more freedom overall to make mistakes. So you may as well do everything you can to improve them. We certainly do. But don’t expect this to change your life.

Another piece of bad news is that there is only so much “universal” advice about fashion and grooming that can apply to all men. I’d rather tell you this upfront than pretend that there is a magic formula that can bring out the best in everyone. To make the most out of your looks, get in-person advice from someone who can see what styles and outfits look best on you and knows what they are doing. This is one reason why our fashion consultations and our workshops (which usually include fashion consultations) are so popular. On the subject, I should say that relying too much on the advice of your female friends can be mistake, unless they know what they are doing. In general, women have a tendency to suggest that men dress “nice” or like Barbie’s boyfriend Ken, as opposed to in a unique way that will capture the attention and curiosity of other women.

This chapter will give you plenty of dos and don’ts to get you started, and over time you can and should develop a fashion sense yourself. Read *GQ* and *Details* (fashion-oriented magazines targeted at men) to get ideas. Look at what high-status men are wearing when you’re out. Watch women who interest you and look at the fashion and grooming choices of the men they date. Then look at what the lonely men by themselves are wearing. Not only will this education process help you make the most of your looks, but it will also give you something interesting to talk about with women. Most women are interested in fashion and people-watching.

Consider yourself lucky that you are a man. It’s relatively easy to improve your looks and most women aren’t dead set on dating male models. Women who aren’t physically attractive have a much harder time finding and keeping a desirable man.

CONVEYING YOUR IDENTITY

Fashion and grooming serves a dual purpose. They do more than change your looks; they also project an identity.

Here’s a thought-experiment. Imagine that you are visiting a big city that you’re unfamiliar with. One night, you go out alone but you make a wrong turn and find yourself completely lost. You need to ask for help. You go to an intersection and see three different people, one on each of the other corners:

1. A man in a well-fitted suit with clean shoes, a briefcase, and a fashionable tie

---

2 This concept was originally contributed to Badboy Lifestyle for their *Seduction Manual* e-book. Although I’ve updated and changed it for Magic Bullets; there’s no need to reinvent the wheel.
2. A man in ripped pants, big boots with metal spikes, a bandana and a leather jacket

3. A man dressed in shorts, sandals, and an oversized wool sweater.

Don’t read on until you visualize and think about how you feel about each of them and which of them you’d ask for help.

When you imagined these people, did their clothing choices lead you to make assumptions about each of them? Keep in mind that I didn’t tell you anything about them - I just said it was “a man” each time. But if you’re like most people, you inferred other things about them based on their clothes. You might even have inferred physical characteristics. Was one man big, while another was small? Did they vary in strength? Were they of different races?

Let’s dig deeper. The first man probably didn’t scare you because he so obviously belonged in a corporate environment. You can guess what kind of job he might have, what kind of place he works in, what kinds of things he does on his free time, and so on. You might be wrong because individual people do defy patterns, but you’d be right most of the time. This is because you’ve met men who dress like this in the past or seen them on TV and in the movies, and you’ve learned about personality traits that such men often have in common.

The second man probably scared you. He’s dressed like we expect someone who was violent might dress if he were going to be in a dark alley. Even if we don’t know any muggers personally, we have an idea of what we think they look like from the media.

The third man probably scared you too, for a different reason. He might be crazy or otherwise mentally unbalanced. The informal rules of our society tell us not to wear outfits like that, so this is someone who doesn’t accept societal rules. Logically, if it’s warm enough for sandals and shorts, it’s too warm for a sweater.
The purpose of this was to put you inside a woman’s head. Remember, when you first start interacting with her, she won’t know much about you, and your clothes are one of her most useful sources of information about you:

» She knows that your clothes didn’t fall on you by accident. You made a choice to wear what you’re wearing and she will use that information to make assumptions about you.

» She will make implicit assumptions about you without even realizing it. Before she even really notices you, she may already think you are “boring” or “sexy” or “creative”.

» She is going to assume that you behave and live a lifestyle similar to those of other men she has met who dress in a similar way.

» She is going to draw on stereotypes from the media, especially films and television, and assume that you emulate, or are trying to emulate, movie or TV characters who dress that way.

So, how you dress is important not only for enhancing your looks but also for conveying your identity. She’s going to make judgments about you based on your clothes anyway, so you may as well have her make the judgments you want. This is another reason why one-size-fits-all fashion and grooming advice can be a disservice.

With that in mind, let’s look at some of the general rules that actually do apply to most men.

PUTTING AN OUTFIT TOGETHER

» Each outfit should have some basics (pieces which do not obviously attract attention) and some artistry (pieces which do attract attention). For example, if your shoes and jacket are a bit flashy or edgy - my preferred look - then stick to relatively subdued pants and shirt. Depending on your overall look, the artistry can be very subtle or very dramatic.

» The idea of extremely ridiculous and out-of-place outfits is outdated. This is not to criticize the idea of “peacocking”, just its application. Definitely dress to attract some attention, but make sure what you’re wearing fits together and supports your identity. Extreme peacocking will attract a lot of attention, but it’s mostly surface-level curiosity and entertainment.

» Make your clothes fit – Why spend $80 on a great shirt that doesn’t fit if you won’t spend $5-$10 to have it altered? If it doesn’t fit you perfectly get it altered so it flatters your body.

» Speaking of fit, while I don’t tend to suggest that you rely on women’s advice for how to dress, one thing most women are very good at is helping you find clothes that fit well. As long as you’re prepared
to disagree with her about what styles to wear, take a woman shopping with you to help judge the fit. Alternatively, if you’re shopping alone, ask other women whether something you’re trying on fits you well. You can use this to open as well - it’s not a great opener, but if your primary goal at the time is shopping, then any women you meet will be a bonus.

» Suits are often very attractive if you can justify wearing them where you are. Don’t be afraid to wear a suit to a nightclub with your friends. Be more afraid to wear one to a dive bar. Either way, take off or loosen your tie and unbutton the top button of your shirt

» Don’t be boring. If you dress just like everyone else, she will assume you are just like everyone else. Which would be a big waste after you’ve read this book and learned how to stand out from the pack.

» If you’re overweight, black clothes make you look thinner. If you’re short, pinstripes make you look taller (and horizontal stripes make you look shorter). If you have a nice body, show it off with your clothes, but not too much - clothes that are too tight might make her think you’re gay.

» Don’t clash. Don’t wear two different patterns in the same outfit. Don’t wear two different stripes (including pinstripes). Colors that are too close together can often clash (like black and navy blue, or white and cream). Red and green also don’t tend to work well together; neither do black and brown. If you know what you’re doing, you can break all of these rules, but hopefully not all in the same outfit.

SHOES AND BOOTS

» Be taller – There are plenty of brands of very fashionable shoes and boots that give you extra height. A couple extra inches will always help. If you’re under six feet (about 180 cm), a couple extra inches will help a lot.

» Creativity matters with shoes. Women really notice shoes, which is why it’s important to keep them clean. It’s a rare man who wears anything other than traditionally boring footwear. You can stand out through your choices here.

» Don’t wear the same shoes two days in a row. This isn’t a fashion tip; it just makes your shoes last much longer.

PANTS

» Designer jeans are fashionable these days, khakis less so. Corduroys look good on many men if you want to be casual but jeans aren’t your style.
» Don't wear generic boring cotton pants.

» The fit of a pair of jeans is very important. Different brands and styles are cut in different ways. Make sure you know what you're doing; don't just guess. Expensive jeans are expensive because they of the cut.

» If you're going to the park or the beach and you want to wear shorts, make sure they are loose and come pretty close to your knees. Nothing will get you laughed at more quickly than tight shorts.

SHIRTS

» Keep informal collared shirts outside your pants; don't tuck them in.

» Wear collared shirts alone, without a t-shirt underneath. Only wear a t-shirt if you sweat a lot.

» Short-sleeve button-down shirts are boring and ugly.

» Shirts give you a lot of room for subtlety and creativity. You should almost never wear a plain, solid-covered collared shirt unless the color itself is unique. Even if for whatever reason you are dead set on wearing a plain white shirt, you can give it an intriguing touch with a bit of texture, subtle patterns, or French cuffs.

ACCESSORIES

» Get some ornamental stuff – Earrings, funky shoes, rings, hats, scarves, neck-chains, wristbands, whatever. What is purely ornamental (e.g., a double breasted suit, cuff links, a peacock's tail) is sexy. What is purely functional generally is not. Don't go overboard - one or two ornamental elements is usually enough. Women will often ask you about these, so it's even better if you have a good story behind them. Women often notice accessories and it's an easy way to convey that you have a sense of style.

» Glasses - Glasses are sexy on some men. They are not on most men. If you look better without them, try contacts or surgery.

» Unless you know what you are doing, match your shoes to your belt (i.e., make them both brown or both black).
» Have an interesting belt buckle. It doesn’t have to be over-the-top – elegant is also interesting.

GROOMING

» Remove excess hair -- If you have any hint of your eyebrows touching, wax or shave them so there is separation. Nose and ear hairs are sexy to no one. Make sure your sideburns, if you have them, have a neat line and definition and are at the same length on each side. Hair should not be found on your back or butt. And while we’re at it, your pubic hair shouldn’t be unruly either. Women will appreciate your privates being trimmed and neat and may be more enthusiastic about rewarding you for this.

» In addition, most women prefer shaved chests, though this varies. If you have a beard or a mustache, keep it trimmed and neat. Most of the men I see with beards or mustaches should shave them off anyway, though they do look good on some men. Having 3-day or 5-day stubble on your face can be attractive on some men; keep this orderly as well and don’t let any hairs get too long.

» Women’s preferences vary widely here and can be somewhat random. Don’t take any individual woman’s advice too seriously on this. But if you ask ten women what they think of your mustache and they all hate it, get rid of it.

» Squelch acne -- First, if you’re still getting acne, see a dermatologist. Second, for your acne scars, consider laser skin care (expensive) or makeup (cheap). Get a female friend to help you buy a cover up stick and some powder. You can make your zits vanish for the night. No excuses here. Unless you have a particular skin condition, acne can and should be minimized.

» Whiten your teeth -- It’s cheap and easy. Go through your dentist, not those white strips. No excuses here either.

» A good haircut makes a major difference. Find people with attractive haircuts and ask who they go to. It’s absolutely worth spending the money on a good haircut. If your budget is tight, you may only have to do this once, to establish the cut, and then every month or so you can go to someone cheaper but technically competent and ask him to keep trimming your hair in the same style.

Just a few changes can make a big difference. Take a look at these before-and-after pictures of Masters, one of our instructors. Notice the big difference that a fashionable haircut, an edgy/stylish element (the light sunglasses), and a sharp blazer can make.
OK, now relax. Have you done all the things in the list? You’ve done the best you can with what you have. Women will notice. An average-looking man who takes care of himself is often more attractive to women than a better-looking man who is a slob. Whatever you are able to do, remember that looks are neither a necessary nor sufficient condition to attract most women. Just take control of the message you are conveying through your wardrobe and make sure you’ve put your best foot forward.
The term “wing” or “wingman” comes from military aviation. The pilot flying just outside and behind the squadron leader is flying on the leader’s wing, making him the leader’s wingman. In popular culture, the wingman is a man who helps his male friend meet women, usually by engaging her friends and often by making a romantic connection himself.

The most important thing is to work with your wing, not against him. Your friends should not be your competition. If you and your friends are tripping each other up or fighting each other for women, people can assume a few things about you:

» You don’t have much going for you. If you did, you wouldn’t spend time with people that you don’t seem to like and respect, and/or who don’t seem to like and respect you. This implies that you have low Status (see Chapter 3).

» You don’t have many friends. For the same reason as above, and with the same implications - that you have low Status.

» You don’t have much success with women. If you did, you wouldn’t fight one of your friends for a woman you just met. This implies that you are not Pre-selected (Chapter 3).

The big message here is that people will make judgments about you based on your friends and how you interact with them.

Successful men normally spend time with other successful people. If you’re at a restaurant with Brad Pitt, many women will want to meet you. Even if they have no chance at Brad (Angelina is pretty tough competition), they’ll be curious about someone who has enough going for him that Brat Pitt counts him among his friends. On the other hand, if your companion is a generic-looking accountant who is wearing khakis, a tucked in shirt, and nothing stylish or adventurous, women will be far less interested in you. Even though you haven’t changed, women’s perception of you will, as they infer things about you, your friends, and your lifestyle.

You want your friends to have value. Never cut them down. Act around them as if they are movie stars who are also your good friends - like it’s totally normal for you to be hanging out with very high-value people.

Of course, it’s not enough to tell you what you do; you need to know how.
Here are some specific ways you and your friends can make each other look great.

» Only one of you should go into the group first. Your friend should wait a couple of minutes and then see if you want him in the group. Generally, you will - for reasons discussed above. However, there are situations where you won’t. For example, if you entered a group of three people and you were about to pull one of the women away for a more private conversation (see Chapter 9), adding your friend at this point could be awkward and unnecessary. If you go out with your friends a lot, this communication can become instinctive. Whatever you do, keep it simple. You don’t want a complicated sequence of password phrases. If I’m out with someone new, I will tell him that the keyword is “Tanya”. If either of you mention Tanya when the other one is about to join the group, it means “go away”.

» Introduce your friends properly. If I’m out with Sinn,

I won’t say “Hey, this is my friend Sinn”.

(For one thing, I’d use his real name). I’d tell people: “This is my friend Sinn. He’s an amazing stand-up comic; you should have seen his show at Laugh Factory last week. I’d roll with him anywhere.”

Or if I’m out with Future, I might talk about him being a star screenwriter, performer and former Marine. Building up your friends when they are not around has much more of an effect than when they are around. So try to talk about “who you’re here with” before your friends join you in the group. When they do, women will often already be attracted to them. These are Learned DHVs (biased source) from Chapter 3.

» Give priority to your friend. If you are the first into a group and your friend appears a few minutes later, turn to face him. Address him. He is automatically more important than any woman you’ve been talking to for a few minutes. Similarly, if a woman later makes fun of your friend, roll your eyes at her. When your wingman teases her back, laugh and nod your head.

» Talk to each other. If a friend and I meet two women, we will still spend a significant amount of time talking to each other, even when the women are around. This implies that you have a solid social circle (Status) and that your attention has not been completely won by the women (Challenging). You can even talk about the women you’ve met with your friends - it’s a great opportunity to tease them or to introduce a venue change. For a venue change, I might say something like

“I’m hungry, let’s go get sushi”.

"
If my wing is on the ball, he’ll agree. Then one of us will turn to the women and say:

“Hey, you guys should tag along. We’re going to my friend’s restaurant; they have killer sake you’ve got to try.”

At that point, assume they are coming, take them by the hand, and go.

» Give your friend a boost. If I’m out with a friend and it’s going well for me but not for him, I can help him out. I will often say something to “my” woman like:

“I’d love to stay and talk. I’m really curious about you. But your friend is being weird to my friend and I don’t want him to get bored”.

Usually “my” woman will elbow her friend / “his” woman in the ribs or something to tell her to be nicer to my friend. Continue from there.

» Escalate physically in sync. Women don’t like their friends to think that they are “easy”. But “easy” is a relative, not objective, standard. If two women meet two men, whichever woman sleeps with her guy first is the easy one, whether it’s 3 hours or 3 days or 3 months. So, if you and a friend meet two women and take them home, separate them so they can’t see each other. Then escalate. Make a lot of noise so it’s obvious to the other couple that you are getting physical. Then your friend’s woman won’t feel cheap if she lets him escalate. Then he will make sure they make noise, so your woman feels reassured.

» Respect “the rules”. Whoever is the first man to approach a group gets to choose the woman he wants to attract. No exceptions. Sometimes you need to talk to the less interesting woman for an hour to give your friend the time to succeed with his woman. He’ll do the same for you. There was a pretty funny beer commercial that explored this theme a while ago (you can see it at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=NltiO8PFBu8). However, no matter how much you like the woman your friend is talking to, you cannot steal her away. Trust me, once you get good at this, you’ll realize that there are more than enough beautiful women to go around.
Most phone game takes place in the Comfort phase (see Chapter 9). However, you need to think about phone game differently from regular, in-person comfort building. This is partly because one of the major purposes and challenges of being on the phone with a woman is to arrange for the two of you to actually meet up in person again.

In addition, the nature of your interaction is different on the phone. You can’t see each other’s body language. You can prepare much better. Neither of you actually have to answer the phone. Most people have Caller ID. Conversations can end with very little notice. And so on. We’ll analyze the impact of these factors in this chapter.

THE GOAL OF PHONE GAME

As stated above, your primary aim with Phone Game is still to get her to meet up for a date. Your secondary aim is to use time on the phone on with her to build comfort. Of course, you’d build far more comfort in person than on the phone over an equivalent time period; however, until you can see her again in person, the telephone is your best tool to move the relationship forward.
Script the call out beforehand and write down some notes. Why not? She can’t see you. Plan the first couple of things you are going to say and a couple of things you can jump in with if you run out of things to say. Uncomfortable silences on the phone are deadlier than they are in person, since a phone conversation - or a relationship - can end after just a few awkward seconds, when she says, “Well, I have to go now”.

**HOW TO GET HER PHONE NUMBER**

This is actually the wrong question to start with. I should blame the author of this book. The right question is: why should you get her number? It’s so you can go on a date with her. A phone number has no value in itself. For that matter, neither does a date. There is nothing in the Emotional Progression Model that mandates meeting her again at a different time - which is all a date really is - rather than continuing forward at that moment.

In a way, trying for a date is an admission of failure, even if most of the time it’s an unavoidable “failure.” Trying to meet up with her later says: “I am not trying to move this relationship forward right now. I am going to try to continue this later. In the best case, I’d be right where I am now. In the worst case, we won’t end up meeting up and I lose the relationship with her.”

A date never gains you anything. All it does is give you another chance to push the relationship forward if the logistics weren’t right to do so when you met her. Of course, most of the time, the logistics won’t be right when you first meet. If you meet a woman on your lunch break and you have to get back to work, you’ll need to set up a date. If she’s shopping with her girlfriends and can’t leave them, you’ll need to set up a date. If you’re both at a club but it would be socially awkward for you to leave together, you’ll need to set up a date.

But remember - a date is not a phone number. A phone number is a chance at a date. There’s still a chance that she will flake (not answer or return

True story from a recent workshop in Los Angeles: We took the guys to a lounge in Hollywood and one of them was deep in conversation with Suzanne, a very fit Asian woman. Suzanne’s friends were happy for her to talk to our guy because he had already won them over in Attraction and Comfort (as per the Emotional Progression Model). It was about midnight. There was no time pressure. But when our student “ran out of things to say” he took her phone number and rejoined us.

This was a bad decision. Leaving aside that you should never run out of things to say, all that the phone number was going to accomplish was to help them meet up again to spend time together. However, they were already in the middle of spending time together without any obvious barriers to developing their relationship.

Our student wasn’t lazy. His motivations are understandable. Psychologically, he wanted to “lock in” what he had “gained” so far: her willingness to give him her phone number. But that’s a rookie mistake.

Of course, we didn’t let him leave Suzanne. We led him back to her with instructions to escalate until rejection. When the lights came on an hour later, they left to get pizza, and then went home together. There was no need for a date or a phone number. Of course, it doesn’t always work so easily, but it will never work if you don’t try.

Our student made dozens of mistakes with Suzanne. We were watching him the whole time and went over them the next day. However, because he didn’t settle for a phone number and risk being forgotten, because he did enough things right, he got the girl.
your call, not go on a date with you, etc.)

**Women and “flaking” - How not to get her phone number**

Why does flaking happen? Let’s look at an example of a typical, attractive, social woman.

She goes out to a restaurant with her friends. While waiting at the bar, an interesting man approaches her. 3 to 5 minutes later (about how long it should take to get some attraction going), he asks for her number so they can “hang out sometime” At that moment, she genuinely would “hang out” with this man “sometime”...

...but it doesn’t turn out that way.

Going out “sometime” is different from going out Thursday night. To see her “sometime” all you have to do is be more interesting than doing nothing. That’s a pretty low standard. She can agree to that. And, if she has nothing else to do, she might actually see you. However, most desirable women rarely have “nothing else to do.”

Thus, to see her at a specific time, you need to be more interesting than anything else she could be doing, like friends, hobbies, work, other dates, or relaxing at home. That’s a tough standard to meet in 3-5 minutes. Especially since over the course of the night she met a bunch of other men. Did you think you were the only man to notice her? She likes all of the attention and flirting, but she doesn’t have time to go on 9 dates this week.

Bear this in mind: meeting up with strange men is scary for most women. First, there are issues of physical safety. If she’s not comfortable with you, she may feel the risk of date rape or worse. Less dramatically is the hyper-developed fear that many women have of being in awkward social situations. Think of women in bars or parties. They do not generally go by themselves to interact socially with strangers. So they bring a friend. She (probably) knows that she can’t bring a friend on a date with you. So that makes her even less likely to want to come out.

Thus, a woman is going to look for reasons NOT to go out with you

To a man, the idea that you might not have a great time with this woman is irrelevant; maybe you will, maybe you won’t. Either way, you’ll never know if you don’t meet up, and the worst thing that can happen is you’ll cut it short early and go home. Men don’t agonize and worry over whether it will be socially awkward or not. But many women do, and we need to take this into account.

Women also tend to be more analytical than men about social situations. She may wonder why you’d even call her when you only met for a few minutes and you know so little about her (after all, you spent that time attracting her as opposed to learning about her). Are you desperate? Or are you a player?
It should be clear by now that a quick interaction leading to some basic attraction and “we should hang out sometime” is rarely going to lead an exceptionally desirable woman into seeing you again. She fears loss of safety, she fears social awkwardness, and who are you anyway?

**How to get her phone number - for real**

To have a good chance of seeing her again, you need to establish some Comfort with her during the first interaction. This means you need to Open, Transition, Attract, and Qualify her first. I don’t care if you only have 10 minutes. You just have to play faster.

Here are some anti-flaking tactics for getting her phone number:

- Have something specific to do. She should plan to help you shop for your niece’s birthday on Saturday, not “hang out sometime.”

- Bait her into suggesting the date. Let her chase you. Drop little hints (“I’m going to X” or “I’d love to do Y”) and see if she tries to become part of those plans or says something like, “That sounds fun; I’d love to do something like that.”

- Don’t make the date, or the phone number exchange, the last part of your interaction. That feels like a pickup. Stay at least 5 minutes afterwards.

- Engage her friends. When she goes home, her friends should be excited for her that you guys are meeting up later and not wondering who that creepy guy was. To a woman, her friends’ approval for the men she dates is very important, much more important than peer group approval is for men. See Chapter 9 on Comfort for more on this.

- Focus on the date, not the phone number. The phone should be an afterthought (and isn’t always strictly necessary, although you take a big risk that she won’t think your plans are serious if you don’t get her number).

- Set up callback humor. If you have a running joke during your interaction where you have a nickname for her, and later you phone her and call her by that nickname, it often triggers a reversal to the previous emotional state. She’ll be back in the world of being out, having fun, and meeting men, as opposed to whatever mundane thing she was actually doing when you called.

- Program your number into her phone. Many people will not answer the phone if they don’t know who is calling. This way she’ll know, for better or worse, that it’s you. Set up more callback humor by having her program your name as “My hero” or “Mr. T” or whatever is playfully relevant.
» If she’s drinking, address it. Tease her that she won’t remember anything because she’s drunk. Pretend that you guys would have so much fun together, but she had to ruin it by being drunk and making it so it would be weird when you call. Bait her into convincing you that she’s not all that drunk, that she’s really into you, and she can’t wait to hear from you. After she’s said that, it becomes a lot harder for her to be flaky. Warning, don’t do this unless the girl actually IS really drunk. It will annoy her if she’s just had a drink or two.

» If she is strongly interested in you, tell her exactly when you will call. Get her to promise to answer. But don’t make this sound too serious.

MAKING PLANS: MEN VS. WOMEN

I stated above that the primary goal of phone game is to go on a date with her. That doesn’t mean that you should approach phone calls with a “I’m trying to make plans” frame (see the Glossary for a definition of “frames”). You’ll seem desperate and typical of low-status men.

Men and women tend to view the telephone differently. Men see the phone as a tool that allows us to schedule our lives and arrange meet-ups with friends. In other words we use the phone to get things done. Women see the phone as a source of conversational pleasure and connection. Do you recognize this type of conversation?

Man 1: Hi, Man 2.
Man 2: Hi, Man 1. What’s new?
Man 1: There’s a new Spanish restaurant on Chestnut Street. Do you want to check it out?
Man 2: Sure. Tomorrow?
Man 1: Can’t. I’m swamped this week. Next Monday?
Man 2: Perfect. Around 8?
Man 1: That works. I’ll make reservations for 8.
Man 2: See you there!

This feels normal to most men. It’s not how we have all of our conversations, but when our aim is to see someone, it’s how the conversation might proceed. It’s not all that different from how you might schedule a meeting at work.

This is not how most women talk to each other or how they want to talk to men.

For one thing, most women hate making plans for more than a day or two in the future. This applies particularly to younger women, many of whom won’t want to commit themselves in advance to specific plans. What if something more exciting comes up? What if she doesn’t feel like it when that day rolls around? How is she supposed to remember what she’s supposed to be doing in a few days anyway? (If you run into
this problem, it provides a convincing clue that the date is more important to you than it is to her. If her favourite band was playing, she’d remember). If you make long-term plans with a woman who doesn't usually organize her social life like this, you are just asking for her to say “call me to confirm” as if your date was a 1980s-era airplane reservation.

“Call me to confirm” is a great manoeuvre for women and I have to admire its cleverness. Now she's locked you into plans if she wants them. She has a date option. She can now decide the day before, or the day of, if this is in fact what she wants to do or whether she’d prefer to do something else, knowing that you’ve kept that slot open for her. This is even better for her than making firm plans and then cancelling, because she knows that most men, even orbiters (see Glossary), won’t stand for endless cancellations. But men will generally tolerate a few occasions where plans “fall through,” especially if they were never confirmed in the first place!

Alright, enough about what not to do. Here’s how to do it right.

**PHONE GAME: EARLY**

Call her (or send a text message)1 soon after meeting her for the first time. Contact her that day, if you like, or the following day.

In the first call, you will probably have to do most of the talking, at least for the first minute or two. Call to tell her about something funny that happened, or to ask her a question. Whatever you do, you have to seize her attention. Your first call with a woman should never go like this:

Her: Hello?
You: Hi, is Julie there?
Her: This is Julie.
You: Hi, it’s Dave. We met at Balboa Park yesterday.
Her: Oh, yeah. Hi.
You: How’s it going?
Her: Not bad, you?
You: Not bad.

You’ve just lost the first eight lines of dialogue - the most important eight lines - dissipating any emotional momentum (see Chapter 4) your first interaction with her could possibly have created. You’ve brought the energy level down when you needed to raise it up.

Why up? Consider her emotional state. When you met her, she was out, she was probably being social, and she was probably having a good time. In that emotional state, she was interested enough in you to

---

1. Also known as SMS in various parts of the world. Most cellphones have the capability to send and receive short text messages, and that is what we are referring to here. Some women, especially younger women, are obsessed with text messages. Try text or phone or both.
give you her phone number. Now, when you’re calling her again, you’re calling on your timetable, but not necessarily hers. She may no longer be feeling social and happy and interested in meeting people. She might be miserable or tired or stressed. You need to quickly get her back to how she felt when you met her, while knowing nothing about her current emotional state.

This is why we use callback humor and also take command of the conversation early, to give ourselves and opportunity to put her in a receptive emotional state.

Contrast the bad conversation beginning above to this one:

**Her:** Hello?

**You:** Hey, crazy redhead bodyguard [or whatever piece of callback humor is relevant]...the craziest thing just happened, I just got back from the gym and I met someone who looked just like you.

**Her:** Oh yeah?

**You:** Yeah, so do you have a twin sister I should know about? I mean, one of you in the world I could deal with, but two of you would be too much for one planet. I was about call NASA to send a rocket to your house to put you on the moon or something. [playful tone].

⚠️ Notice that you don’t ask her what she’s doing or how she is. Those questions give her an easy excuse to give reasons why she can’t be on the phone.

**VOICEMAIL**

If you get her voicemail, either she didn’t get to her phone in time, or she saw your number and didn’t feel like talking to you at that moment. You did program your name into her phone, right?

Well, leave her a message! Make it a call-to-action message. You want her to return the call. Examples of elements that incorporate a call to action include:

» I didn’t know you knew my friend Kelly.

» My friend said that you [hang up on yourself].

» Oh my God, you’ll never guess what just happened .

Obviously, pick something that’s true and that you can be congruent with.
By the way, if you phone, and it goes directly to voicemail (and doesn't ring at all), hang up. You got a free pass. If it doesn't ring, it won't show up as a missed call on her phone, she won't see that you called. If it does ring, leave a message.

If you don't like your message as you are recording it, try hitting the * or the # key. Often that will give you the opportunity to erase and re-record the message. Don't count on this though, and don't do what I did once which was end a message by saying “Oh, this sounds really stupid, I'm going to do it again” before hitting the key. It was the wrong key and the message saved automatically. She never called back. Live and learn.

PHONE GAME: MIDDLE

In general, the more solid the initial interaction (in person), the less work you will likely have to do on the phone to get her to meet up again. Regardless, try not to mention meeting up during the first call. Just be part of each other's lives and build comfort.

With enough intuition and practice, you'll be able to judge when she is ready to meet up for a date. As long as you are doing good work building comfort on the phone, there is no rush. Usually, in fact, a woman will start dropping hints that she wants to meet, especially if you talk about the fun activities and friends that you experience in your day-to-day life.

If do you suggest plans, don’t do so within the first five minutes of a conversation.

You definitely do not want her to say no to potential plans. In case you were wondering, her being busy is a “no”. Even if she is genuinely busy, the fact that she is saying no to you affects her perception of your relationship. It also costs you emotional momentum. If you keep pursuing her while she is saying no, you can turn yourself into an orbiter. To counteract this, you want to frame your suggested plans in such a way as to minimize the impact of rejection. For example, if you text a woman to say “Hey all, big party at the House of Blues tonight, use my name at the door,” you lose very little by a rejection. It's a text message that's framed to look like a group text message, which is technically not an invite to a date. You actually get a bit of value from this whether she shows up or not because it shows you are leading an interesting life and having fun with or without her.

Even suggested “formal dates” should not be open-ended. Let's say it's Sunday and you want to see this woman sometime this week. You don’t call her and say, “I'd like to see you. Are you free tomorrow? No? How about Tuesday? Ok, Wednesday then? Well, what are you doing Thursday? Friday? Ok, I'll call you next week and see what your schedule looks like then.” By doing this, you communicate that you have nothing going on in your life, or at least nothing that is more important than a date with her.

Women are looking to share their lives with a man. Why would a woman want to share her life with you when she is the most interesting thing going on it?
Spontaneity is your friend. If you call a woman at 5 p.m. on a weekday, talk for a couple of minutes, and “spontaneously” ask what she’s doing, then this can be seen two ways. It can be seen as an invitation to make plans or just idle conversation. If what she’s doing is driving to her cousin’s house to baby-sit, then you tell her what you’re doing tonight. Try to make it something you probably couldn’t invite her to anyway; no plans suggested = no plans rejected. If she instead answers, “Not much”, then you can suggest something. She’s less likely to flake if the plans are for the same day.

If you do get rejected for more formal plans (or she flakes at the last minute) you should generally not suggest plans again until after a few more calls. But don’t let the conversation end on this note. Quickly change the subject to a high-impact funny or exciting story (which you should have cued up beforehand) and continue the conversation for at least another few minutes.

**PHONE GAME: END**

Aim for 12-25 minute conversations and make sure you get off the phone first. You can demonstrate value in doing so by having another call you need to take, or your friend just showed up to take you to some high-status event, or something similar. If you want to refresh her attraction to you, you can demonstrate that you are a Challenge by, for example, telling her you’ll call her back in an hour and not doing so.

If she is busy, at work or being distracted, just say “I’ll call you back when you’re not distracted.” If she tries to get you to stay on the phone, then stay, unless the distraction is really annoying.

**PHONE GAME OUTSIDE OF COMFORT**

Sometimes you just didn’t get to Comfort but got her phone number anyway and she does answer the phone. It does happen. If you’re in this situation, you need to do Attraction and Qualification at the same time, and count on having more and longer phone calls.

One way of qualifying when you are stuck in phone game is to make plans with her – even if you know there is no way she is going to show up – and then cancel them. The plans can be tentative if they have to be, but the cancellation has to be specific. “We should go to this concert next Friday, I’ll call you next week about it” is unlikely to rejected by most women. Next Friday is still likely an abstract concept to her, and she likes having many social options for a given night. Saying yes to this spares her the social awkwardness of having to say no. When the time comes, of course, she will probably not answer your call, or send you a text message that she “has to work” or “isn’t feeling well” or “has to pick up her sister at the airport.” But for now, she’s said yes, call me next week.

Treat this as rock-solid formal plans and then cancel on her before she can cancel on you. Call her the night before or the day of and explain (to her voicemail if you have to) that you can’t make it because your friend Alexandra is flying out the next day and you totally forgot, but you’re hosting a party for her. Don’t offer to re-schedule or anything.

Call her again in a day or two and continue as normal.
IF SHE DOESN’T CALL YOU BACK

If she doesn’t call back, try her again in a couple days. Or try sending her a text message. Or try calling from a different phone number. Don’t use “call block” to hide your phone number when you call her. It’s lame.

Some women are just busy or distracted or have strange ideas about the appropriateness of calling men, or are deliberately screening for men who are persistent. Unless she’s going to tell other people with whom you’re likely to interact that you’re a creep, it’s okay to keep calling or texting a few times to try to make contact. You never know what is going on in her head, and it only costs you 30 seconds to call. Here are some more tips in this situation:

» Vary the time of day when you call. Morning, afternoon, evening, night. If you’re getting nowhere, try calling at 1 a.m. You’ll wake her up, so make sure you can be immediately entertaining from the second she answers. (Start with a high-energy, funny, short routine. Don’t even introduce yourself.)

» Keep numbers around. Holidays can be a great occasion for women to come out of the woodwork on your phone. Texting every woman in your phone book with “Happy New Year” can sometimes reconnect you with a couple of them.

» Don’t ever acknowledge that you are calling and she isn’t returning your calls. Adopt the frame – to yourself – that she is just a flaky woman and it’s kind of cute. Don’t let it cross your mind that she might not actually be interested in you.

» Don’t ever say “this is the last time I’m calling” or “I’m calling to leave you another message” – see above. And if you do get her on the phone, don’t even bring up the subject of your previous calls/texts as this will signal to her that you’ve been thinking about this a lot and lower your value.

Finally, there’s the Greatest Text Message Ever™. Text her “I just met your twin”. This may not only jar her into responding, but to responding with a competitive frame. Often her response will be “is she prettier than me?” or “I’m cooler.”

FLAKING

Flaking means canceling plans at the last minute, or not showing up. Guess what? This will happen sometimes, especially on first dates. It’s in the nature of things. Here’s what to do when a woman flakes:

Nothing.

And that’s it.
What, you miss my bullet points? What's *Magic Bullets* without bullet points? Fine. Here's the same answer, in four bullet points.

» Don't be upset. Don't lecture her. She doesn't care. If she cared about what you thought of her, she probably wouldn't have flaked in the first place. Don't believe me? Ask yourself if “feeling tired” would have kept her from a date with Brad Pitt. All that punishing her will do is to associate yourself in her mind with bad emotions, and momentarily make her feel badly. But don't worry, she'll feel better when the next guy gives her attention.

» Just in case that wasn't clear.... You planned to meet her at 6 p.m.? You had to leave work early? Fight traffic? Cut your workout short? Miss your favorite show? Tough. She doesn't care. That's not her problem. If you tell her all of this, you just lost value in her eyes because you rearranged your life for a date with her.

» Remember Pre-selection (Chapter 3) and act like a man who has lots of women interested in him. Such a man wouldn't be especially thrown off by a flake. He has other women in his life who would love see him, and more likely than not, whatever it was that he was going to do with her was something that he would enjoy doing anyway with cool friends (see Chapter 16 on dates). If this frame is not perfectly clear and obvious to you, cancel the next time you set up a date with a random woman. I'm serious. Listen for her reaction and learn to copy it. It didn't ruin her day. It shouldn't ruin yours.

» A phrase I've had a lot of success with is “No problem, I'll invite someone else.” This is best used when your plans were obviously for two people (e.g., you had two concert tickets and invited her). Don't use this on a third or fourth date, but when the relationship is still casual, it's perfect.
APPENDIX
CHAPTER 24: RESOURCES

LIVE SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS:

» **Badboy Lifestyle** – [www.BadboyLifestyle.com](http://www.BadboyLifestyle.com)

FREE ONLINE DISCUSSION FORUM:


OTHER BOOKS AND PERSPECTIVES:

» **Badboy Lifestyle ebook** – [www.BadboyLifestyle.com](http://www.BadboyLifestyle.com)

FASHION MAGAZINES FOR MEN:


INSTRUCTOR BLOGS:

» **Savoy** - [http://therealsavoy.blogspot.com](http://therealsavoy.blogspot.com)
» **Sinn** - [http://sinnsofattraction.blogspot.com](http://sinnsofattraction.blogspot.com)
» **Future** - [http://immaculate-seduction.blogspot.com](http://immaculate-seduction.blogspot.com)
» **Captain Jack** - [http://captainjackpua.blogspot.com](http://captainjackpua.blogspot.com)
» **Badboy Lifestyle (combined)** - [http://www.badboyseduction.blogspot.com](http://www.badboyseduction.blogspot.com)